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after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing
every other day afier first week, 50 cents.
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Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
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less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
PRESS” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) tor $1.00 per square tor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

PORTLAND MUSEUM,
Congress aud Exchange Street*.
I. T. WfGR Ac CO.,
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Monday, March 13th,

Min SOPHIE
S.

No. 37 Plum Street.
9

tl

MILES,

Monday nud Tuesday, Iflnreh 13th and
14lh, aud Wednesday Matinee,

Tlie W'ife 2

"eThTripleyT

GREEK BUSHES !
Saturday, 17th aud 18th, and
Saturday IBatinee,

Und.ertal5.er.
respectfully inform the citizens of Portland that he is prepared to furnish Coffins,
and
Caskets
Grave-Clothes, of all styles, at
the shortest possible notice.
Everything connected
with the management of funerals, day or night, will
receive prompt attention. Residence No. 219 Federal,
corner of Temple St.feblOdGm

H.

J.
43 1-3
janl3

EXTRAORDINAHT

1876.

The Natural magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hands on them and they shall be healed.
Rooms 11 and 13 Fluent Block

Mementos of the Cradle-days oi

Liberty

Being fac-simile reproductions, in actual metal,
from perfeet specimens oi the OLD PINE TREE
SHILLING and the copper com ot the different colonies.
The first cent coined by the U. S., "Washington
cent, 1783.
The first half cent coined by the U. S., 1793.
Silver half dollar, coined by the U. S., 1795.

1795.
1795.
1795.
in very high relief of the celebrated
WASHINGTON MEDAECCLESINE
LION, STRUCK IN SILVER in England, in 1790,
a beautiful work of art, tbe most noted profile of
the period, of the “Father of our Country.”
The originals in the archives of the U. S. mint,
Philadelphia. Handsomely mounted on Bristol,
singly, carte de visite size, ready for framing.
Any of the copper coins, 25 cts. each.
30 cts.
silver
44
44
35 cts.
gold
Or the complete set, mounted on gilt embossed
Bristol, 7x9, ready for framing:
The 9 pieces, all in copper, $1 50 per set.
44
44
9
copper, silver and gold, $2.00
per set.
The Ecclesine Medallion, in silver, 3£ inches dia4<

Eagle,
Also, a reproduction

44

beautiful and appropriate mementos of our centennial conceivable.
They will be sent, framed in any desired stjle,
from 15 cts, each up for tbe singles, from 75 cts, up
for the sets and Medallion, which extra amounts
most

must accompany order.
By mail lree on receipt
to the trade.
AGENTS

of price. Usual discounts

WANTED.
throughout the United States and the world. These
beautiful goods sell themselves at sight.
Complete
outfit of samples with full information will be sent
to agents on receipt of $5.00. P. O. Monev Order.
Address
C. J. SQUIRE,
23 Park Row, New York City.
maO

d3m

SMUGGLER, JR.,
—

by

—

owner

of Smuggler,

to serve his own mares kept their. He will be limited
to 30 good mares for outside parties. He has put the
per
price within reach of everybody. Only
If not in foal, to have the use of horse
Mea*on.
any time he is in the stud. Smuggler, Jr., is one of
the most remarkable colts of his age (5 years) in New
England.15 bauds 3 inches, beautiful bay, perfect picture of his sire, but finer grained, gaited exactly like
him and very fast. Grand good pasture and best of
care of brood mares.
For further purticulars adF. A. F. ADAMS.
dress

eod2m&w3ml0

CLARK,

copying, embrold-

family

erng and fancy-work in wools. &c.. &c.

<ns29t*

LOOK The Wonderful Blessings of God on
Labors of MOOD¥ A SANKIiYinEurope
and America. Best book and chance for men or
women wanting a good business and do good
new maps of U. S. A.,
^ offered this year. Also lands
and Centennial
World and all Bible
CD Combination.
Apply at once to D. L.
^GUERNSEY, Pub., Concord, N. SI.

rf}
cL

FREE

SOAP.

fel4eodtf

MODEL

feb!8dlwt
FOR

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
AND ALL TIIIIOAT DISEASES,
USE

Wells’ Carbolie Tablets,
PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
A TRIED AND SURE REMEDY.
For sale by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C GOODWIN & CO„ Boston, Ma^s.
d4wt

fe!9__
Reware

or

Imitation*!

THOMSON’S

Glove-Fitting Corsets !
^£S=sgj>gi=S3S5Sk.

j

Stamped

WITH

trade.

**

j§||[

‘Thomson”

jmwk
itnilIres.
wa 1
^V
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HARK A
C

EIGHT
K AMES

CORRE

R O W N.

Chronometer Markers’ Tools;
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, &c.,

Watch and

5<> Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND, M.E.
jul
dly

JOHN

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
119 1-2

HOMESTEADS

PORTLAND.

Legal business

PACIFIC

UNION

—

IN

—

of the

RAILROAD,

—

SECURE A HOME ROW.
Full information sent FREE to all parts of the
O. F. DAVIS,
world. Address
fe29d4wt Land Com'r U.P.R.K.. Omaha, Nebraska.

_

we are giving $65 Sewing Machine®,
limiting Case Watches, Velvet Vests,
and Black Silk Dresses, free with our
Send to InGreenback Packages.
ventors Union, 173 Greenwich Street,
New York.
feb29|*w

The Greatest Selling Centennial Book Is

As it WAS and IN, treating of our historv and
soil and climate, vast
mountains,
government, vaiiedcities
ami
lakes, rivers, great
manufactures, wealth
m minerals, internal improvements, tree schools,
wonderful achievements, agriculture, commerce,
A
nPIaikihd
finances, curiosities, et.c.
MIGHT V
ll*«"
YANKEE
VIEW of
ILLIJ»TEAT»
RICHEY
D,
NATION,
Large size, low price.
Nothing like it extant.
Address
Terms
eisy.
wanted
Agents
quickly.
ma2t4w
HUBBARD BROS Springfield, Mass.
Asthma that
JOUIIU ADAMSON’S B. C. BALSAM will not cure.
free.
Circular
at
35
cts.
by Druggists
Du. F VY KINSMAN, Augusta, Maine,
d4w|
mar 4
££00(1

For

WSold

a case

of

Cough, Cold

or

all kinds promptly atnovlOdtf

WM. H. MOTLEY,
ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Middle

mar6d2w*

feb24dtfNATHAN CLEAVES.

A Valuable Property

CONVENIENT

We would invite

the attention of the enterprising
list of prop-

Capitalists ot the State to the following
erty placed in our hands for sale,

A

maUdeodlw

—

viz:

—

and

rooms,

additional

Exchange

HEAVILY TIMBERED LIND!
on

which may be found in paying quantities,

To Let.

SMALL
mat8tf

—ANI>—

Blacli.

MAINE.

H.RAY,
Maine.

Probate Easiness and Collections.

F.Ytensive

nml

nf

Rmterier

MINE,
minliiv

nnro

iirnfilaWir

operated, with
'2 Miles ofwell-fnrnislied Railroad,

7

to insure
continued development.
There is also found in great abundance on this rich
tract of land, SALT SPRINGS, and unmistakable
evidences of OIL, superioi IRON ORE, SLATE,
LIMESTONE and FIRE CLAY, lying convenient to
the point of shipment. The moveable property consists iu part of

1 Steam Tow Boat, Barges, Locomotives and Bolling Stock.
and the necessary utensils to carry on this extensive
business. There is also a
STEAM SAW AND GRIST MILL AND
SHDGLB MACHINE, DWELLING
HOUSES.R ARKHOUSES'WORK
SHOPS, SHEDS, Ac.
This property is offered for less than the co*t
of improvements. Titles perfect and terms liberal The owners invite investigation.
For further particulars call upon

HOOPER,
U P'HOL8TEREB
J. H.

Nos. S3 and 33 Free 8t,
MANUFACTURES OF

Lounges, Spring
Reds, Mattresses,
McDsnongh Patent Bed Loanget, Enameled Chairs, Ac.
gyAll kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
Suits-

oct5-’69T T&Stf

UPHAM &
At No- 7
feb8

F. G,

GARDINER,

Exchange

Patterson’s

Estate

BULLETIN.
MONEY

TO

LOAN

HOUHK
deci5

au28tf

INSURANCE.

TO

Booksellers and Stationers,
not! & FOGG, No. 91 Middle Street.
Boole Binders.
A. QCINCV. Room 11, Printer.’
Exchange, No. il 1 Exchange St.
SMALL A SHACK FORD, No. 35 Plant
WM.

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite the Park.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WAT.TER COREY & CO., Arcade, No.

IS Free Street.
GEOBGE A. WHITNEY,. No. 56 Exchange St.
Upholstering of nil kinds
done to order.

Horse Shoers.

_

ore

CO.,

No 80

PtreG,

JAMES miUiEK.No.9i Federal Street

BOSTON.

Nearly Half Century Experience in Ufe

Underwriting.

Policies Liberal and Equitable.

J*

A.

No permit required for change of Residence or Occu
pat ion. This Company possessed January 1, 1876, an
Accumulated fund (to meet future liabilities) amounting to

about.$15,000,000

OO

300,000
3,141,000

OO
00

Market value of which, more
than cost, Jan. 1, 1876.
Income for 1875.
Returned to policy holders in
1875.
Accumulation in 1875
Surplus over liabilities January
1. 1876.
Surplus to be returned to policy
holders in 1876 as their premiums fall due.
Ratio of expenses to mean
amount insured in 1875.

eor.

Maple

KEITH.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
J. W. AM.II.MeDCFFFtc.Cor.
& Union Sis.

1,393,000 00
1,000,000 OO

1,375,000 00
567,000 00
50

they are as large as any Company
surplus is not swollen by forfeitures.

can

pay whose

The Life Insurance Laws of Massachusetts require
Massachusetts companies to give in Life Insurance
the value of every dollar paid into its treasury, without any action on the part of the policy holder.
If a party insured in this Company fails to pay the
premium on his policv when due, the net value or
legal reserve of such policy must be used as a single
premium to purchase a term insurance, the length of
which, to be determined by the age of the insured;
thus securing to every policy holder young or old
rich or poor, a fair equivalent for the money paid.
In addition to the above safeguard, this Company
will give, if desired, a paid up policy for said net value, or will pay it in cash if preferred.
In all other State companies (with the exception of
the pail up insurance feature) this net value, or legal
reserve which belong to the policy holder, is forfeited,
unless the premium is paid when due.
When you insure your life, insure in the Company

the

I.ife fcMurance

for the mioury you have Paid.

For Information, Documents

or

Insurance

apply to

TARBOX,

teller. -Madame n. a
Clairvoyant, Fortune
can
consulted at No. 3 Quincy St. Madame *1. lias had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, <£rc., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss tiiis opportunity of consulting the greatest fortuneteller of the age. Persons entering intoany
new business or profession, the conducting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. Sbe also describes all manner of disease
that flesh is lieir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has giveu universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels .duce sbe was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired,
terms, Gents §100; Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
IroaUiA. ill, to 9 p.

jj._ao9dtl

WIUTE AND TINTED RRI8T01.

5SLV.\*
i’e

20c or EO Snow
,rm,aKk- Kep. Plain and Scotch granu- WEEKS, 34 Lisbon
CVV1::tcn•
,ea8e state what paper you saw
name.

4ni bie;

streeT0r^^d<lres?!..WMthis in

eodtf

aufthiw*

V Canada,

\
\1

and

Europe:

terms

II

.

SL A m s €>

w,

JEWELER,
Q01 MIDDLE ST.,
Wallhaiu, Elgin Ac Swiss Watches, Spectacles, Opera Glasses. Silver Ware,
Clocks, Arc
Watches and Jewelry left for ISrpnir
Insured

against Fire.

201, Nearly Opp. Hie Falinoulli.
dtf

janl_

GAS

CONSUMERS!
THE ELLIS PATENT

Gas Burner, Regulator and Shade

money is in order, and we are inthe reader one of the secrets.
ALEXANDER
FROTHING HAITI
&
CO. 19 Wall Afreet, New York, Bankers
and Brokers, are prepared to invest in Stocks and
other profitable ventures of a legitimate character.
This firm is famous for money making, and it numbers among its patrons thousands who are well off*,
and are so because of tbeir employment
of
FROTHIrtGHAiH & CO to procure investments. Send tor their explanatory circular. Stocks
purchased and carried as long as desired, on a margin of from three to five per cent.—From Boston
Saturday Evening Express, February, 10, 1876.
massdeodly

Combined
sdec ed to be the best Gas Light ver produced—
quite as steady as the Argand, which varies as the
pressures varies, and need to be constantly watched,
as all know, beside the great annoyance from the
heat caused by the styles of the shade and chimney
By our Shade the light is deflected, and being so
constructed as to allow the heat to pass upwards,
after being properly adjusted is always regulated,
with an actual saving of from 15 to 4l) per cent, ai
the consumption of gas over any ether burner.

C.

Expert Accountant,

Ju. MARSTON.

PROPRIETOK FOR MAUVE.
fJS Exchange Kircrl.
Agent Wanted.octtldtl

145 COMMERCIAL ST.
accounts, partnership settlements,
INTRICATE
etc., etc., adjusted. Previous business written,

THE

FAVORITE

FEEL.

investment of
$206.

customers purchased a spread on 100
Y Central, the put @106 call@'08,
buying
against the put @107, which were
sold @114. Selling at the same price the other 100
shares called @108. Netting protit of $1250; this operation e?n be repeated every month In the year. $10,
$20, $50, $100, $1000 will pay as well for amount invested. Gold StocKs, Cotton and Tobacco bought and
sold oncommission; advances on consignments; send
for price lists and circulars. P. O. Box 3774.

SJT1EDLEY & CO.,

!

40 Broad Street, Near Gold Ac Stock Exchange, New York*
<l&w3m4
janl2

AT

J. A. & A.

Coa

open

by

orates.

the

Cargo!

choice variety lor
Family uso, warranted to give perfect satisfaction
a

Randall & McAllister,

SALE”

FOR

foie

At retail

BANKERS Ac RROKERS,

60

—

g

COMMERCIAL

ST.

T. SMITH’S

Corner Milk & Market Streets,
A very choice lot of
Direct trom Chicago.

Call and Examine,
d2w*

mal

COR. MIDDDLE AND EXCHANGE STS.

NOTICE.
in the Jail Work Shop for Cumberland County may be visited by theit friends
PRISONERS
WEDNESDAY
on

fevr

luore

Active Agent* Wanted.

of each

week irom 10 to 12 o’clock

pris-

a. m., and from 2 to 4 o’clock p. m.; and other
oners on THURSDAY of each week at the same

LAMSON,

hours.

,1. W.

IUU1GER, Agt.,

PORTLAND, ME.,
OFFICE 1GG FORE STREET.

ret>25_

d&wtf

Per

order of County Commissioners.
W. L. PENNELL, Sheriff.
mhl0d&w3wll

Portland, March 9,1876.

Southern Pine Flooring.
300 M.

Dry

For sale in lots

or

J. W.

FOB SALE.
Steam Engine and Boiler

'neasatf.
•

car

loads at Cargo Pr’ccs.

REEKING,

PHOTOGRAPHER,
244 Middle Street,
The Best Work

A IM :-T 0

Pasture
NEWLY fenced Pasture witliin one mile ot the
City to let for a term of years.
J. 15. THORNTON.
Oak Hill.
feb21eodtf

A

at

Moderate

Price*.

PLEASE.

janS_dtt
Can

J

J

a

A

LSi

(i

ET

Id

J Ij

de22d&w6m

be

rn] SUCCESSFULLY
treated
m

A.V

£IO Commercial Street, Fool of Centre St
uei2
eodtf

f JIHE ENGINE an upright of about six horse
JL power, and an Upright Tubular Boiler of about
ioubie the power oi the engine. Apply to WILLI AM LoWELL, 36 Union street or W. H. PEN-

NELL & CO., 38 Onion street.

1 & 11-4 Inch

FIRST QU ALITY FLOORING,

may

tures cannot be considered as
either as special instructions to future or reflections upon past city officials.
It may he
said at the start that many intelligent taxpayers believe that the expenditures in sever
al departments are larger than they should
be. One of these departments is that of
streets. During the year just closing $96,500 will be expended.
In view of what has
been done, who will attempt to say that $96,500 is not a remarkably large sum to he collected from the people for the streets of Portland? Doubtless the special expenditures
have been larger than usual, but there is no
reason why the pay rolls should be larger
than usual or that the bills of a general ebaacter should be heavier than usual. Candor
compels us to S3y here that a number of the
bills are so large as to be remarkable. We do
not propose to call in question the Street
Committee or the Street Commissioner, but
only call attention to the facts in order that
both may carefully investigate the matter and
see where prudent foresight can save several
thousand dollars the next year. Experienced
men say that $70,000 is a large appropriation
for streets the ensuing year.
It is a large
sum of money; but it will not be sufficient if
the Commissioner employ men regardless of
where his is coming out, or contracts bills
without constantly keeping the limit of his

appropriation

in

mind.

In

conclusion,

it is not too much to say that the gentlemen
who shall be charged with the care of the
streets next year have It in their power to
make a belter showing than was made last

warning against
IY

V/

fnture

UtttB 1UCUCU

IU

experiments.

IliC

UAJfCIlUllUlCS

111

IUC

above departments because public attention
has already been called to them the past year
and because we feel it a duty to those who
have given so marked an expression of their
confidence in Ihe present Republican majority in the city council to say that they expect
that majority to afford the city a discreet and
prudent administration of its affairs.
There can be no question but that Gen.
Fessenden as Mayor will give that care and
attention to the best interests of the city that
he would to his own private interests.
We
believe that he will receive the hearty cooperation of his party associates in the City
Council. It is hoped that heads of departments will also appreciate the fact that the
people are watching the expenditures and

general management of every department,
and that they will cooperate with the Mayor
and City Council in securing a wise and hon-

Democratic Defaulters.
To hear ex-Confederate congressmen deplore the corruption of the Republican parLy
and to read the virtuous denunciations of Republican leaders by Democratic journals, one
would think that in the “earlier and better
days of the Republic” such a thing as unfaithfulness and venality in office were not
known. Of course it was no crime for Buchanan’s cabinet to plunder the treasury,
steal the Iudian funds, and strike at the life
This was

patriotic

devotion

to a
But we will not

on

our

we

expendiimpertinent

Republic.
great cause.

requiring competent services promptly
executed. Compromises between debtors and creditors effected, financial ability of debtors investigated,
and settlements effected when desired
Instruction in book-keeping to a limited number.
Business from this city and vicinity respectfully
solicited.
Ample references in this and other cities.
mar7TW&Ftcodtf

—

vyuusequeuuy wuaiever suggestions
make at this time concerning city

of the

and all work

CHARLES

City Expenditures.
At this time we do not know whom the
caucus of the Republican members of the city
council have nominated for the heads of the
several departments of the city government.

est administration.

PATTEN,

ONEshares of N

NATIONAL COMMITTEE.

REPUBLICAN

Washington, January 13,1876.

a

C

How to make
clined to tell

of

E. D. MORGAN, Chairman,
WM. E. CHANDLER, Secretary,

the money was not wisely expended.
Whether this is true or not wo are unable to
Now it cannot be helped, but it will be
say.

$10, $25, $50, $100, $200.

$1250 Profit

opposed

that

Invest Now According to Yonr Means

Practical and

1876.
The next Union Republican National Convention
for the nomination of candidates for President and
Vice-President of the United States will be held in
the city of Cincinnati, on Wednesday, the fourteenth
day of June, 1876, at 12 o’clock noon, and will consist
of delegates from each State equal to twice the number of its Senators and Representatives in Congress,
and of two delegates from each
organized Territory
and the district of Columbia.
In calling the conventions for the election of delegates, the committees of the several States are recommended to tnvite all Republican electors, and all
other voters, without regard to past political differences or previous party affilations. who are
opposed to reviving sectional issues, and desire to
promote friendly feeling and permanent harmony
throughout the country by maintaining and enforcing
all the constitutional rights of every citizen, including the lull and free exercise oi the right ot suffrage
without intimidation and without frauu; who are m
favor of the continued prosecution and
punishment
of all official dishonesty, and an economical administration of the Government by honest, faithful and capable officers; who are in favor of making such reforms in government as experience may from time to
time suggest; who are
to impairing the credit ot the nation by depreciating any of its
obligations,
and in favor of sustaining in every way the national
faith and financial honor; who hold that the common
school system is the nursery of American liberty, and
should be maintained absolutely free from sectarian
control; who believe that, for the promotion ot these
ends, the direction of the Government should continue to be confided to those who adhere to the principles of 1776, and support them as incorporated in
the Constitution and the laws; and who are in lavor
of recognizing and strengthening the fundamental
principle of National Unitv in this Centennial Anniversary of the birth ot the Republic.

an appearnce of bad management the past
year is that of drains and sewers. By somebody’s advice there was a general revolution
in the matter of culverts. Good judges say

as

dec28dtf

M. C.

Convention.

It they can the tax-payers have a
right to demand it of them.
Another department where there has been

BEEF!

OFFICE

the

'villi

29 (fJarkst Square Portland We.

HI

at the home of the patient
out the use of the

with-

KNIFE orCAUSTIC*
And without pain. Address,
A. II.
1)11
BKOIVIt,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.,
Correspondence from Physicians
also solicited.

«fS.nn

in 1839 and 1876. Did any one ever hear
that this man Swartwout was punished by
the Democratic party then in power ? Did
they institute measures for his punishment?
Will seme one who has time read over the
journals of Congress at that time and see it
there was any of that righteous indignation
on the part of Democrats which
they so virtuoQsly and publicly parade in the wretched
Belknap business. And this is only one case
of many.
It may be that there were no virtuous ex-rebels in
Congress then—no twenty
dollar Robbins of North Carolina and no malignant Blackburns of Kentucky—to defend
the national honor.

__

year.
have a

ADVKtsFEFE

Agent New England Mutual
Life Insurance Company,

Middle

celebrated
Fortune
Maddox,
be
Teller and Doctress,

v*£ 11

au!7
__

building. Apply to
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
Middle, corner of Exchange St.,
or HENRY DEERING,
39 Exchange St.
same

100 shares

{'rfiT’A

fiO

1WJTTBC BROS. & CO.

the

on

rear

Box 444.

The dividends of this old Company are not larger
than any Company in this country or the world, but

and Silver Ware,
CO., 139 Middle St.

MERRILL.

Roods.

!

and inventions.
References:—Hon. M. I). Leggett. Ex-Commissioner of Patents, Cleveland, Ohio; O. II. Kelley,
Esq., Sec’y National Grange, Louisville, Ky, and
the Danish and Swedish ministers at Washington,
D. C.
S^“Send Stamp for our “Guide fob obtaining
Patents,” a book of 50 pages.
Aft (tress:—LOU IW BAGGER A' CO., Solicitors of Patents. H ashing ton, V. C, P. O

General

Stair Builders.
F. 1.IUECY, No. 252 Fore Street,
Cross St., ia Delano’. Mill.

A. MEBRIIiC &

_LET

We hnve oh baud the largest and bf»it assortment of any house in the state. BIJIT* DKB* ANP CONTRACTORS wil find it to
their advantage to call and examine onr

and a full description of
1
n
I 1 I 17 1 I 1 III If. your invention, We will
A1.1 I Aii. 1 A V/Al/Nyl make an examination at
the Patent Office, and if
we think it patentable, will send you papers and advice. and prosecute your case. Our fee will be in orcanary cases, $20.
I
T\ TT T
Pi HOral or written in all mat-

Street.

J.

appointed

their entire etock of mantels and have been
by the Mayfield Slate Co. soleagents for Portland
aud vicinity for all goods manufactured by them.

MUMTADC
I l h V III \

1!INCORPORATED IN 1835.

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

Watches, Jewelry

We have purchased of MESSRS SHEPARD & Co.,

To Let.
BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street,
containing all the modern improvements. Inquire at No. 10 Central Wharf.
jnelG
dtf

MTITrm

V. C.

and

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

A

\ low as those of any ofher relia1
1 1 ble house.
Correspondence inKJ vited in the
U11
English and foreign
languages, with Inventors, Attorneys at Law, and other Solicitors, especially with
those who have had their cases rejected in the hands
of other attorneys. In rejected cases our fees are
reasonable, and no eharge is made unless we are successful

Street.

Real Estate Agents.

<3. I..
HOOPER, Cor. York
Streets.

(

DESIRABLE bonse to let on Congress St., No.
643, in good repair. Sebago water, gas, furnace.
Inquire at No. 641 Congress St.
deo3tf

J
1

Plumbers.

B.

ol the

dtf

172

tor.

Middle Street.

«

Story

To Let.

nov2dtf

nntccM you

Roofers.
J. N. McCO V & CO., 28 Sp

LET !

Printers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THFRSTOA & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

front and

that

Photographer.
A. 8. 3D A VI8 &

Slate Mantles.

Inquire

easterly side of Exchange
STORE
Street, five doors below Middle Street. Also
ofl&ces in

Life

dtf

malO

Marblized

Boom in the Second

TO

Mutual

Store,

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

THE

ENGLAND

NEW

Hairs Rubber

dtf

ON

and Pearl streets.

PRICE LIST-Nc. 1. F. r
Children 4 to 6 years $1.00.
No. 2. For Children 6 to 8,
%
$1.10
No. 3. For Children,8 to 10, $1.20, No. 4
ly
For Children, 10 to 14, $1.30. No 5. For Ladies and
Children, 14 years atid upwards. $1.40. No. C. For
Gentlemen of moderate strength, $1 50. No. 7, $2 00
Complete set of seven, $9 00. No. 7 is fitted with a
screw-eye and hook to attach to the wall or floor.
Two of this size properly arranged make a complete
Gymnasium. Sent post-paid upon receipt of price.
Address

Let.

ocI2

first class Real Estate security, in Portland,
or vicinity-Rents collected, taxes paid,
etc., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON .dealer in Real Estate. Office379J
Congress street, Williams* Block, between Mvrtlc

i

House to Let.
Palis St,, containing ten rooms. InW. H NEAL,
quire of
febl8dtf
At Lord & Haskell’s, 135 Middle St.

d3m

Beal

Ever Devised
for
Homs Practice.

25

Street.

Most Complete
s,8,fm

*

A

To

The

m

OF PHYSICAL exeucise

AUG. P. FULLER,
Portland, Me.

at 6 1 !i Dow
the premises.

FOGG.

v © y? &

To Let with Board
PLEASANT unfurnished front room for a gentleman and wife. Also rooms for gentlemen at
MBS. MERRILL’S,
feb25dttNo. 62 Free St,

HOUSE

■

gr

suburbs. Address
lu24deodtf

journal.

Goodyear's Poc&et Gymnasium.

LEASE.

THE

Street.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY,

uAKHWiiH,
of Cross. Portland.

be

House contains 40 rooms and two Stores; is
situated opposite the passenger station of the
firand Trunk Rail wav anti In t.Vu» immnrila+n wriwinitTr
and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and

on

d3m

•B. JB.

can

&

JOHNSON

Said Fogg has gone to parts unknown. The firm of
Johnson & Fogg is hereby dissolved
NOAH W. JOHNSON.
Attest, JOSIAH CROSBY.
Feb.
1876.
feb24d3w
21,
Garland, Me.,

ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,

boxed and matted.

as a

©Gained in the United States

ST.,

jan20

table boarders

W nlnut.

A COAL

dlw*ttf

Parlor

cautioned not to trnst ALBERT
ALLD.persons
member of
FOGG, of Garland, Maine,

THE NEW

Attorney at Law,

Saccarappa,

STEVENS,

the firm of

Rear of 30 Danforth St.

HOTEL TO

Street.

jan21

A.

Dissolution and Caution.

SIRS. ADAMS’.
feb25dtf63 Spring St.

BLOCK,

1-2 EXCHANGE

ALFRED

NEHEMIAH SMART
mhlldSl*
Decring, March 9, 1876.

To Let.
RENTS, $10, $15, and $20 per month.
J. K. KING,
Apply to

a

PEMRY,

PORTLAND,

firm.

PETER HANNA.

board: also
few
WITH
accommodated at

OF

49

The business of the late firm of Good ridge, Stevens
& Co., will be continued by the undersigned who have
formed a partnership for that purpose under the
name and style of HTEiEHW db ST1AKT and
the affairs of the old firm will be settled by the new

on

No. 55

janl8

J.

STEVENS,

Deenog, March 9, 1876.

thorough repair;
if de-

be secured

36 Center Street.

ma8dtf

dtf

JOHN

ALFRED A.

the Corner of High and Danforth
House in good repair, has 9 rooms, and
and attic; good cemented cellar, furnace,
Sebago water; good wood house and large
Inquire at No. 18 High Street.

House

Streets.
THE

for the

THADDEUS J. NOBLE,
EDWARD C. STEVENS.

^

E. C. ANDREWS,

mar8dlw

garden.

—

in

rooms can

dt CO

manufacture of Britannia ware, is this day dissolved
by mutual consent.
CHARLES L. GOODRIDGE,

CENTER STREET: suitable ror two tenants,

OO

OO boarding or lodging bouse,

il

pantry
gas and

ACHES

12,600

Street.

STANTON

No. 31 1-2

name

(aOOOKIDOE, WTEVEN*

seven

“RENT,? This Office.

sired; gas and Sebago.

Situated on Cumberland Kiver,
I* Clinton County, Kentucky,

FESSENDEN,
IN

partnership heretofore existing between the
THEundersigned
under the
and stylo of

containing

HOUSE,

rooms; within five minutes walk of Post Office;
Sebago water and furnace. For particulars address

Attorney at Law,
OFFICE

DISSOLUTION OFFARTlIiSHIP;

TO LET.

Card

a

Harmony,

CQPARTN ERSHIpT

a

references,

regular attache of the Press is furnished
certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. Ail railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
Every

with

Republican National

337 SPRING ST.
d3m*

Boarders Wanted.

THE

Jan5dlf

D. W.

WSIDEITCE

wishing board in
private family
GENTLEMEN
up town will please address, Press Office, with
L. D.

We do not read anonymous letters and communication*. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensaDle, not necessarily tor publication
but as a guaranty cf good faith.
We cannot undeitake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

Farnsworth,

marl

OYKE X. T>. FARRINGTON’S,

NEBRASKA.

mvp
v
AAA T JaaA

of

tended to*

Railroad Laud

the Line

Exchange Street,

Pattern and Model Maher.

THE BEST REMEHYFOR HARD TIMES!

are on

BOARD.

For Sale.
house occupied by me, No. 327 (formerly 153)
Spring Street, Portland

CRAM,

FIT.

A Farm of Your Own

Best and Cheapest

P.

|,<'lft‘ct

give entire satisfaction. Every lady who has
them recommends them. Be sure to get the
genuinet A novelty, Thomson’s patient fastening
capped corset steels They are unbreakable, and
their fastenings do not abraid tbe dress. For sale by
first class dealers everywhere.
THOMSON,
LANGDOIV Ac CO.. N. If., Hole Importer*
and Patentee* for the U. H.feb29t!2w

AND THE

JOBBER,

ROR1NSON & YOUNG, Experienced
Horst shoers at No. 70 Pearl St.
noY5dtf

They

—

&

MANUFACTURER OF

AND
EACH A

worn

FREE

MAKER

Street.

WORLD-RENOWNED PATENT

EACH

BABCOCK.

P*

€.

^

is known world wide as Robinson’s Oatmeal Glycerine. It is the cheapest fine
toilet soap in the world, and the only perfect winter
soap. Ask lor ROBINSON’S OATMEAL SOAP.

geuine Oatmeal Soap

Brown St.

al6

feb!6d4wt

fl .000 AGENTS, Teachers, Students. Men and
to
sell
CENTENNIAL
Women, wanted
GAZETTEER of the IT. S. shows grand
results of IOO Year* ProgrrNM A whole Library. Boston Globe.—Not a luxury* but a neceaily.
Jnter-Ocean.—Best selling Book Pub. Good Pay.
Want Gen. Agt. in every city ol 10,000. Address,
J. C. McCURDY As GO.*Phila., Pa.
ddw*
feblG

of

Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.

JTJ

^3

D,

STREET

Opposite head

^

Genuine!

Brokers!

«. A. CLARK, 1«.

work done please apply to
“Home” of W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plam

Get the

in nice order.
Price $3,500.
Apply to
WM. H. JERR1S, Real Estate Agent.
March 7, 1876.
ma7d3w*

C.

Teacher of Pianoforte,Organ &

Pleasant Rooms to Let

We are also prepared to receive orders for the copy
ing of Specifications, Deeds, Bonds and all kinds of
Papers, which will be dono in a prompt and satisfactory manner.
Writing Visiting Cards a Specially.
dt.f
jan26

74'

Edw

dtf

MAINE.

will commence ITInrch 37tb.
and Portland references address
H. F. EATON, Principal.

are

AT-LAW,

Corner Congress & Exchange Sts.,

Notice.

OATMEAL

Buildings

-OF

fire, life and accident,

requiring

PERSONS
and
sewing, dress-makiDg,

janlT

Ex-

or

GEO. M. CLARK

Insurance

180

Merrymeetiug Farm, Bowdoinliam

mch3

For Circulars
augl9-tf

A

Deering. three miles from Portland;
fcJijW|j£2rin
Plenty of wood and water; Good orchard

£

iVOitliiOOUU'OCH,

SMALL KING CHARLES SPANIEL. The
finder will he suitably rewarded bv leaving
any information from him at
THIS OFFICE.

BLOCK,

CHAS. W. DAYIS.

—AT—

Spring Term

^■v^iTmchnnKe for Cily Properly —Located

PORTLAND, MTC.
jald3m
ja29

SMUGGLER,
C OL. II. S. RUSSELL,
Jr. has sent him to

Farm for Sale

Good

a

aus

SMALL,

T.

Family School For Boys,

Lost Dog.

PRESS.

MONDAY HORNING. MARCH 13. 1870

Academy.

Term ol Thirteen Wepks
Opens March 29£h.

Eaton

Yarmouth Village.

COBB,

STANTON

44

meter, $1.00.

Forming the

A

311-2 Exchange St. Cor. of Milk.

dollar,

Gold half Eagle,

44

IN

Office Fluent Block, (Boom No. 14)

ltirtli Mnrtfi nf Ilia Pannhlia. mid

44

Lost.

ON

SALE.

and Scientific

Has a superior Seminary Course for
T.adies. For
circulars address
REV. A. W. BURR, Princ’l.
Hallowell, Me.
ieb26eod3wSM&W

Congress or Exchauge Streets, a small Locket,
The finder will be
containing one picture.
rewarded by leaving it at Stockbridge’s Music Store.

Yarmouth Upper Village. 5 minutes walk from
depot, a 1 * story house containing 10 finished
rooms, with cistern and well in the cellar, large new
stable, asd all in good repair. Lot containing about
i acre of ground. For lurther particulars apply to

nov8<lt£

Souvenirs of the Colonies,

44

d&wtf

Dr. Ft. T. WiloLe,

DAVIS &

CENTENNIAL.

MAINE.

COUNSELLOR

FOUND!

LOST AND

House to Let.

Exchange St,

JOHI C.

Spring

For Rent.

FOGG,

PORTLAND,

Secret!

And the Comedy of Faint Heart Never Won
Fair Lady.
Eadies’ IVlatince every Wednesday and Saturday at 2 p. m.
Box office open from 9 a. m„ to 9 p. m.
ee2dtf

1776.

Church,

Sexton Second Parish

Wednesday and Thursday, 15th and 16th,

Lady Audley’s

THE

Classical

over

man

teems

THE

HALLO WELL

a young
experience;
can
or apply to
best
‘'CLERK,” Central Tea Store, 486 Congress Street,
malldtf
Portland, Me.

two y.ars
had
A famish who has
of reference. Address

desirable 3 Story Wooden Dwelling, No. 88
State Street (with or wit hont the furniture), is
offered for sale at a bargain and on reasonable terms
of payment. Possession given May 1st
For particJOHN C. PROCTER,
ulars, apply to
mhlldlw
93 Exchange St.

mar7d&wtf

ported by the Talented Young Actor,

and

SALE !

PRESS.

1876.

_EDUCATIONAL.

Wanted.
SITUATION in a Grocery Store, by

Has removed to

Joseph F. Wheelock.

Friday

ffldvJ&b,

fob mid (ga/id

COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW,

The Popular AitUt,

FOR

_WANTS.

fe4dtf_

WOULD

Cor. of

*

BERRY,

STEPHEN

or

ENTERTAINMENTS.

ESTATE.

FOR

<ffioc/c;

DAILY

linger about those dark
days when treason was an excuse lor plundering the nation but go back to the Democratic
days for which few of the present leaders are
responsible and consult history. January 9,
1839, in the House of Representatives, Mr.
Wise of Virginia made a motion fora select
committee to be appointed to investigate late
defalcations of public offices, which at the
time “had most deeply excited public anxiety
and alarm,” and it was a part of this committee’s work to do something to reform
“the alarming condition and abuses of the
Executive Department of the government,
from the highest to the lowest, and from the
nearest to the remotest functionaries.”

Tko
made during the

report of the Committee was
third session of the Twenty-fifth Congress.
It shows that the defalcations of Samuel
Swartwout while Democratic collector of the
port of New York amounted to $1,225,705.79; and, in the words of that document, this
abuse “was permitted to grow upon the face
of his official quarterly return, made with
periodical regularity to, and for the investigation of, the accounting officers of the
Treasury Department.” These defalcations
were continued through a period of seven
years; and in speaking of the causes ofSwartwout’s defalcations the Committee stated
that among other things they were owing
to the following causes:
“To culpable disregard of law and neglect of official
duty by the late naval officer of New York.”
“Culpable disregard ot law and neglect o! official
duty by the First Auditor of tlie Treasury.”
“Culpable disregard of law and neglect of official
duty by the lato and first Comptrollers of the
Treisury.”
“The negligence aud failure of the Secretary ot tbo
Treasury (Levi Woodbury) to discharge bis duty as
the bead of the Treasury Department.”
This serious defalcation look place under
the eye ol the Secretary of the Treasury in
those earlier days of the Republic when
everything was lovely, pure aud of good report among the affairs of the government.
A defalcation in those

days

of a million and a

quarter of dollars, would be equivalent to forty millions now, considering the difference
between the revenue of the port of New York

The golden age of American politics
appears on research to have no substantial ex
istence. We think the politics of to-day are
degenerate, but here is the account which
John Quincy Adams gave at the time of the
Presidential campaign of 1836:
The excitement of the Presidential election
is here, as we have found it all along on the

read. The remarkable character of this election is that all the candidates are, at most,
tbird-rate men, whose pretentions rest neither
upon high attainments nor upon eminent services. but on intrigue and political speculation.
The presidency has fallen into a joint stock
company. Jackson oame in upon the trumpet
tongue of military achievement. His presidency has been the reign ot subaltern knaves,
fattening upon land jobs, who havo made him
believe that it was au heroic coDcepriou of
his own to destroy the Bank of the United
States, and who, under the color of this,
have got into their own bauds the use of the
public moneys at a time when there is a surplus of forty millions of dollars iu the treasury.
Two political swindlers, Amos Kendall aud
Reuben M. Whitney, were the Empson aud
Dudley of onr Solomon, aQd, by playing upon
his vanity and his thirst of petty
reveuge, have
got into their own hands ihe overflowing revenue of the country; with the
temporary and illegal nse of which they are replenishing their
own
coffers and making princely fortunes.
Jackson has wearied out the sordid subserviency of bis supporters, and Van Buren has had
the address to persuade him that he is the only man who can preserve and perpetrate the
principles of his administration. And as his
term of eight years has rnn
through, and his
gang are weary of his sway, he has set his
heart upon bringing in Van Buren as his sue
censor, and has successfully exercised all bis
influence to promote that result.
The opposition, divided between three tal
euted aspirants to the Presidency, neither of
whom would yield subordination to either of
the others, have been driven in sheer desperation to set np men of straw in their places, and
they have taken up Hugh Lawson White and
William Henry Harrison, as the Israelites set
up a calf, and the Egyptians worshiped oxeu
and monkeys. White and Harrison are men
of moderate capacity, but of varied public service, auu m long experience in the atfaiis of the
nation. They are as competent for the Presi
dency at least as Jackson, and, like him if
elected to his station, would rale by the
proxy
of subalterns—by party
and
management
political love portions. White and Harrison
are now the golden calves of the
people, and
their dull sayings are repeated for wit, and
their grave inanity is passed off for wisdom.
This bolstering up of mediocrity would seem
not suited to sustain much
enthusiasm; but a
practice has crept in of betting lately upon the
issue of elections, and that adds a spice of
private, persodal and pecuniary interest to the
impulse of patriotism. This is the exciting
cause of all the ardor which we have met with
throughout this journey.”

It appears from the remarks of Mr. Bass in
the House that the testimony in the
Belknap
affair was deliberately, concealed for a
long
time from the Republican members of the
committee on the expenditures.
When it
was learned that Belknap had
resigned it was
proposed by the Democratic members to discharge Marsh immediately, leave off the investigation, and report the facts to the House
the plea being that the case has
passed beyond the jurisdiction of the House on account of the resignation. This was
opposed
by the Republican members, and to them is
due the efforts at impeachment.
Marsh was
discharged at his own request, and he particularly stated that he wanted to go to New
York on the 1 o’clock train.
Mr. Bass opposed the discharge when this request was
under discussion and pointed out sufficient
reasons.
No decision wa3 made, and another
topic came up. In a tew minutes afterward
Clymer, without asking if anyone objected
told Marsh he was discharged, and even went
so far in helping him away as to
say if there
was not time to get the fees he
(Clymer)
would get them and send them to Marsh
by
mail. Clymer also promised to send the'eon
tract between Marsh and Evans to the witness in a few days.
It will be remembered
that this important original
paper has now
disappeared. If the proceedings against Belknap fail the responsibility will be with the
Democratic members of the committee.
The New York Times and other Republipapers warmly endorse the resolutions of
the Union League Club of New York city
protesting against any attempt to send a
can

packed delegation or a pledged delegation to
the Republican National
Convention, and
particularly against the proposition to have
all the delegates chosen by a state convention. The meeting of the club at which the
resolutions were passed was large and
they
were adopted by a unanimous vote.
This action is considered hostile to Senator Cenk-

ling’s candidacy.
Senator Bogy claims to be a resumptionist, and his opinions are of interest as showing what the Democrats understand by resumption. In his speech in the Senate he
advocated tbe payment of the customs in
greenbacks, the reissuance of the $10,000,000
of legal-tender notes which have been retired and canceled during the past year, the
immediate repeal of the resumption act, and
a paper currency of
$800,000,000. He is a
fair representative of mauy
hard-money Democrats.
_

Gen. Woodford of New
York, takes the
stump for the Republican ticket in Connecticut to-day.
In Ohio taBt run un, speecbes
were among the most effective delivered during the campaign, and it is safe to predict
that he will make the Connecticut soft-money
men very sick indeed.
The New York town elections show subRepublican gains. The Republicans
have gained seventy-four supervisors to tbe
stantial

Democrats

sixty-three

eleven,

a

net

Republican gain
county boards

of

members of the

Current Notes.
Mrs. Belknap was given away by George
H. Pendleton at the time of her marriage.
In the recent bribery exposure Mrs. B. appears to have “given awav” George II.
Speaking af ex-Governor Curtin, the Pittsburg Dispatch says: “Some enthusiast has
named him for the second place on the Democratic ticket this year.
The Democrats
might do worse. We are strongly inclined to
think they will.”

The Concord (N. H.) Monitor says that a
gentleman of sterling probity, of the strictest
veracity—one whom all the ,'people of that
state trust implicitly—writes to it from Washington these words: “Contradict with the utmost confidence all stories of fraud and dev-

iltry iu any of the departments save Belknap’s. I have visited head-quarters all
round, including the committees ot investigation, and there is no evidence—not a particle
—asainst Kobeson, Chandler, Jewell, Fish,
or Pierrepont.
Those stories are all .boshweak inventions of au unscrupulous enemy.
Scene on a ferry boat—“Your Republican
party has gone to the dogs. Belknap has
blown you sky high.
You are demoralized.
The sooner Grant gives up the better.” A
quiet looking gentlemau replied:—“Your
logic is irresistible. J udas took the bribe and
that ruined the Savior aud the apostles.
Burr’s treason proved that Jefferson was a
traitor. Arnold took British gold aud that
involve in disgrace Washington and his staff.
Hull was a coward, therefore Perry must have
been a poltroon.”
“Ahem!
Good inorrning.”—Boston Journal.
The effort to represent the Republican
party as sympathizing in any degree whatever with the offences committed by officers
for whose entrance into the public service it
has, unhappily, been responsible, or as desiriug to cover up auythiug they have done that
deserves censure, is coutemptible and absurd.
Party interests alone require that Republicans should display, even if they did not leel,
the utmost detestation ol the crimes, and the
most unrelenting vigor of persuing the crim
inals. It would be base enough to atribute

PEE ivKlM

1N ADVAKCE

Republican zeal in this direction to the low
recovering the good opinion of the
people, which the revelations of official inhave
shaken.
iquity
The insinuation that
the zeal is a pretence, and
designed only to
hoodwink the public and enable the
gnilty to
escape more easily, is an idea that could only
originate with one capable under singular
circumstances of doing the very thiDg he
imagines and condemns in others.—Boston
Advertiser.
motive of

Frcedmen’s Monument to Abraham Lincoln.
On the 10th of February last John M. Langston received the following letter from Hon.
James E. Yeatman:
St. Louis, Feb. 8,1876.
J. M. Langston, Esq.
The Western Sanitary Commission have appointed you, ami tbe parties named below as a
committee of arrangements for tbe Inauguration of tbe Freedmen’s Monument to President Liocoln, in tbe Lincoln Park, Washington, D. C on the 14th of April, 1876, with tbe
request that you should act as President of the

Committee.

Respectfully,

James E. Yeatman, President Western Sanitary Commission; John M. Langston, President, D. C.; Fredk Douglass, D. O ; John
F. Cook, D. C.; John H. Brooks; Solomon
G. Brooks.
Io addition to the persons named the letter
announced tbe names of two prominent colored men from each of the several states of the
UnioD, as members of the committee. Tbe
persons named have been notified of their
appointment aod have expressed a willingness
to serve.

The committee of

arrangements thus ap-

pointed to take charge of and conduct the inauguration ceremonies of the monument have
prepared and now present the following

address;

TO THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES.

The undersigned respectfully announce that
oo the fourteenth day of April next the inauguration of tbs Freedmen’s Monument to
Abraham Lincoln, in Lincoln Park, Washington city, Dist. of Columbia, will take place.
We respectfully invite the friends of impartial freedom, eqoal rights and free institutions our country over to join in the interesting aod appropriate exercises of tbe occasion.
Let us all join without distinction of party
or nationality io hoDoriog the American Martyred President ard Emancipator. Let us honor bis
memory made immortal by bis noble
deeds. Let us demonstrate our appreciation of
the priceless treason bis example furnishes—by
showing our devotioD to him whore life and labors command the admiration aod devotiou of
mankind.
It is especially fitting at this hour that we
call to mind the philanthropy, the pitriotiam
auu

uiiHijjuum

ui

uiku

wuu

utugtib

uss mail ours

is a government “Of the people, by the people,
and for tbe people
It may reasonably be expected that our colored fellow citizens who honor themselves especially >n the erection of this monument will
send from tbe North, the South, the East and
the West full delegations to take part in the
ceremonies of the inauguration; and the thousands of colored men living in tbe District of
Columbia, and the states bordering immediately thereon will turn ont cn matte—civic associations, military organizations, schools with
teachers and pupils, churches with clergymen
and congregations, tbe whole people to do hia
name and memory honor who sealed bis devotion to freedom in the offering of his life.
It is especially enjoined upou those who have
been appointed members of the general committee of arrangements in the various states of
the Union, to see that the people are fully represented as far as practicable on this occasion.
By order of Committee of Arrangements,
J. M. Langston.
Chairman of Committee.
The Committeee have presented also to Congress the following petition:
To the Senate and House of Representatives
in Congress assembled.
The undersigned, your petitions, respectfully
represent to your honorable bodies that on the
14th day of April next,the same being the anniversary of the emancipation of slaves in tbe
District of Columbia and the anniversary of the
association of him whose memory we seek to
perpetuate, a monument erected by the Freedmen of the Country to the memory of Abraham Lincoln, in Lincoln Park, Washington,
D. C. will be inaugurated with appropriate
ceremonies.
To tbe end that the ceremonies shall be such
as to worthily represent the sentiments of gratitude felt by the people for the great event to
be celebrated: and that tbe ceremonies may
properly express tbe feeling of affection of the
people for the memory of the Martyr President,
Abraham Lincoln, and that every one desiring
may have an opportunity of ecjoying tbe exercise.
Your petitioners humbly beg yonr honorable bodies to grant, by joint resolution, a
general holiday to all persons employed in the
several departments of the government in this
city, on said fourteenth day of April nyxt; and
as in duty bound
your petitioners will ever
pray, &c., &c'
Do behalf of the Committee of arrangements
—J. M. Langston, John F. Cook, John H.
Brooks, John P. Sampson, Solomon Q. Brown.
Tbe following communication has been received by J. M. Langston, chairman of tbe
committee of arrangements:

Washington, D C. March 2,1876.
Prof. John M. Langa-oo. Howard University:
Pear Sir— I take pleasure in informing you
that tbe admission of tbe Lincoln statue free of
duty has been authorized by tbe Secretary of
uuo

iicusuiy.

uav«

uruerou

ib

bo ua lorwara-

ed at ODce. If you have any suggestions to
make in reference to it, I shall be glad to have
you communicate with me.
Very truly yours,
O. E Babcock,
Col. of Engineers, U S. A.
Arrangements are being made by the committee to make the occasion imposing and
noteworthy. In a few days a full history will
be given of the origin and progress of this enterprise, beginning with the contribution of the
first five dollars by an old b'ack woman res d
ing in Marietta, Ohio, on the next morning
after Mr. Lincoln’s assassination.
A fall dealso be given of the statuo.
The Orator of the occasion is Frederick
Douglass; the poet has not been as yet announced.
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Manchester.—

the Boston Globe dated

“Another
says:
fraud in the manner of

inst.

attempt

receiving

at

the

10th

probable

votes is ex-

posed to-day. The alleged fraud is in the manner of constructing the polling place in the
ward room in Ward VI. In one corner of the
ward room, which is in a small ten-footer on
Elm street, they have built of matched boards
a pen in which the ward officers intend to take
tbeir places; through the side of this pen are
cut two wicket boles, about eighteen inches
square, through which it is intended the votes
shall,he handed. In Iront of these wickets,and
rannmg nearly the whole length oftbe pen, is
a tight partition reaching from The HoOI-td Ttm
ceiling A voter, therefore, must pass through
this dark alley-wav, between the pen and the
partition, pass in his vote through an eighteen
inch hole, and pass out at the farther end.
When his vote is in, the men in the pen will of
course do as they please about patting it into
the box or throwing it away and putting a different one in its place
It became known that
this attempt at fraud was to be made public,
consequently with hot haste this arrangement
was torn down
and voting will probably be
conducted now in an opeu maimer. It is said
that polling places on this plan were to have
been built in Wards IV. and V., but fear of the
law has prevented such constructions. The
Domocrats to-day are terribly chagrined at the
loss of a man whom they had considered valuable to tbeir party, but wbo was nominated on
The gentlethe Republican ticket last night.
man referred to has, for many years past, been
oonnected with the Democratic party, and was
nuauvuu.i viavi

Democratic

cij

others

m II

wuuuuuvvu

rally this

season.

Many

a

other

men of that party are changing and
refuse to cast their votes at all.”

promineut

Remarkable Coincidences.—On the day
Gen. Belknap, ex-Secretary of War and exCbairman of the Iowa Democratic State Committee. was so unpleasantly brought before
the public, for selling a paltry sntlership. the
following law suits were going on in New York,
viz:
1. Henry C. Genet, Sachem of Tammany
Hall, ex-Democratic state senator, and convicted felon, bad a judgment rendered against him
for $202,000, for money stolen outright from tbo
city of New Yo rk.
2. Wm. M. Tweed, ex-Grand Sachem, and
ex s'ate senator, was
being tried on a claim for
six million of dollars, stolen by him and other
eminent Democrats from the treasury of the
city of New York.
3. Fernando Wood, M. C., lato of Mozart,
now of
Tammany Hall, ex-mayor aod prominent Democrat, was officiating as defendant in
a suit brought
by creditors of N. Hill B’owler to
recover $4000, which Fowler swore he paid
Wood for the office of Corporation Attorney.
Truly, “Misfortunes never come singly."—
Brattleboro’ Record and Farmer.
The Fort Massey Riot.—The Halifax
Herald gives an account of the riot at the Fort
Massey Church in Halifax on the 6th last. It
appears that the Rev. Mr. Chintquy, an ordained minister of the Presbyterian Church of
was announced to preach to the members of that Church at Fort Massey. While he
was leading the congregation in
religious service, a crowd of roughs gathered about the

Canada,

building, smashed
tempted to mob

in the windows, and
the minister. The Herald
says that the affair has inflicted a deep and
indelible disgrace upon Halifax, as it has

proved that life is not safe, that sacred edifices
are

not

inviolable, and

that ministers of the

gospel cannot fearlessly preach to thoir own
people in their own pulpits the doctrine of
1 their own churches.

Obituary.
William S. Robinson, better known by his
non deplume of “Warrington,” died at his residence in Malden, Saturday morning,at the age

Democratic Frauds

of 58 years.

Mr. Robinson was born in Concord, Mass., Deo. 7,1818. He began life as a
compositor on the Norfolk County Advertiser,

MATTERS IN MAINE.

where he became acquainted with all departments of newspaper work.
He subsequently
became connected as editor with tbe Boston

a

Daily Whig, the organ of the Conscience
Whigs, the Lowell American and the Daily
Commonwealth. In 1857 he commenced writing weekly letters for the Springfield Republican over the signature of
“Warrington,” which
non deplume he took from the character of
that name in Thackeray’s novel of Pendennis.
While the Commonwealth was under the
charge of Messrs. Stearns & Bird he was a fre-

quent contributor, and for a few months he
was the Boston
correspondent of the New York
Tribune. Of late years his communications
have appeared in the Springfield Republican,
Boston Journal and tbe Daily News. Mr. Robinson was one of the founders of the Free Soil
party, and subsequently an active leader of
the Republican party. He was a member of
the Massachusetts General Court for several
years and was clerk of the House from 1862 to
1872 inclusive.
As a writer, Mr. Robinson
leaves no work at all indicative of the scope of
his mind. His Legislative Manual will become
a standard work.
His pamphlet on tbe “Salary Grab” was a very clever presentation of
that episode in American political history. He
waB tbe author of many pamphlets; one in
particular,—“A Conspiracy to Defame John A.
Andrew”—will be remembered.
When the

Carpet Bag

in

charge

of Mr. B. P. Shillaber, Mr. Robinson wrote the letters purporting
to come from Ensign Stebbins, which sparkled
with telling hits at some of the political follies
was

of the day.
Compulsory Postage —The following bill
to relieve certain vessels from compulsory pilot
fees is that introduced by Mr. Hale of this
state, amended by a sub-committee of the
House Committee on Commerce, and adopted
by the full committee. It will be reported to
the House the first time that committee is called:
“Be it enacted, &c., That no owner, agent or
master or consignee of any ship or vessel duly
enrolled and licensed, or engaged in the coasting trade or fisheries, shall by virtue of tbe
laws of any state be compelled to take, employ
or pay a pilot not voluntarily employed on entering or departing from any port or harbor, or
entering through or leaving any channel, passage or strait within the waters of tbe United

States.”

_

Dominion Notes.
Quite a general interest in the temperance
reform is reported by St. John papers.
The total debt of New Brunswick is $797,500
and is increasing. Railroad subsidies account
for it.

Notwithstanding the dullness of the times,
quite a number of vessels are nnder course of
construction it tbe Dominion this winter,afordwork to a large number of men.
In Moncton, N. B„ a fellow named Cowle
called a school teacher named Adams to the
door and pounded and knocked him so savagely
that his life is despaired of. Cowle was arrested and released on a bail of $100.
The resolution committing the Dominion
House of Commons to a protective policy was
defeated Wednesday by a vote of 119 to 64.
The members of the maritime provinces voted
against protection, while tbe Ontario manufactures are for it.
The St. Croix Courier states that the work on
the Grand Southern Railway is to be com-

^ng

menced witbin sixty days, and to be completed
within two years after the signing of the contract. Tbe road extends from Calais to St,
John, etc., along the shore, and is intended to
be a narrow gauge affair.
Mr. Brydges, manager of the government
railway, thinks it will pay the government
ro ads to ship flour from Montreal to St. John
for fifty cents a barrel.
The Halifax Herald
thinks 30 cents a barrel a good price for 89
miles if it;pays to ship it GOO miles for fifty
cents.
Mr. White of the Montreal Gazette has un-

dertaken

reply to tbe letter of Sir A. T. Galt
charging that the Catholic clergy manage the
government in that province and are striving to
get control of the Dominion. In the course of
his reply he admits that the control of tbe Gatholic clergy over the public schools of Quebec is
well nigh absolute.
Tbe Halifax Herald gives the following particulars respecting the attempt to mob Rev.
to

Mr. Chiniquy at Fort Massa y church in that
city: “While the congregation were engaged
in religious service a crowd of roughs gathered
around the building, hooting and yelling like
wild Indians. They could not hear wbat was
said inside; they could not have been
insulted
by any utterances of the preacher; his presence
alone waB odious to them, and they determined
to let their feelings be known. Tbey had re-

and brick-bats—the usual argument of the blackguard and coward—which
were freely thrown through the windows of
the church, and when the services were over
tbey followed in large numbers to his hotel Mr,
Chiniquy, who was accompanied by a few of
his friends, and hurled at him in equal profusion their appropriate missiles and their choicest epithets. He reached his hotel in safety—
some of his friends were not so fortunate—but
the crowd remained until after midninght in
front of the hotel, watching through the windows for a sight of their victim,and ready with
sticks and stones to punish the object of their
vengeance, should they be favored with an opcourse to stones

portunity.'*

GEKJUNV.
A Disastrous
Laud Slide
Twenty-six
Persons Killed.
March
11.—A land slide occurred
London,
last night at Caub, a small town on the Rhine
in Northern Germany.
It was caused by
rams.
Eight houses were buried and twontvsix persons killed.
Von Arnim to be Indicted for Treason.
Berlin, March 12.—The high court of state
has decided to indict-Von Arnim for treason
on charges established by the
parliamentary
inquiry just conclnded.
—

FRANCE.
Dissatisfaction with the New Cabinet.
Paris, March 10.—The Dufaure-Ricard ministry, ebosen entirely from the comparatively
small group of the Left Centre, cannot last.
The unmistakable symptoms of discontent at
the ministers selected leaves President McMahon discouraged and uneasy.
On the oilier
hand, Gambetta becomes more confident and
hopeful and is undoubtedly the most powerful
in parliament.
HUNGARY.
The Damage by the Floods.
Buda Pesth, March 11.—(Herald Special)—
In five small townships along the Danube 521
houses collapsed from the 7th to the 9th inst.
inconsequence of the foundation having been
damaged by floods. In Pesth and its suburbs
it is impossible to count the houses ruined; 400
square miles of winter corn are lost to Hungary. The foundations of the houses in Buda
Pesth are being undermined, and if the inundation lasts large blocks of splendid houses must
fall. On the 8th the large island of Czepel.
situated below Pesth, containing five village?,
«xl! ik« Lvuoca

W9fi

Hein of ten being swept away.
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ENGLAND.
Be Released—Expected

u_Parliament—Converts

eXCep-

Proto Ibe

Church of Rome.
New York, March 12.—The Herald’s London
special says that the proclamation of the
Queen’s new title is to be followed by release
of the Fenian prisoners; also that there will be
startling proceedings in Parliament Wednesday next when an attack will be made on
Cardinal Manning and the Duke of Norfolk.
The Home Secretary will be questioned respecting Cardinal Manning’s alleged violation of
law in confirming the title of artium marjister
on one who by
this title now claims to hold
this rank in the Catholic university college
The home secretary will be also asked if the
Duke of Norfolk has violated the international
law by raising funds for German Catholic
pucsbo «*uu aatviuf^ truat steps uoen me reretary
propose to take to punish the offendors and
prevent a recurrence of the acts. The secretary will probably reply that the government
cares nothing about the affair.
A lively soene
will be the result.
It is said that two high noblemen have
gone
over to the church of Home this week also that
a married lady of highest rank and the
greatest of oourt favorites has eloped.

Foreign Notes.
Hon. Mr. Mackenzie, the Dominion
premier,
threatens to stop work on the Lachin canal unless it is pushed more rapidly.
The London Times says that the
impression
on the public mind is that a true sense of
honor
and propriety does not prevail in the officml
world in the United States.
The Berapis, with the Prince of Wales and
suite on board, has sailed for England
Brent, charged with forging $15,000 worth of
bills on the Falls City Tobacco Bank at Louisville, Ky., has been remanded for extradition
in London.
M. Kindt, Secretary General of the
Belgian
bank, has been arrested at Queenstown
charged with the recent embezzlement of
6,000,000 francs.
Bismarck will demand full satisfaction from
China for the plunder of the schooner Anna at
Foo

Chow,

Denlli of

the

pirates,

after

murdering

the

captain and pilot, being protected by the legal
autherities. The American and British govsuPP°rt the German claim, and the
«2Ii.Kiron.8 t*'e Germans and British will as{or .i°int action,
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dence of her father in Farmingdale, of consumption; aged 31 years.
Masonic Celebration.
Camden, March 11.—Amity Lodge No. C,
Free and Accepted Masons, chartered March
lOtb, 1801, celebrated its seventy-fifth anniversary last evening with an historic address by

Simonton, Esq.
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WASHINGTON.

tempt.

Tbe committee on the safe burglary had District Attorney Welis before them, but got
notbiDg beyond the fact that Nettlesliip was
not prosecuted because belpromlsed to divulge
tbe whole affair.
The naval committee had Gideon Welles before them but got nothing of any consequence
so far as known.
Democratic Caucus.
The Democratic caucus met to-night at the
Capitol. Mr. Lamar tendered his resignation
as chairman on account of sickness, but it was
not accepted, Mr. Clymer being selected as
chairman pro tem.
Mr. Lamar returns to
Mississippi in accordance with the advice of his

physician.
There was a long
question. Senators
Bogy and Kerman,
dall, Reagan and

£'?<,£!
The Porte is

■"

■*'»

discussion

on

the financial

Bayard, Eaton, Thurman,
Representatives Ran-

and

Luttrell, advocating hard
money.
No action was taken, but there seemed to be
a clear comprehension oi the issues
involved,
and a greater disposition to arrive at a satisfactory than the result hitherto manifested, the
tendency being taward hard money.
Messrs.
Landers andjHolmau were left almost alone in
of
extreme
views
as
to soft money.
advocacy
The opinion was generally expressed that the
entire national debt should be paid, according
to the pledges of the government, in gold, in
accordance with the principles of the Democratic party,
Hauling for More Evidence.
Washington, March 12.—(New York Herald special.)—The committee on expenditures
in the War Department intend to subpoena
Mrs. Belknap to appear before them.
Some
days must necessarily elapse before the Committee on Judiciary will be prepared to report
articles of impeachment against Belknap, no
material testimony if any at all, having been
taken since that of Marsh.
It is said that
more than a week ago six or seven persons in
the vicinity of Marsh & Evans late trading
post were summoned and their arrival may
therefore soon be expected.
In response to a
recently asked of a member of the Juiciary Committee, he said proof could be procured independently of that of Marsh to abundantly support and prove the charges already
made. Members of Congress express the belief that Marsh will return if Congress will pass
a bill securing him from arrest.
Since the investigations generally were commenced many
letters are daily received here, not a few from
anonymous sources, designating alleged frauds
and the names of persons charged with committing them in different branches of the public service.
Various Mailers.
Pinchback is to be serenaded Monday night
by colored residents.
The Committee on Foreigu Eolations expect
to examine ex-Senator Stewart on or before the
20th of the present month concerning his connection with the Emma mine, and it is expected ex-Minister Schenck will appear before the
committee as soon as he can reach Washing-

Suestior

ton.

Geo. H. Pendleton will

Committee

on

appear before

the

Expenditures of War Debt to-

morrow.

The Texas

Post-Trailers hips and Who
Sold Them.
St. Louis, March 11.—A special dispatch
from San Antonio, Texas, states that the men
who sold most of the post-traderships in Texas,
are Gen, John
Hedrick of Ottumwa,
M.
Iowa, at present collector of internal revenue in
that state, through his agent, A. Leighton,
who was sent out to Texas in the spring of
1871. A claim agent of Washington city is
also mentioned in this connection.
The following is a copy of the communication sent by Jas. Trainer, formerly post-trader
at Fort Concho to Congressman Hancock:
“I came to the state of Texas in the spring
of 1865, as sutler of the 4tn United States Cavalry, in which capacity I served with great satisfaction to every officer of the regiment, until
the appointment of Gen. Belknap, soon after
which I was advised that Fort Concho, where
I was doiug business at that time, had been
given to Gen. Hedrick of Iowa, present commissioner of internal revenue of Iowa and Wisconsin. I immediately proceeded to Washingnucio x
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BELKNAP.
Indictment Found Against Him.
Washington, March 11.—District Attorney
Wells had an interview with the Attorney
General last night, in which he recounted the
difficulties in the way of procuring au indictment against Gen. Belknap.
Mr. Wells said
he had seen all the members of the yommiuec,
and cannot obtain from them any testimony.
Marsh having fled he cannot he reached, and
aathA case now Ktaodp, be cannot get an indictment.
Pendleton nnd Boynton Ready to Testify.
George H. Pendleton, who arrived last night,
promptly reported to the Sergeant-at-Arms
this morning, and stated that he was ready for
an examination whenever the committee want
him.
In bis despatch to Clymer from Cincinnatti,
Gen. Boynton, after stating that he will be
here next Monday to testify before the Committee on War Department Expenditures,
added: “1 am Dot on my way to Canada.
No

The Surveyor General ot Colorado Charged with

Taking

Bribes.

New York, March 12.—A Sunday
Washington special says charges of a serious nature
have been lodged with the Secretary of the Interior against T. B. Searight, Surveyor General ot Colorado Territory.
Several affidavits
were forwarded to the department
charging
that Searight was systematically receiving
biibes to induce him to award contracts. The
appropriation for Colorado survey has amounted to about 869,000 per annum, and it is asserted by the accusers of Searight that he never
disbursed-any of this amount without receiving
a margin.
One affidavit has been been made
but not submitted to the department alleging
that a contractor by the name of Lessing, who
received a contract for preparing certain work,
for which he was to receive $1(>,000 from the
Surveyor General of Colorado, distinctly states
that he lost money on the operation becanse he
was compelled to pay Searight $5000 to obtain
the contract. Searight received his appointment through Senator Cameron.
He was formerly a Democratic member of the Pennsylvania State Senate.
An

Unforlunntc Schooner.

Baltimore, March 11.—The schooner Alice
Abbott of Liverpool has been abandoned at

She sailed from
sea, dismasted and derelict.
Jamaica the last of November, but met with
misfortunes and put into St. Thomas for repairs. and sailed again Feb. 1st. Shortly after,
she lost her captain and steward by small pox,
and her crew were taken down with that disease.
She met with several gales, and owing to
a lack of help, was dismasted.
She was fallen in with by the Prussian bark
Ensemaiuer, and the crew of six men (three
being helpless) were taken off and brought
here yesterday. The Alice Abbott was owned
by Lewis A. Sponagle of Nova Scotia.

MARINE NEWS.
A

hia
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raising a new loan at the enor.
monsly high figure of 18 per cent
The President of Uruguay has
'resigned and
a meeting was held in favor
of proclaimingThe
ue
minister of war President.

Troops to Preserve Order.
Both Parties Sanguine ot Carry-

iug the State.
Manchester, March 11.—The following petition is published in the Daily Mirror this afternoon, and is signed by a large number of
the leading Republican politicians of ward

Brooksrillc Krig Wrecked.

Savanhaii, Ga., March 11.—The brig James
Crosby from Brooksville, Me., from St. Marie,

Hayti.

for

tle Island.

Long Coy.

Philadelphia,
The cargo

wrecked on Cassaved and taken to

was

was

_

The naval committee examining the Kitlery
navy yard will begin (o take testimony Wed-

nesday.

Person C. Cheney, Governor
of the State of Hew Hampshire:
Tbe undersigned respectfully represent that
they are inhabitants and legal voters in ward 5
in this city; that the last annual meeting in
said ward’, in March 1875, was a scene of great
turbulence, fraud and violence; that persons
having no legal right to vote in said ward were
suffered to vote therein; that others were suffered to repeat their votes, and vote more than
once, and some many times, and still others
personated other persons and voted on fictitious
names; that said frauds were committed, as
your petitioners believe, with the full knowledge of the officers of said meeting, and that
the check lists were prepared for that purpose,
and the meeting kept open till nearly or quite
midnight to enaole designing persons to cast
fraudulent votes enough in said ward to control the election of said city, and deprive the
legal majority of the voters thereof of their
just rights in the city government, and of the
election of a State Senator in district No. 3 in
said state; that at said meeting various persons
were assaulted and driven by violence from the
ward room, and the city authorities at said
meeting in said ward wholly failed to protect
the voters in said ward in the just exercise of
the electoral franchise, and in the security of
their persons from violence; that they have
reason to tear, and do believe, that similar
scenes of fraud, turbulence and
violence will
be attempted at the coming election, and the
city authorities will again fail to afford tbe adequate protection either for the security of their
persons from violence or for the enjoyment of
their just rights, and in the execution of the
law,—wherefore they pray that your Excellency
will take tbe necessary steps, by calling out a
portion of the millitia of the state, or otherwise, to prevent a riot and for aiding the civil
officers in the execution of the law.
Another petition, fully endorsing the foregoing, is also published in the Mirror, signed by
E. A. Straw and a large number of prominent
Republican politicians residing outside the
ward.
The following are some of the comments by
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Democrat remarked that he proposed to keep
the document for further reference, as the
signers were liable to be ashamed cf themselves before many months.
Auother whose
reputation is not confined to the state, expressed the opinion that the first appearance of the
militia would be the sowing of the whirlwind
which no power could control.
An eminent
lawyer said the Mayor was the person charged
witb preserving order, and any interference by
the Governor, without the request of the civil
authorities here, would be revolutionary. Others profess to believe that the whole proceeding is designed for political effect in other parts
of the state, but the immediate effect here has
been to inflame the public to an unusual degree. The civil authorities say they did not
anticipate any trouble in ward 5, but in any
event they are fully competent to keep the
peace without resort to arms.
The more prudent of both parties seem to
be making an effort to allay the excitement
which prevails in all quarters.
It is understood this evening on perfectly reliable authority that ex-Gov. Straw and Gov. Cheney sought
an interview with Mayor Gay this afternoon
with reference to the petition for military interference, which was published in the Mirror
to-day. In the interview Gov. Cheney informed
the Mayor that he did not propose to resort to
the military unless in case of absolute necessity. The Mayor was notified, however, tnat
leading Republicans would request him to see
that the ward rooms be closed simultaneously
throughout the city on next Tuesday, or there
would be trouble. This call upon the Mayor
will probably be in the form of a petition
which will be published in Monday’s papers.
The Mayor will probably issue a proclamation
setting forth that threats have been made in
high places to interfere with the local management of the election, and exhorting all well
minded citizens to abstain from every act of
violence and disorder. It is said that corporations propose granting an extra hour ou election day to enable every mau to vote.
Two
prominent citizens wbese names appear on the

military petition publicly denyj having signed

the same, this evening.
Concord, March 11.—The political situation
has not materially changed within the past few
days. There is little or no outside excitement,
but the state committees of each party are hard
at work, and no efforts are being spared by
either party to secure the success of their respective tickets on Tuesday next. The officers
of each committee, as well as prominent men
onlboth sides, still profess confidence in a successful result of the campaign, and each claims
that they shall carry the Legislature and elect
a Governor by the people.
Canvasses have
been made and returned to the committees and
are claimed by each to be very favorable,
but
they are never infallible indications of the result. The great efforts of both parties have
been directed towards securing a majority of
the legislature, for the reason that a United
States Senator is to be elected by it, and although no prediction can safely be ventured
upon at present, it seems likely that there will
be no election of Governor by the people. Both
parties concede that the temperance vote will
be very light.

TERRIFIC TORNADO.

xxc-

drick and probably arrange to keep my position. Upon an interview with him he proposed I should continue sutler of the post by payI did not think the
ing him 86000 per year.
business would guarantee so large a sum and
deelincd to treat with him.
Soon after my return to Texas I was visited by Leighton, an
agent representing Gen. Hedrick, who proposed to allow me to remain by paying him 81500
down and the remaiuder of the 86000 per annum in quarterly payments.
1 having purchased laDd and expended some 815,000 in
buildings, store houses, besides having a stock
of goods on hand which 1 would have been
forced to sacrifice had I been compelled to vacate my position, submitted to the proposition
under protest.
In a short time after this W. F. Clark, then
a member of Congress, commenced
drawing on
me, which drafts I at first paid, but on allowing one to be returned to Washington unpaid I
found myself suddenly relieved by one Josh
Loeb, who I am informed paid a claim agent
by the name of Wolff 83000. Upon his arrival
I was compelled to sell my houses and land,
costing me originally 815,000,for 84000, aud my
stock at a similar sacrifice. Thus I was compelled to compromise with my creditors as best
f could and left myself without a cent.

govern-
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Governor Asked to Call Out

The

To His

The New Secretary ot War.
Washington, March 11.—Judge Taft, accompanied by Secretary Robeson and Chandler
called on tbe President this morning, and there
met Chief Justice Waite, who administered tbe
oath of office. The new Secretary of War then
proceeded to the War Department and began
the duties of his office. He was employed during the day in making the] acquaintance of
officers in charge of the various
bureaus, nearly
all of whom had business
requiring attention.
On Monday the officers of the army in Washington will call on the new Secretary.
The Investigations.
Not much success was had in the investigations to day. The committee looking into the
real estate pool had Kilbourne of Kilbourne &
Latta before them and attempted to learn some
thing concerning Jay Cooke’s connection with
it. but Kilburn protested that the pool was a
strictly private association and refused to
answer their puestions.
They give him till
Monday to answer or be locked up for con-

by ,be Briti8b authori-

countrymen obeying the Samoan
laws Friends
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Vocalist.

11.—Miss Clara H.
Gabdineb,
Wheeler, the well known soprano, after a lingering illness, died this morning at the iesi-
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HOUSE.
Washington, Mar. 11.
Mr. Atkins of Tennessee, from the commiton
tee
appropriations, reported a bill appropriating $1,000,000 to supply the deficiency in the
appropriation for certain Sioux Indians. Pass-

ed.
Mr. Cook of Georgia, from the committee on
military affairs, reported a bill to equalize the
bounties of soldiers,of the late war.
Referred
to the Committee of the Whole and was mad e
a special order for Thursday next.
This bill is the one originally introduced by
Mr. Thornburg of Tennessee.
The House at 12.30 weut into the Committee
of the Whole on the judicial and legislative appropriation bill. Mr. Willis, who had not concluded his speech of yesterday, resumed the
floor aud proceeded with his remaiks in favor
of honest currenoy as the only safety for honest
men.

Mr. Seelye of Massacbnsetts made a speech
on the same side of the question.
He attributed the instability of the currency to the fact
that the act of Congress on the subject is uncertain, and that the instability would continue
as long as curreucy was established on the
He argued that paper currency
present basis.
rested on no solid ground of industry, and that
when labor was paid for in it labor was cheated aud therefore it was that industry was paralyzed. He declared that any further inflation
of the currency would be followed by disaster
and national humiliation, because repudiation
would then
become as inevitable as
to
plunge over a cataract after the rapids were
passed. The resumption of specie paymeut
was the only course left, and it would be advocated by every wise man. But how to reach it.
Ilicllabor, hoc opus est. Here he was free to
admit the gravest tinaucial difficulty.
It was
much easier to say that a further inflation of
aud
that a
would
lead
to
repudiation,
currency
coutinuauce of the present system meant inesafe
and
vitable ruin than it was to see a
speedy
road to financial solvency. But wise and patriotic people were not or ought not to be disThere were only three possible
couraged.
ways in which specie payment could be reached. The first was the accumulation of coin in
the Treasury sufficient to permit the successful
reinauguration of specie payment, but any
sufficient accumulation of gold would be followed by such financial disasters all over the
globe as would compel a renunciation of the
The second method was to retire from
plan.
circulation a portion of the greenback currency
out of the surplus revenue of the government,
but there was no such surp'us'as would warrant
The third and
any hope from that method.
only honest way that was left was to authorize a change of currency into interest bearing
bonds of the government, payable principal
and interest in gold. There was no other way
practicable for returning to specie payment.
Several members followed with speeches on
various subjects.
Mr. Durand of Michigan made a speech on
the same side of Ibe subject.
Mr. Townsend of Pennsylvania spoke on the
subject of the legislative appropriation bill. He
uuvit/pu

uau
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dollars less than for the same purpose last year
and seven million dollars less thau asked in estimates. He had examined the bill carefully
in order to ascertain on what principle the reductions were made and had reached the conclusion that the only principle was that of the
belligerent Irishman at the Donnybrook fair,
The committee
when he Eaw a head to hit it.
bad gone through the different departments,
War, Navy, Treasury, Interior, &c., &c., and
whenever they saw the head of a poor clerk, an
auditor and comptroller, or an assistant secretary, they hit him and in some cases they hit
him very hard. (Laughter.) In this way some
of the best officers of the government had been
cut down.
He criticised the various prolosed
reductions of official salaries, including * the
compensation of Senators and members,! and
quoted from Mr. Randall’s speech a cou'de of
years ago in favor of paying members of ConHe would not say tin) bill
gress 87500 a year.
was got up for buncombe and for electioneering
but
be
was
bound to say there was
purposes,
no principle in the bill that was worthy of con-

sideration.

Mr. Randall of Pennsylvania replied that be
knew his oid speech on the salary question was
sure to be brought up on this bill and therefore
he was not unprepared lor it, every word
which had been uttered. He believed he had
gone home after that speech and after that
vote, and while some of his constituents condemned, they had given him credit for sincerity and honesty, and had returned him to this
house, in consequence of which he now occupied the exalted post to which the Speaker had
assigned him. Still he was not unmindful of
the fact that the American people condemned that act, and he was fair and manly
In accordance with that
enough to say so.
judgment of the American people he stood here
to
what
the people had conremedy
seeking
demned.
The Democratic majority in the
House meant to have economy and retrenchment.
Mr. White of Kentucky—Do I understand
the gentleman to say that he realize 1 the fact
that the country condemned his vote on the
back salary question?
Mr. Randall—It is none of your business
what I realize. (Laughter.)
I have made my
statement in that connection.
Mr. White—Does not the gentleman believe
that the country would be better pleased if
that back salary were refunded?
Mr. Randall—That is none of your business
either. (Laughter.) When I do aught here
that does not become a representative the peo
pie will take care to consign me back to private
life. I took the salary. The law gave it to me.
My people have approved of me since, and it
does not lie in the power of any miserable man
here (laughter) to talk about my conscience.
Mr. Wilson of Iowa and Mr. Hunter of Indiana also made speeches, after which the House

adjourned.

_

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Hon. William H. Gove, the pioneer in the
Free Soil cause in New England, and known
as the silver tongued orator of New Hampshire,
died Saturday.
Gen. Hawley of the Centennial Commission,
slates that the commission has not sanctioned
the numerous advertisements in the New York
papers for more men on the buildings, and declares them to be frauds.
It is estimated that there is at present
enough lumber wharved in the vicinity of St.
John to load forty 100-ton ships.
The Alabama legislature, two thirds Democratic, adopted strong resolutions before adimirnmont Jr* fnrr/ai- nf
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Great

Damage

in

Missouri,

Chicago, March 11.—Specials report that

a

terrific wind, rain and thunder storm visited the northwest late yesterday afternoon
and evening. It appears to have extended
from Quincy, Illinois, to the northern portion
of Iowa, and to have been specially severe near
the Mississippi River.
At some places it
amounted to a tornado and considerable damage was inflicted.
The town of Hazelgrecn, in the southeast
corner of Grant County, Wisconsin, near the
Illinois line, which has about a thousand inhabitants, mostly lead miners, was struck by
the tornado about 4 o’clock. Messengers were
despatched to Galena and Dubuque for doctors
to care for the injured.
These messengers told
a story of a most extraordinary destruction
of
life and property. One of them affirmed that
foity-one people had been killed or injured, and
that the town was almost totally destroyed.
There is no telegraphic communication with
the region. The latest accounts give the list of
killed and wounded as follows:
Joshua Richards, Mrs. John Rodney, Mrs.
Thomas Richards, the wife, mother and daughter of Thomas Edwards, a son of Joseph Jackson, Edward Thompson and his father, nine
persons in all. There was a rumor that eighteen were killed, but it cannot be authenticated. A great many are badly injured, some
probably fatally. Broken legs, arms and other
casualties are reported in numberless cases.
The village was built of wood, and the tornado
swept a clear track from the southeast to the
northeast through the town,destroying twentysix buildings in all.
Quincy, 111., March 11.—The Whig has the
following report of the effects of the storm in
Missouri last night:
The hurricane came from the southwest,
struct Elizabethtown, on the Missouri, Kansas
and Texas Railroad, about 4 o’clock.
Some
seventeen houses were prostrated. Five persons
were killed.
At Hasson, on the same road,
three dwellings and the railroad depot were
blown down and three persons were killed.
Withei’s Mills, near Hannibal, Mo.,were blown
down, but no one was injured. The damage to
timber and fences was very great, and it is
thought further reports will show much greater
loss of life in the neighborhood not heard from.
St. Louis, March 12 —Accounts of the tornado which passed over a part on northwestern
Missouri on Friday say the little town of
Shrinkey in Monroe county was entirely demolished, Two persons were killed and 20
wounded, some seriously. At Kensaler station
an the Missouri, Kansas & Texas
railroad, two
most

They have not yet been found.
Dubuque, March 12.—The damage

The Sonora state troops have defeated the
revolutionists iu au engagement, the latter
losing a hundred men.
A. B. Sargent, special reveuue agent in investigating whiskey frauds at San Francisco states
that he has found no evidence implicating
Senator Sargent, as was charged in an American Press dispatch with authority of D. L Phillips, a revenue agent,

Portland

Wholesale Market.

Saturday, March It.—The markets are steady
and exhibited scatcely any change. Sugars are very
firm at 10jc tor granulated and 9Jc for Extra C.
Pork and lare continues very firm, but there is no
change to note in prices. Eggs are coming in very
freely and are quoted at from 17 @ 20c t> dos. The
cheese market is steady with a very light demand
and quotations are unchanged.
Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G,
&
Co.
True
W.
_

Boston Slock Market
[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Mch. 11.]
2 Eastern Railroad
10}
2 .do. 10}
Sales at Auction.
5 Boston & Maine Railroad. 998
3 .do. 99}
81,000 Maine 6s, 1889.109
$4,000 Boston & Maine Railroad 7s. 1894....... 1088
$7,000 Eastern Railroad S. F., 7s, 1884_52} @ 53}
$2,000 Eastern Railroad 7s, notes, 1884. 52}

to

prop-

town from southwest to northwest for a space
of about eight rods in width. Houses were
taken up and borne in some cases one hundred
feet from their foundation.

Bank Statement.
New York. March 4.—The following is the
bank statement.
Increase in loans.$
Increase in Specie.
Increase in legal tenders.
Increase in deposits.
Circulation Decreased.
Reserve Increase.

weekly
585,600
438,200

681,300
676.400

134,800

953,400

York
Money Market.
New York, March 11—12.15 P. M.~Gold at 114}.
Governments dull and better prices. Money 3 per
cent. bid. State bonds quiet. Stocks active auil
strong, except Western Union, which is lower. Exchange 486 @ 490.
The lollowmg were the closing quotations [of Government securities:
Stock and

New

United States coup. 6s,1881. 123
United States 5-20’s 1865, old..
United States 5-20’s,1865, new.. <ii
TTnito.l Ctot-pa K.OO’ii 1807
'. 3
United States 5-20’s, 1868

United States new 5*8.Ill8»
United States 10-40s, coup.,i]g|
Currencv 6’s..
The following were tlie closing quotations ol
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co._ .,., 671
New

York Central & Hudson R R consolidated. 116?

Erie. 21}
preferred. 38
Mfcliigan Central. 03}
Union Pacific Stock. 67}
Panama..
Lake Shore.
Erie

Crimes

and Casualties.
The body found near the mouth of the river
at Newbury port, Mass., was Daniel Nolau of
Lawrence, a teamster. He probably committed suicide Nov. Ocb, ou account of domestic
unhappiness. The body was sent to Lawrence.
David Morrison of West
Eutiand, attempted
to steal a ride on the top of a freight car from
Eutiand to West Eutiand, and was struck
by a
bridge and killed. He was dead when discovered.
By a collision of freight traius at Miller's
Falls, Mass., Saturday morning, three locomotives and seven ears were wrecked and a Fitchburg railroad fireman named Spooner was
killed.
A fire at North Andover, Mass., Friday
destroyed the fine bouseof Col. A. H. Gibson
formerly of the United States army, known as
the Farmer Spoiford place, ou the road from
North Andover Center to West Boxford. One
thousand dollars in silver coin could not be got
out and was melted. Loss $8000.
inETEOBOLOlilCAL.
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT

TWENTY FOUR

HOURS.

War Dbp’t, Office Chief Signal )
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
March 13, (1 A.
Cor New Itnglnud.
raiu and snow, falling barometer, increasing
southeast to southwest winds,
and slight
changes in temperature.

M.))

unchanged;

sales 1200 bbls; common to fair extra at
4 90 @ 5 75; good to choice do at 5 80 @ 9 00. Rye
flour is steady; sales 300 bbls at 4 20 @ 5 10. Cornmeal qaiet; sales 460 bbls; Western, Jersey and
Pennsylvania at 2 55 @ 3 10; Brandywiuo at 3 40.—
Wneat—receipts 48,800 bush; the market is a shade
firmer with a lair export and limited
inquiry;
sales 130,000 bush; l 03@105 for rejected Spring;
1 03 @ 112 for ungraded Spring; 110 @ 113 for No 3
Spring; 1 24@ 1 25 for No 2 Milwaukee, inside price
for fresh receipts; 1 35 for choice No 1 Minnesota in
store; 1 46 for Amber Penn; 1 50 for new White Western. New York inspection; 1 35 for White Canada ill
bond in store; 1 36$ afloat and nominally; 1 24 @ 1 26
for No 2 Chicago. Rye quiet and firm at 79 @ 82c for
Western; 82 @ 85c for State, inside price for car
lots; 85c tor Canada in boud. Barley is dull and declining; sales e,000 bush 4-rowed Jeflerson county at
97Jc afloat; 11,000 bpsh Canada West, part at 105,
remainder onpt; 10,000 bush 2-rowed State at 82 @
85c for prime to choice. Barley Malt unchanged; 600
bush 2-rowed State to arriue at 1 00 cash. Corn—receipts 48,400 bush; the market is scarcely in so active request and prices without decided change; sales
51,000 bush; 58$ @ 58|c for no grade Mixed; 62$c for
graded Mixed: 61$ @ 61}c for steamer Mixed; 60$ @
63c lor ungraded new Western Mixed; 62@ 63$c for
Dew Yellow Southern; also 10,000 bush graded Mixed
buyer April at 64c. Oats-receipts of 31,550 bush ;the
market is without decided change; sales 26,000 bush;
43 @ 474c for Mixed Western and State; 47 @ 51c for
White do, including No 3 New York inspection at
43$ @ 43$c; No 2 do at 46$ @ 46jjc. Hay unchanged
at 75 @ 60c for shipping.
Hops firm at 14 @ 16
for Eastern and Western; 13@18 tor New York
State; 17 @ 20 for California. Coffee—Rio quiet and
firm; cargoes at 15 @ 18c gold; job lots at 15 @ 19c in
gold. Sugar is quiet and unchanged at 7$ @ 7$c for
fair to good refining; 7$c for prime; no sales ot moment reported; refined unchanged. Molasses quiet;
New Orleans at 45 @ 60c. Rice is quiet and unchanged. Petroleum quiet and steady. Tallow is
steady; 150,600 lbs at 9@91-16c. Naval Stores—
Rosin steady at 1 62$ @ 1 64 lor strained. Turpentine
steady at 39c for Spirits. Coal is steady at 5 25 @
6 25 tor Anthracite per ton per cargo. Leather is unj
settled; Hemlock Sole, Buenos Ayers and Rio light,
middle and heavy weights at 22 @ 25c; California do
at 22 @ 25c; common ao 22 @ 25. Pork dull; 300 bbls
new mess at 22 90 @ 23 00; 500 bbls seller for April
at 23 00 ; 250 bbls seller May at 23 15.
Dreseed Hogs
more steady at 10c for Western.
Beef is quiet and
125
bbls
at
12
50
for
firm;
plain mess; 13 00 @ 13 50
for extra do. Beef Hams quiet. Tierce Beet is quiet
and unchanged; Cut meats—Western is quiet; middles are quiet and unchanged at 12$ @ 12|c tor Western long clear; 13c for city do; 200 boxes Western
long clear to arrive at 12$. Lard opened firm and
closed heavy; 200 tes prime steam at 13 62$; 2250 tes
seller April at 13 67$; 2500 tes seller May at 13 85 @
13 87$; 100 do seller Juneat 14; 750 do seller July at
14 10.
Frp.ic'his to Livernool— tho mnrkpt iswifhnnf. rlp_
cided change.
Wool is dull and uuchanged; domestic fleece at 38
@ 62c; pulled430 (eg 47c; unwashed at 14 @ 33c.
Chicago, March 11 —Flour is dull and unchanged.
Wheat is in fair demand and higher; No 2 Chicago
Spring at D8J (eg 98fc on spot; 994 @ 99$c seller lor
April; 1 034 ia} 1 034 seller for May; No 3 do at 83J
84c; rejected at 72Jc. Corn firm and in lair demand;
No 2 Mixed at 43i @ 44c on the spot; 43|c bid seller
for April; 46Jc seller tor May. Oats nominally unchanged ; No 2 at 324c od spot; 324c seller April; 34ic
seller May. Barley is Quiet at 554 @ 56c on the spot;
544c seller for April. Rye steady and firm. Dressed
Hogs in light demand and holders firm at 9 00 @ 10.
Pork steady at 22 25 on spot; 22 474 @ 22 50 for seller
May. Lard uuchanged; sales au 13 25 on spot; 13 624
seller May. Bulk Meats are dull and a shade lower;
shoulders at 84; clear rib and clear sides at 12 @ 124.
Whiskey 1 05.
Receipts—0,000 bbls Hour, 00,000 bush wheat, 40,000 bush corn, 21,006 bush oats. 40.000 bush barley,
400 bush of rye.
Shipments—7,000 bbls flour, 14,000 bush wheat, 40,000 bush corn, 9,000 bush oats, 4,000 bush barley,
800 bush rye.

milling

Toledo, March 11.—Flour is steady with a moderate demand. Wheat is firm and In fair demand;
No 2 White Wabash 1 224; Amber Michigan at 1 24J;
seller April 1 25; seller May 1 274; No 2 do at 102;
No 2 Red Winter at 1124; rejected Red 85c. Corn is
dull; High Mixed at 47c; seller April held at48gc;
seller May held at 50gc; 494c bid; Low Mixed held at
464c; 46c bid; no grade Dayton and Michigan at 43c;
damaged 40c. Oats dull; No 2 at 334c; Michigan 334,
Clover seed firm and in fair demand at 8 55. Hogs at
9 45.
Receipts—100 bbls flour 9,000 bush Wheat, 15,000
bush Corn, 3,000 bush Oats.
Shipments—600 bbls flour, 10,000 bush Wheat,47,000 bush Corn, 2000 bush Oats.
Milwaukee, March 11.—Flour is quiet and unchanged. Wheat firm; No 1 Milwaukee 109; hard
do at 114; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 01J; seller fur April
at 1 024^seller May at 1 06f; No 3 Milwaukee at 874Corn is nominally steady; No 2 fresh at 434c. Oats
are inactive and nominlly steany; No 2 cash at 312c;
seller May at 344c. Barley is firmer and held higher;
No 2 Spring fresh at 80c seller for March; 79c seller
April; No 3 do 46c Rejected fresh 30c. Rye is firm;
No 1 at 61c. Provisions unchanged—Mess Pork at
22 00 cash. Lard—prime at 13J (eg 14. Sweet pickled
hams at 114 @ 12Jc.
Dry salted meats—shoulders 8J
@ 84c for loose; midales at 114 (a) 12 jc for boxed.—
Dressed Hogs at 9 25.
Receipts—2000 bbls flour, 26,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—5,000 bbls tiour, 16,000 bush wheat.
St Louis, March 11.—Flour quiet and unchanged.
Wheat drooping; No 2 Red Winter at 1 484 f>r cash;

1 48 seller for March; No 3 do at 1 344 @ 1 35. Corn
firmer; No 2 Mixed 394c for cash: 39 (eg 40c seller for
March; 40|c seller. Oats dull and unchanged; No 2
Mixed 33fc bid cash; rejected 31J @ 314c. Rve firmer at 63c bid
Barley dull andunchanged. Whiskey
steady at 1 06.

Receipts—8000 bbls flour,12,000 bush of wheat, 85,-

000 bush corn, 5,000 bush oats, 6,000 bush barley,
9,000 bosh rye, 253 bogs, 73 cattle.
Cleveland, March 11.—The Petroleum market is
firm and unchanged: standard White at 11}; Ohio
test at 124c; Michigan 14—for car lots cash.
New Orleans, March 11.—Cotton is active and

strong; Middling uplands 124c.
Charleston, March 11.—Cotton is quiet and
steady; Middling uplands 124 @ 12£c.
Mobile, March 11.—Cotton strong; Middling uplands at 12§c.
New York, March 11.—Cotton quiet; Middling

uplands 12Jc.
Savannah, March 11.—Cotton is firm; Middling
uplands 122c.

Havana market.
Havana. March 11.—Sugar market is iu fair demand and prices advanced. Foreign news regarded

unfavorable; No 12 d s 13|@ 14§ reals perarrobe;
in gold 64 @ 6| reals; Molasses Sugars, No 8 to 10 at
4J @ 5 reals in gold; Muscovado Sugars common to
fair 4| @ 5 reals; fair to good refining 54 @ 54 reals;
Centrifugal Sugars No 11 to 13 in boxes 6J @ 7J reals
In gold; in hhds7 @ 7| reals in gold. Stock in warehouses

at

37 non ViliHa

Havana and Matanzas
noodnta fnpfhA maalr

213,500 boxes and
Q7 AAA

tm.™

n-wl

12,000 hhds; exports 22,000 boxes and 7000 hhds, including 9100 boxes and 6200 hhds to United States.
Molasses is quiet and firm; 50 degrees polarization
4} (at 4} p keg asked; 3 @ 34 reals ottered.
Freights firm; loading at Havana or points on
north coast for the United States p box sugar at 75;
loading at Havana for the United States p hhd Suat 3 25 @ 3 50: p hhd of Molasses 2 50 @ 2 75; to
'almouth and orders 30s; loading at ports on north
coast outside of ports of the United States p hhd
sugar at 4 20 @ 4 75; p hhd Molasses at 2 75 @ 3 00;

far

Exchange steady.

European Markets.
M.—American securi-

bonds, 1865, old, at 1051; United
States 10*40s, 105}; new 5,105{J; Erie at 17§.
Liverpool,March 11.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
is active and firm; Middling uplands at 6 5-16d; do
Orleans at 6§d; sales 12,000 bales, including 2000
bales tor speculation and export.
Frankfort, March 11—3.45 P. M.—United States
ties—United States

5s, 110}.

If % on have a discharge from the nose, offensive or
otherwise, partial loss of the sense of smell, taste, or
hearing, ejes watery or weak, feel dull and stupid or
debilitated, pain or pressure in the head, take cold
easily, you may rest assured that you have the Catarrh.
Thousands annually, without manifesting
half of the above symptoms, terminate in consumption and end in the grave. No disease is so common,
It.
more deceptive, or less understood by physicians.
V. Pierce, M. D., of Buffalo, N. Y., is the proprietor
of Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy—a perfect Specific for
Catarrh, “Cold in the Head,” or Catarrhal Headache.
malOeod&wlw
oc29
MARRIED.
In Waterville, March I, Geo. A. Simonds and Miss
Nellie M. Sawyer, both of Smithfield.
In Jay, March 5, James S. Jewett and Miss Laura
A. Kimball.
In Weld, March 3, Thos. A. Pettengill of Carthage
and Miss Mary A. Barrett of Weld.

DIED.

do.123}

erty in the Hazel Green disaster was $10,000 or
$50,000. The tornado leveled everything in the

New York. March 11—5 P. M.—Cotton quiet at Ic
advance; sales 1250 bales; Middling uplands at I2$e
Flour—Receipts 9732 bbls: the market is quiet and
firm export and home trade demand; sales of 17,600
bbls; No 2 at 310@3 9u; Superfine Western and
State at 4 10 @ 4 60; common to good extra Western and State at 4 90 @ 5 25; good to choice at 5 30
@ 5 75; common to choice White Wheat Western extra at 5 80 @57 00; Fincy White Wheat Western ex
tra at 7 05 @ 7 75; common to good extra Ohio at 4 90
@7 25; common to choice extra St Louis at 5 25 @
9 00; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 6 60 @
7 35; choice to double extra at 7 40 @ 9 00, including
6500 bbls low grade extra at 5 00 @ 5 10 for export;
the market closing steady; Southern flour quiet au<l

Illinois

Central.102f
Chicago & Northwestern. 432
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 65?
New Jersey.Central.106}
Rock Island.not

St.Paul.442
St. Paul preferred. 82
Wabash. 31
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 18}
Missouri-Pacific. 132
Atlantic & Pacific preferred. 4}
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific

In this city, March 11th. Lula May, infant daughter

of James B. and Nancy White, of lung fever, aged 4
months and 7 days.
In Paris, March 12th, William Chase, formerly of
Portland, aged about 55 years.
[Funeral services at South Paris, Tuesday forenoon
and prayers at Evergreen Cemetery same afternoon
at 3b o’clock.
In North Yarmouth, March 9, Mrs. Almira, wife of
Asa A. Lufkin, aged 51 years.
In Harrison, Feb. 21, Dea. Merrill Spurr, aged 74
years 10 months, resident of Buxton.
In Richmond, Feb, 29, Capt. Wm. P. Blanchard,
aged 60 years.
In Damariscotta, Feb. 14, Mr. John F. Sanborn,
aged 26 years.
In Edgecomb, Feb. 15, Mr. Chas. E. Fowles, aged
33 years.

NAME

FOR

FROM

Etna.New York

DATE

Aspinwall... .Mch

15
15
16
16
16
16
18
18
18
19
21
21
22

..

..

Sinking Funds.
Hartford & Erie

901

1st.21}

Gloucester Fish market.

Gloucesteb, Mass., March 11.

Gloucester Fish market and arrivals for the week
ending March lltli:
Fishing arrivals have been reported, 24 from
Gemges with an aggregate catch of 425.000 lbs codfish
11)8 Hal>hut; 5 from Grand Banks with
-00,000 lbs Halibut ;12 from Newfoundland and Grand
Menan with frozen
herring. Georges Codfish are in
good demand and firm at 5 00
qtl for old. stcck
mackerel on hand light; we quote Bav l’s
nia.r<r«t
at 19 09 'P bbl; Shore 3’s at 19
00; not much inquired
»*•
Quote Pollock 2 50 $> qtl; Hake at3 00 Votl;
Cusk 3 00 p qtl; Haddock 3 00
qtl; Tongues and
11 ^bbl; Halibut beads 3 50<|>
bbl; no
Eins on market; Round Herring at 4 25:
ni
d,Her.riuS 5 25 ^ bbl; Labrador Herring at G 00 I?
Halibut at 9c
5 Prepared Codfish

at

r\c

Whittier,

Cardenas.
Ar at Cientuegos 8th inst, brig Sami Lindsey, Gibson, Barbadoes; sch J K Lawrence. Porto Cabello.
Ar at Havana 9th, brig Proteus, Farr, Portland.
Sid 9tb, sch Post Roy, RobinsoD, Hampton Roads.
Ar at Matanzas 9th inst, barque Sandy Hook, Barstow, St Thomas.
Sid 9th, brig Mattie B Russell, York, for North of

Almanac.

hurricane Feb 25 and sprung a leak ot 1200 strokes
per heur.
Sch Ralph Carlton, Harkness. from Cardenas for
North of Hatteras. put into Hampton Roads 11th
inst with loss of mainmast.
Sch Adelia S Hill, Gregory, from Pensacola for Liverpool, which put into Queenstown Feb 23d in distress, reports having taken a heavy gale Jan 27th,
which increased to a hurricane on the 28th; on the
29lh a sea struck the vessel on the starboard bow,
breaking over and carrying away the masts, jibboom.
forward house and boats. The steward and a seaman
were washed off and lost.
At daylight next day the
pumps were sounded and three feet water found in
the hold. A sail was then set on the slump of the
mizzenmast, and on the 2d of February, succeeded
in setting up a jury foremast; Feb 9th, a Swedish
barque came up and supplied a quantity ot sails and

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 5th, sch Henry E Willard,
Willard, Jamaica.
Ar 9th, sch J G Craig, Sterling, Ruatan.
Ar 10th, ship Nunquam Dormio. Cousins, Havre.
Ar 11th, ship Kate Davenport, Mallet, Grimsby, E;
sch Lady Woodbury, Woodbury, Utilla.
Cld 9th, ship India, Patten, Liverpool.
MOBILE—Cld 10th, ship Andrew Johnsou, Speed,

Liverpool.

FERNANDINA—Cld 4th, sch Emma McAdam,
Murch, Barbadoes.
KEY WEST—Ar 8th, sch Mary A Holt, Grant,

Fanny Pike, Robbins,

Cld 6th, sch Washington, Berry, New York.
SAVANNAH—Ar 9th, sch G L Bradley, Chipman,
St Thomas.
Cld 9th. sch R F Hart, Coombs. Greenock.
Sid fm Tybee 9th, ship C B Hazeltine, Gilkey, for
CHARLESTON—Ar 9th, sch Maggie A Fisk, Nickerson, Savannah.
Uid^Pwnnd.

*r»h

PHILADELPHIA—Cld 9th, brig Adele McLoon,
Munroe, Matanzas; sch H Curtis, Bray, Fall River;
A E Hooper, Hooper, Wilmington NC.
Ar 10th. sch Carrie HonDell, Harris, Baracoa.
Below, brig Merriwa, and sch Cathie C Berry.
Ar at Wilmington 11th, sch Narragansett, Shaw,

Portland.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 8th, brig
Liberty, Devereux. Matanzas for Philadelphia.
NEW YORK—Ar 9th. barque Victor, Pond, Zanzibar 87 days; brig D R Stockwell, Perkins, Palermo;
scbsChas Sawyer, Mullen, San Andreas 35
days; E E

Stimpson, Rhodes. Portland; Joseph Maxfteld, Steelman, Kennebec; Congress, Willard, do.
Ar 10th, brig Rebecca J Page, Hill, Sagua 8
days;
schs Trenton, Wall, Boothbay for
Philadelphia; It
Leach, Pendleton, Rockland; W S Farwell, Lord,do;
S C Smith, Blake,Bucksport for Philadelphia;
Mary
and
Harriet Newell, Kent, Portland:
Thorndike, do; Silver Spray, Wass, New
Bedford; Para, Chase, Providence: Jeddie, Chadwick, do: Emma W Day, Jordan, New Bedford; Ira
D Sturgis, Johnson, Wiscasset; Brunette, Rich, from

Farrow, Foss,
Alaska.

Gregory, Thorndike, Boston;

W B

Darling, Pendleton, Providence.
Cld 9th, scbs John J Ward, Fountain, Para; Millie
Trim, Drinkwater, Demarara.
Cld 10th, ship Santa Clara. Tobey, San Francisco;
barques Jose E More, Carlisle, Sagua; H S Jackson,
Bacon. Wiscasset: brig Manlius, Todd. Cardenas.
Sld 9th, baroue S R Lyman, tor Anjicr; schs Orrie
V Drisko, for Demarara; Abbie.for Porto Rico; Etna
tor Ponce.
Sld 10th, brig Mary C Haskell, for Rockland, (and
put back 11th).
Passed through Hell Gate 9tb, scbs Oakes Ames,
Babbett New York for Portland; Mansfield, Achorn,
do for Providence.
Passed do 7th. sch Grace Cushing, Hamilton, New
York tor Boston.

NEW LONDON—Ar 8th, schs Henry Cole, Rockland tor Newark; Sarah F Bird, Bath for New
York;
R Foster, New York tor Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 9th, sch E A Hayes,
Smith,
Charleston.
FALL RIVER—Ar 10th, sch Leander A Knowles,
Knowles. Galveston.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sld 9th,schs Mary
Farrow. Foss, Portland lor New York; T Benedict
Crockett, do for Bridgeport: Ellen Morrison, Dodge,
Kennebec tor New Yurk; Jeddie, Providence for do.
Also sld 9tb, schs Marion Draper, Bailey, Bath for
Wilmington, Del; Narragansett, Shaw, Portland for
do; G P Pomroy, Bryant, Kennebec for Baltimore;
Para-, Chase, Providence for New York.
NEW BEDFOltD-Ar 9th,brig J M Wiswell,Glover, New Orleans, (sails damaged.)
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 9th, schs Clara Jane,
Small. New York for Boston; Ida May, Lamson
Ponce forNewburyport; N A Farwell. Dizer, Savannah tor St John, NB: JC Rogers, Fletcher, Boston
for New York; C H Macomber, Griswold, fm Port au
Prince for Boston; Mott-Haven, Collins, New York
for Portland.
Sld, brig Mansanilia; schs Trenton, Fair Dealer.
Jed Frye. Z A Paine, Bagaduce, A W Ellis, Ira D
Sturgis, Sarah C Smith, Laura A Messer, W S Farwell, Clara E Simpson.
BOSTON—Ar 10th, sch Mary Clark, Hall, Irom
Canute u.
Ar

lttb, scbs C A RoDes, Thompson, Fortune Bay
NF; Delaware, Snow, Rockland; Cynosure, Dailey,’
Thomaston.
SALEM—Ar 10th, schs Maria Adlaide, Kent, from
Bucksport for Philadeinhia ; Hume, Calderwood
Rocklaud; E G Knight. Pratt, fm Rockland for Wilmington, Del; Hattie Coombs, Bishop, and Convoy
French, do for Elizahetliport; E Arcularius, Lord;
Defiance, Thorndike; F N Tower, Adams; Wm McLoon, Rogers, and Lucy Ames, Bishop, do for New
York; Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, Portland for Philadelphia; Hannie Westbrook, McDufiie, do for New
York.
Cld 10th. sch Nellie Chase, Sheppard, Portland.
GLOUCESTER—Ar lOtn, sch Starlight, Blachford,
Calais for New York.
PC RTS MOUTH—A r 10th, sch Waldemar,
Duncan,
Lincolnville.
FOREIGN FORTS.
Ar at Bombay Oth inst. ship Valiant, Dunham*
New York.
Sid tm Galle Jan 2T, barque Mary M Bird, Packard, Madras.
Ar at Dundee Oth, ship Lucile, Waite, Calcutta
Ar at Liverpool 10th inst, ship J W
Marr, Morse
New Orleans.
Cld 9th. ship Zephyr. Sweetser. United Stales.
Sid fm Hull, E, Oth inst, ship G C Trufant,Thomas
United States.
Sid fm Glasgow Oth inst, barque Isaac Hall, Ryder.
United States.
Passed Deal Feb 24, ship Kendrick Fish, Fisk, from
London for Cardiff.
Ar at Pernambuco Feb 3d, sch Mary Helen. Sanborn, New York; brig Elizabeth, Stubbs, Montevideo
for New York; 13th, ship Sontag,
McGilvery, Pabellon for Queenstown.
Ar at Cienfuegos Tth, barque Jas McCarty, Gould.
St Thomas.
Sid, schs Thos W Holder, Saunders, for New York;
B L Eaton, Grierson, Philadelphia.
At Sagua 2d inst, barque Regina Tolck,
Ray, tor
North of Hatteras; Frank, Wallace, wig; brigs R B
Gove, Hodgman, tor Boston; Renshaw, Sylvester,
from Havana; schs M M Knowles, Dow, and D Talbot. A mesbury, tor Boston; W HCard, Foss; Elva
E Pettengill, Vork, and Virginia, Bangs, for North
of Hatteras; Fannie A Bailey, Hutchinson, fm New
York; Saarbruck, Clark, from Baltimore.
Ar at Havana Oth inst, brig Robin, Havener, from

Pascagoula.

Ar at Matanzas 8th, sch Louisa
J Dinemore, Parker,

don; Nellie

Bliss, Strong, LonNew York; Emily

CUJARED.
—

Francisco.
Sid fm Shields Feb 24, ship Garnet, Oliver, San
Francisco.
Ar at Hamburg Feb 22, Idy Lily, Blanchard, Eu-

derbury

Island.

Cld

24th, Bombay, Barter, Key West; 25th, Nile,
Newcomb, New York.
Ar at Singapore prev to Feb 23, Samuel D Carlton,
Freeman, Cardiff.
SPOKEN.

Jan 15, lat 19 18 S, Ion 29 56 W, ship Aneroid, from
Independence Bay for Liverpool.
Jan 17, lat 4 S, Ion 32 W, barque Woodsidc, from
Table Bay, CGH, for Portland.
Feb 25, lat 21 40. Ion 65 30, sch Carrie S Webb, from
Jacksonville for Porto Rico, 12 days out.
March 7, off Cape Hatteras, barque Ncversink, fm
Matanzas tor New York.
March 3, lat 27 20, Ion 76 36, sch Annie Freeman,
from Charleston for Baracoa.
Standabd medicine for caring Bright’s Disease,
Bladder and Glandular Maladies, is
Hunt’s Remedy. Female Weaknesses, Pain in the
Back and Loins, Gravel, Diabetes, Intemperance,
A

Dropsy, Kidney,

Excesses and Prostration of the Nervous

Richmond,

SPECIAL

are

NOTICES.

NOTICE.

VICKERY

to cure

where

Office Hours

a enre

9

is

possible.

19 A. II., 1
to 8 •*. M.

to

to

3,

and U

leblJsueodtt

AMPLE SECURITY,
DEFINITE CONTRACT,
LOW

PREMIUMS.

CAMPAIGN

Apply to any Agent, or write to the Company, at
Hartford, Conn. Accident Policies sent by mail.
Rates, Blanks, etc., furnished for the askiDg.

J.

Andrew

Chase,

GENERAL AGENT,

31 1-2

Portland

Exchange Street,

mhl3

OF

sntt

CAUCUSES.
Yarmouth.

North

The Republicans of North Yarmouth, are requested
to meet at the Town House, in said town, on
WEDNESDAY, March 15th, at 3 o’clock P. M., to
nominate candidates for Town officers, for the
ensuing year.
Per order,
TOWN COMMITTEE.

North Yarmouth, March 7,1876.

1876.

moSd&wtd

Cape Elizabeth.
The Republicans ot Cape Elizabetn, are requested
to meet at the Town House, on SATURDAY,
March 18th, at 3 o’clock P. M., to nominate Town
officers for the ensuing year.
Per order of
1 OWN COMMITTEE.
malOdtd
Cape Elizabeth, March 10,1876.

FOREST
me imie 10

conquer any

noticed.

"

TAR.

disease is

wnen mo nrst

This is

particularly true o
Catarrh and diseases of the mucous membrane, yet
these are most irequently neglected till the system is
completely undermined. Whenever these symptoms
are

Forest Tar and Forest Tar in Solution (with

appear,

the Inhaler), should ho immediately and persistenly
used. Mrs. Perry, of Winchester, Mass., writes of it:
“What I have taken has done

good. Have

not been

so

me

great deal ot

a

free from Catarrh lor three

years.” Ask your druggist for Forest Tar, prepared
by the Forest Tar Co., Portland, Me.
find it.

octl5sn9m

CALLED (MKT BOH
Highest rates paid for Called Government Bonds or Later Issues, and Good
Municipal Securities given in exchange.
All the 5-20’s of 1S62,1864, and 5,000,000 of the November issues of 1865
have been called in for

For several years the Portland Daily Press
has been the largest and fullest daily paper published
in Maine; and its Publishers announce their determination to make their paper beyond question the

redemption.

Woodbury & Moulton,
P

BANKERS AMD BROKERS,

Exchange Street.

67

deodsnly

nov29

BEST NEWSPAPER IN MAINE,

Awnfugs, Tents, Flags, Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvas Letterings,
Decorations, Arc.,
1-2 EXCHANGE

49

F.
marc!5

A,

sneodtf

Renne’s
This is

a

Keep it

STREET,

LEAVITT.
like

“It works

a

charm.”

Magic Oil !

purely vegetable, general family remedy

in the house to me in case of emergency.
TRY IT INTERNALLY,
It cures Colic, Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea, Cramp,
and Pains in the Stomach, Indigestion, Sore Throat,
Coughs, Colds, &c.
USE IT EXTERNALLY.
It cures Neuralgia, Catarrh, Rheumatism, Sprains,
Cuts, Braises, Old Sores, Headache, Toothache, and
in fact almost all the aches and pains human flesh is
heir to. Sold by all dealers in medicines.

by making all its departments more complete and
sparing no e&ort or expense at their command to
make the Press more valuable and desirable.
The Press has a larger editorial corps than any
paper in Maine, and has unexcelled facilities for colecting news in all parts of the state. The business,
agricultural and manufacturing Interest of Maine
will receive the continued attention of the Press.
The growing importance ot Portland as a distributing center tor Maine, and its tast increasing wholesale trade, make a daily paper at this point of special
Importance to every merchant and business man iu
the state.

WM. RENNE & SONS, Proprietors, Pittsfield, Mass
J. W. PERKINS
Oeaernl
»ul7

& CO.,

Agenifi, I'orflaad. Me.
febUeod&w&n

As

I_I

BUSS,
Bronchitia, Aaihma, Ncrofuln, Shin l»:acaaea, Diachargea from the Eara, IVoiaea
in the Head, IVaeal and Anrnl P0I7pna, and

Ear,

a

Political Journal

the Press will be devoted as in the past to a descrimminuting support of the Republican Party. During
the pending important campaign, the Press wi,
give special attention to the publication of politic?
news.

As an advertising medium, the Press stands 8rsi
among the Journals of Maine,

nil Diaeaaea of the Ere,

Throat

and

Ennga

PUTRID

Reduction of Price to

CATARRH
Cured for 35

Mail

Subscribers.

Cents.

WONDERFUL TESTIMONY
|Despite the fact that the Publishers are obliged o
pay the postage, the Daily Press is oftered far
$7.00 per annum in advance; $3.50 for six months;

of tho great value of

$1.75 for three months.

R/EDER’S

German

Snuff.

a

STREET,

fine assortment of

BOSTON PRICES, Ibis day.
an lw

&

cnrcd

by

one

1

;

box of

GERMAN SNUFF.
Litchfield, N. H.f Jan. 15, 1876.
Gentlemen :
I have had Putrid Catarrh for over
twenty years;
it commenced with a bad cold, which being neglectsoon
settled into Catarrh. Since that time I
ed,
have suffered more than tongue can tell, for at times
my head seemed to be on Are, and it was impossible
to lie down on account of the constant dropping in
my throat. The last four or five years I have been
in agony, as iu addition to Catarrh, my 6ight and
hearing both became impaired to such an extent that
One day I was induced to
I soon grew weary of life
try one box of Raedor’s German Snuff, but having
used almost every remedy, I done so without any
faith in its power to cure.
I bad not taken it three days before I noticed a
for the

better;

at the end of

able to sleep with comfort,

a

week I

has been enlarged land greatly improved the
part
year, and is now one of the largest, fullest and bemi
weekly paper in Maine. Terms *2.00 per year ia
advance; six months for *1.00; three months for
BO cents.

!3F* Special rates to campaign clubs.

was

the choking in my
throat no longer troubled me, and before I had used
the last of the Snuff, my sight and hearing began to
as

KA local agent is wanted ia

every

tc,wi>.

you this letter I con truly say that your
Snuff has saved my life, and had I known
of its virtue iu the past I might by its use
have saved
myselt years of suffering and perfect torture.
Yours truly,
MARY J. PORTER.
As I write

German

^“Specimen copies sent free. Address,

R/EDER’S

COUNSELLORS-AT-LAW
W. W.

311-2 EXCHANGE ST. COR. OF MILK.
H. W. GAGE.
snd&w3m
The largest anil best

GERMAN SNUFF
Is worth its Weight in Gold.

as-

sortment iu
the
Slate.
Also » HO F I. » E It
MtiPPoKBKACEN,

CKIITCBEN,
TEBS,
INDIAN FI.FUS
anil
RELLB.
ApotheLORING,
cary mid Practical Truss Filter, For. Exchange and Federal Sts.
jau2(jeodsntf
DUMB

Droppings in the Throat

GAGE,

Have Removed to Office In Hon.
T honing’ New Block,

dec30

Deafness, Blindness, and

return.

GOODS,

mhl3

STRUCT

CATARRH,

change

(STlEIGHTON.

MIDDLE
will open

Va—D W

York—N O Cram.
Sch Pearl, Goldthwaite, New York—J H liamlen
& Co.
Sch Three Sisters, Bickmore. Friendship—master.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Davis, Round Pond—master.

System,

cured by Hunt’s Remedy, Hunt’s Remedy imparts tone and vigor to the constitution when it has
become debilitated. Hunt’s Remedy restores
the
invalid to health.
marlOeod&wlw

H & A

Porteous.
Sell Kate C Rankin, Hall,
Clark & Co.
Sch T S MeLellan, Farr, New

extensive practice for twenty years. Disof tbe Eye and Ear, Throat anil Lungs, skillfully treated. Also Chronic Diseases in all forms.
The Doctor’s success in both acute and chronic disthnt he never fails
eases, warrants the assertion

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,

Samarang.
Slu fm Queenstown 23d, Lady Blessington, Brown,
Hamburg.
Ar at Falmouth 23d, Antelope, Cheney, from San

S. C. STROtJT.

Steamship Sarmatian, (Br) Aird, Liverpool
Allan.
Steamship Bermuda, (Br) Angrove, Halifax NS-J

a

Graduate of both the Allopathic and
Homoeopathic Schools,

Sid fm Gravesend 25tb, Oilve S Southard, Walker,
Cardiff.
Ar at Queenstown Feb 25, Humboldt, Wylie, from

at

delphia

Mechanics’ Hall Building.

eases

Philadelphia.

[Latest by Europen steaamers.]

CHARGE

OF
in

Also grants I.ife and Endowment Policies of
all approved forms, of the Best Quality* on the Best
Plan, and upon the Best Terms.

Curtis, Barbour, Philadelphia.
Ar at Cardenas 8th iDst, sch A L Butler, Eaton,

Sid 8th, sch A D Henderson, Henderson, North of
Hatteras.
At Baracoa 1st inst, schs Wm Douglass. Mclndoe,
for New York 2 days; Baraco3, McClintock, for do
4 days.
Sid tm St John, NB, 9lh inst, sch Emma Crosbv.
Crosby, Wexford.

rooms

THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY,

symptoms

WILMINGTON, NC—Cld 7tb, sch Satilla, Rives,
Satilla River, to load lor Bath.
Ar 10th, sch James Bliss, Hatch, Belfast; Clara
Fletcher. Sargent, Orient. LI.
BALT1MORE—Cld 9th, sch Ella, Mitchell, tor Rio
Grande.
Cld 10th. ship Palmyra. Preble, San Francisco.

—

lias been in

IN" THE WORLD.

Reval.

NEW SPRING

ARRIVED.
Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, New York—passen*ars and mdse to Henry Fox.
Sch Fleetwing, Sterling, Monhegan.
Sch Emma, Parker, Bristol.
Scb Fred O Holden, McRae. Calais lor Philadelphia
Sch Spartel, Crossman. Calais lor New York.
Sch Comet, Garrett, Calais for New York.
Sch Empress, Kennedy, Rockland for New York.
Sch Harp, Bickford, Winter-Harbor for New York.
Sch Mary Standisb, Higgins, Rockport for Phila-

]

BE

Tbe Doctor is

Accident policies written.400.000
E.ifc policies written. 44.000
Cn.h assets Jon. 1, ISIS.SS.7SII,u<IO
Surplus to polio holder* over..8i.000.000
Faid in beuelli. (nec’t policie*).£4,:«00,000

SchChas Sawyer, (of Ellsworth) Mullen, at New
York from San Andreas, reports. 2d inst, when off'
Hatteras. had a heavy southerly gale and was obliged
to run before it 16 hours; lost anu spit sails, &c; Geo
Svvertsen. a native of Norway, was washed overboard and drowned.

inst.

llAItTFOZID, I’ONN.

Acciflent Insurance Company

Largest
;

provisions.

MARINE NEV8

Naturday, Unroll 11,

CAN

FREE
at bis

deb

a

....

PORT OF PORTLAND

OF

CO.,

CONNl’IiTGU

1

Barque Limerick Lass, from New York for Stetin,
put back for repairs 9th inst. having been struck by

.March 13.

Minoanre
1.45PM
Sun rises.....6.15 j High water.
Sun sets.6.05 | Moon rises.10.05 PM

j

MEMORANDA.

E L

Eaie of Philadelphia,

TRAVELERS INS11M1

Hatteras.
Ar at Sagua 9th inst, sch Telumah, Bennett, Porto
Rico: J P Wyman. Urann, Boston.
Sid 9tli inst. sch W H Card, Foss, Delaware Breakwater, tor orders.

Searsport;

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
—

Cld at Philadelphia 11th, sch Bowdoin, Randall,
Portland.
Ar at New York lltb, brig Abby Ellen, Harding,

GEORGETOWN. SC—Cld 3d
Johnson. New York.

THAYER,

DK.

THE

Matanzas for Portland.

Maracaibo for New York.
PENSACOLA—Ar 6th, sch
Kingston, Ja.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NOTIC ES.

Please tell the people that you saw thei
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

IFROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.]
Provincetown 11th, barque E H Herriman.

Ar at

23

Railroad securities:

Central Pacific bonds.....108}
Union Pacific bonds....!... 105I
Union Pacific Land Grants....’ *1031

Sch A Q Brooks. Smallage, Prospect Harbor.
Sell Gipsy, Munroe, Round Ponu.
Sell Arrival. Farntam. Boothbay.
Sch Czar. Hammond, Parker’s Head lor New York.
Sch R L Tay, Brown, St George for New York.

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
.New York.. Liverpool.... Mch
Parthia.
.Mch
Crescent City.New York. .Havana.
Celtic. New York .Liverpool;. ...Mch
Batavia.Boston.Liverpool... Mch
Accapulco.New York. .Aspinwall.. .Mch
Moravian.Portland... Liverpool.... Mch
Pereire.New York. .Havre.Mch
Elysia...New York. Glasgow.Mch
.Mch
City of Montrcel_New York. .Liverpool
City of Havana.New York. Hav &VCruz.Mch
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool... .Mch
Abyssinia.New York. .Liverpool-Mch
City of VeraCruz.. .New York. .Havana.Mch

SPECIAL

ARRIVED.

Domeatic Markets.

London, March 11—12.30 P.

FINANCIAL AND COTfIREIICIAL-

Monday, March 19.

Providence Print Cloths Market.
Providence, March 12.—Priming Cloths market
closed flat on Saturday at ic decline; standard and
extra 64 x 64’s being quoted at 3| @ 4c at ten to thirty days with little inquiry.

For tale by all Druggists for only 35 cents.

SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITII, 20 Tremon
Street, Boston. General Agents.
«ie«7

snMWiSiSOm

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

EIZESS.

THE

MONDAY MORNING, MARCH 13. 1876

CITY AND VICINITY.
THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Feseenden Bros.,
Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick an/l

£fSStSt&ea&.CbU*,m
B™-{»•>'
trali.^bat
BUldelord,
Pbillsbury,
At
At

J

of

Saco,

L. Hodgdon,
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French
Bros., and Stevens & Co.
of

New

Advertisements To-Day.
SPECIAL NOTICES.

& Leighton.
Sgrttee-Vickeiy
Ihe Travelers Insurance Co.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

City of Portland—2.

Record of the Year—O. W. Carleton & Co.
Centennial ’76—A. S. Fernald.
Portland Turnverein—Annual Meeting,
Bark Emma V—Hubert Bernier.
Dissolution of Copartnership.
Wanted—J. P. Morrison.
Official—John Davis.
Walter Baker & Co.—Cocoa, Chocolate.

PORTLAND POST
i'
*J.

OFFICE.
Postmaster.

w' *oiiiv

Assistant-Postmaster

Office Hours.
From 8.00 a m to 8.30 p m,
Sundays excepted.
Sundays open for Carriers and General Delivery
from 9 to 10 a m.

Portland, Me., Dec. 24, 1875.
Arrival and Departure oi Mails.
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 1.20
p. m. and 12.30 a. m. Close at 8.20 a m, and 2.30 and
9.00 p. m.
Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.00 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Railway. Arrive at 1.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at
8.20 a m and 2.30 p m.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 1.20 p. m.

and 12.30

Close at 8.20

m, 2.30 and 9.00 p. m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 3 00 p. m.
Close at 12.30 and 5.00 p. m.
a m.

a

Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive

at 2.00

Close at 9.00 p

am.

m.

Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the north.

Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R. Arrive at 2.20 p. m.
Close at 12.45 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.45 a
Close at 6.30

m.

a. m.

Lewiston and Auburn.
and 6.30 p.

Arrive at 9.00 a. m., 3.00
Close at 6.30 a m, 12.30 and 5.00 p. m.
N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
11.25 p m. Close at 7.30 a m, and

in.

Rochester.
.at 1.45 and
3.30 p m.

North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R
R. Arrive at 11.25 a m, and 5.55 p m. Close at 7.45
а. m. and 2.10 p m.
By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Clase at
б.50 a m.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonespert and Machias, via each steamer.
Arrive at 6 a m. Close at 9 p m.

Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island. Arrive
Thursday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 3.30 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line direct close every

Saturday at 3 p m.
Foreign MaLs, via New York, day previous to sailot

ing
steamers, Close at 2.30 p m.
Collections from Street letter taxes at 7.00 a. m',
12 m. and 2.00 and 8.00 p. m.
Mated Meetings.

CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday evening of each month.
MASONIC
At Masonic Hall, No. 95 Exchange Street.
YORK

RITES.

Blue Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday: Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

Wednesday.

Chapters—GreenleafR. A. C., first Monday; Mt.
Vernon, R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

Monday.

Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Monday: St. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in

May;

Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m. ; Grand Commandery, Wednesday evening.
Grand

Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every month.
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesdays of each month.
ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITES.

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first

Friday.

Council—Portland Oouncil P. of J

cond Fri-

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H., third
Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P, R. S., fourth
Friday in March, June, September aud December.
I. O. O. F.
Odd Fellows’ Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
Brolheis, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Frida}
A

venings; Beacon,

on

Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D.,oi

R., second and fourth Saturday.

Encampments—Machigonne, first and third Wednesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesdays; Portland, first aud third Satuiuays.
Relief association—Ever}’ third Tuesday in the
month.

Benefit Association.—Board of Directors meet
first Monday evening of each month.
Association
meets first Monday evening of January, April, July
and October.
TEMPLARS OF HONOR.

Templars* Hall, No. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Mondays in each
At

The

plaintiff says that in 1863 George Merrill, the
to build a brig, applied to his
father for the oak timber then standing on the iarni;
that he heard a conversation between George and
his lather, in which the father agreed that George
might take this ship-timber for the brig if he (George)
would pay this Gallison mortgage, to which George
replied that he would; that subsequently he heard
the defendant assure his father that he need not
trouble himself about the mortgage for he would pay
it. The father died in January, 1867, while defendant
was absent on a voyage at sea.
The plaintiff says in February, 1867, the defendant
returned and had
which the mother

•

Portland Typographical Union, No. 75.—
Second Saturday,in each month.
Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
Corner of Congress and Casco streets. First Thursday in each month.

conversation with his

in

Brief *1011111(8.
A small boy, eight yeais of age, stole a ride
on the truck frames of a passenger car on the
The train Was
Ogdensburg road last week.
stopped and the lad taken from his seat tear-

fully frightened.
Thursday night the ice in Ellis Kiver, on the
line of the Portland & Ogdensburg road, went
out, and the highway bridge was swept away,
together with a portiou of the new mill at
Goodrich Falls
The Odd Fellows of this city have a box
placed in their hall, to reoeive such contributions as may be deposited therein, in aid of the
Fair which is to bo held next fall.
The amateur clubs will meet at Herbert Z.
Wright’s, No. 188 Pearl street, this evening
and organize for the coming season.
The Humpty Dnmpty troupe appear at Music Hall on the 22d and 23d.

Saturday

bers swore themselves to secrecy.
The session
began at four o’clock and lasted until six, when

(lay evenings: Pine Tree, No. 11, Friday evenings
their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square.
Portland Army and Navy Union- Corner
Congress and Brown streets. First Tuesday in each
month.

Alter sapper the session was resumed
per.
and lasted until ten o’clock.
All through the
session the corridors were crowded with anxious
candidates and their many friends.
But
no one who waited got much satisfaction, as
those who left the room would not he inter-

m.
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At

Portland

institute

Open and free

City Building,
o

5 and 7

o

and

library
to all from 10 to 1
public

9.

Payson Literary Society.—Meetings every
Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congress streets, at 7£ o'clock.
Portland Fraternity—No.5G7£ Congress street
Every evening.
Mercantile Library Association, Congrers
Hall Block. Second Monday in each month. Delivery of books, 2 to 6, 7 to 9, day and evening.

Independent Order of Good Templars—Ar-

Monday; Mission, "Wednesday; Forest City
in Williams’ block. Congress street. Mystic, Thurs
day, at Sons’ of Temperance Hall Congress St
Iron Clad, Thursday, at West End.
Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps No
cana.

1.3 & 4 convenes over the Eastern Express Office,
Plum Street; No 1 on Tuesday evening; No. 3 on
Wednesday evening; No. 4 on Monday evening; No
2 at School House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth,

Friday evening.

Bosworth Post G. A. R.—Meetings every Friday
evening in Mechanics' Hall, corner of Congress and
Casco streets.
Sovereigns of Industry, Dirigo Council No 2
meets every Friday evening at Aicana Hall at 7J
o’clock.

Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headquarters in Printers’ Exchange, 2d floor, Exchange
Street. Open day and evening. BuEincss meetiDg
every Monday evening at 7} o’clock.
U. 8. Diiarict Court.
before judge fox.

Saturday.—The court came in at ten o’clock in
the forenoon. The judge delivered his opinion in the
libels of Edward E. Wilder against the Schooner Al«
lugliany and of Alvin Bryant et al. against the
Schooner Keystone. The libel against the Alleghany
was dismissed with. In the libel against the Keystone the decree was for the libellants, amount of
damages to be ascertained by an assessor, and allowing tbe sum of $75 for services rendered by tha
Schooner “William Kean” in towing the Alleghany
into Portland harbor after the collision.
It was
was finally agreed that the judge should hear the evidence and award the damages.
Judge allowed for repairs $425. damages $75, salvage $75, with costs of court, but no costs of referee.
Franklin J. Rollins, assignee of Wm. N. Goold.
Plaintiff agains- Twitchell, Champlin & Co. This
was a suit to recover face of note for five thousand
dollars given by them to Moses B. Clements, discounted at Poitlaud Bank, pledged to Everett National Bank with others as collateral, returned by
the Everett to assignee on settlement. Account filed
in set off, in which defendants claimed to set off a deposit of $1,068.18 standing on the hooks of
Portland Bank to credit of C. J. Pennell,
agent, and a deposit of ten "hundred dollars standing
to credit of John L. Best, which deposits had been
UUU^Uk uj

ujuj 1,

oaiu

AO

Submitted to judge on question of law after arguHeld for advisement.
ments
Butler & Libby for assignee.
W. L. Putnam for defendants.
The following petitions in bankrupey have been
filed during the past week:
Francis A. Leavitt of Portland.
Silas W. Foster of Gray.
Edward C. Snow and Henry Mayo of Bangor.
Thomas L. Kimball of Portland.
Court adjourned to first Monday of April.

MARCH

CIVIL

Superior CJourc.
TERM, 1876, SYMOND8, J.,

PRE-

SIDING.
vs. George F. MerThis is an action for mon&y had and received
to recover back tbe sum of $293.18 paid to the defendant by the plaintiff under protest to redeem a
mortgage which the plaintiff says was not then a
valid and subsisting mortgage. The parties to the
suit are brothers and reside in Falmouth.
It appears by the
testimony that at the time of
the payment of the money,
September 5th, 1875, the
defendant held this mortgage
upon the homestead
farm then belonging to the plaintiff, and that a loreclosure was soon to expire; the plaiutiff tendered to
the defendant $293.18, protesting at the time that
nothing was uue, and notifying him that the tender
was made to save tbe risk of a
forfeiture, and that
an action would be commenced to recover it back
and thereupon brought this suit.
In 1861 Frederick Merrill, the father of these parties, then an old man and nearly blind, gave this
mortgage on his home place to Henry Gallison to secure a note for $157. In 1862 one year's interest was
The note now
paid and endorsed on the note,
shows that the name of Frederick Merrill has been
once torn oft, that piece torn into four pieces and

Saturday,—Paul E. Merrill

rill.

subsequently pasted together.

The New VInrble
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Blip-

viewed.
As the meeting was secret it is impossible to
give exact information, bnt the following is
understood to be the slate as made up:
The city clerk, treasurer, auditor, solicitor,
civil engineer and chief of the fire department
will remain. Mr. John L. Shaw will be city
messenger, Mr. Samuel Thurston will succeed
Mr. Beckett on the board of assessors. There
are several rumors in regard to who is nominated for street commissioner.
Some say Mr.

Payson, who held the office year before last, is

nominated,

while others assert that Mr. Gousis the fortunate man.
Humor has it that
there was a disagreement, and the last vote
taken was a tie.
The minor offices remain
about the same as last year.
The members elect of the City Council will
meet at ten o’clock this morning and organize.

ens

Mayor Fessendeu will read his inaugural address and assume the duties of his offie. In the
evening the two Boards will meet in joint convention and elect the city officers.
Man Missing.—A St. John paper says that
Chief of Police Marshall of that city has received information that Thomas H. Barrett,
aged 30 years,left his home at Htngham.Mass.,
on January 20th, for that city, to look after
some property left him at Charlottetown, P. E.
Island.

Barrett started by rail to Portland,
Me.,to take the boat at the latter place for that
city. On arriving at Portland he wrote his

family

that he would come the whole way by
rail. Since then his family have not heard
from him, and fears for his safety are entertained. Birrett is said to have been a man of
good habits.
An Ancient Book.—Mr. S. H. Coleswortby
of this city has in his possession a copy of the
first edition of the celebrated “Saint’s Everlasting Rest,” of Richard Baxter. The volume is
a small quarto of 830 pages printed in heavy
black letter, and the title reads as follows:
“Saints Everlasting Rest, written bj the author for his owu use, in the time of his lan
guisbiog. When God took him off from all
publike imployment, and afterwards preached
in his weekly lecture. Aud now published by
Richard Baxter, Teacher of the Church of
Kedrminster in Worcestershire, 1619. Imprimatur

Jeseph Caryl.

Reform Club Entertainment.—This

eve-

ning Miss

Valentine will give a reading at the
hall of the Young Men’s Christian Association
in aid of the Reform Club. Among her selections are humorous extracts from Dickens and
Mark Twain; also selections of
and

poetry

prose from standard authors.
The friends of
this organization should see that there is a
good auiieuce.

The Centennial Commission.—At a meeting of the Centennial Commisssioners held in
Augusta on Thursday evening, the arrangement for the exhibition of Maino goods was
planued by the members It is understood that
lion’s. C. H. Haskell and Joshua Nye—with
Jndge Knight, the Secretary,—will proceed to

Philadelphia on April

1st

to receive the contri-

butions, and the two former will remain until
after the

opening.

cargo.
The Circassian, Capt. Smith, is the
steamer of the line to arrive.

next

situated on Main street and
to the appearance ol the
front and 65 feet feet deep.

Vice President
of the Rochester
road, leave town tomorrow
a short
trip to

Washington.

on

is

a

city.

offices,

which are large, light and couvetient.
The third story has been leased to the Masons
of Biddeford and they are finishing and furnishing it in rich style. It will be ready for ocThe block is heated
cupancy in a short time.
by steam at a cost of about $2000. W. H.
Pennell & Co. of this city has put in the steam

heating apparatus.

Mr. Alfred Evans of this
city has built the doors and made the patterns
for the iron columns of the handsome front.
S. F. Tibbets of Biddeford had
cf the

charge

wood work.
The marble for the front cost
upwards of $3500 and came from Massachusetts.
This block will cost upwards of $30,000 when

completed and reflects much credit upon the'

proprietor,

who is a wide awake business man.
He has carried on the clothing business in Biddeford for several years, but as his business
rapidly increased larger quarters were needed,
and to supply this need he has erected this fine
block which is just what his business demanded. A few such structures in the good city of
Portland would be a great improvement in this

already favored city. It will be seen by the
above hasty sketch of the building that Portland mechanics have done a good share of the
finest work {upon it.
Mr. Staples is much

pleased with the excellent designs furnished by
Mr. Kimball, who is getting up quite a
reputation for a young architect.
A FINE BLOCK.

Mr. S. H. Libby, the well known housebuilder, is erecting a fine brick block nf two hnnaoa
on
the corner of Deering and State streets.
The main building is 52x38 feet, with an el1
40x38 feet. The whole bricks are laid in block
morter and the budding rests upon a foundation
of solid ledge. The finish of the houses are to
be unusually fine.
Each house has twelve

each

rooms,

Schumacher.

of which is to be frescoed by
The dining rooms are to be fin-

ished in black walnut in modern Gothic
better known as East Lake style.

style,
The

chimney pieces will also be of black walnut.
The building is of Italian style of architecture
and is the only one of the kind in the city. Mr.
Libby is doing the carpenter work in a very
careful

The masonry

manner.

work

was

performed by Messrs. Knights & Ridlon in a
very satisfactory manner. The plaDS are fur
nished by F. H. Fassett & Son.
One of the
houses is for W. H.
other will be for sale.

Anderson,

esq., and the

NOTES.

Mr. E. Ponce has again commenced work on
his improvements at Lang Island. He has
completed a fine wharf one hundred feet long
which will accommodate any steamer at high
or low water.
He has completed several new
and convenient bowling alleys, and has the
foundation laid f jr his hotel block.
This island promises to be a very attractive place the

coming

The hotel will be completed
in season to accommodate this summer’s visitors.
The new Masonic hall in Gorham is nearly
season.

ready for occupancy. It will be completed immediately when the matter which is now in the
courts is settled.
A picture of the block has
been in Hale’s window the past week.
A. Foster &Son are remodelling the store recently occupied by Levi F. Hoyt on Preble
street and will occupy it as a dye house. A
large addition has been erected.
The prospect for new building operations
this season are very nattering and workmen
will no doubt be well employed at vary good
wages.
SUNDAY SERVICES.

CHESTNUT STREET CHURCH.

Rev. S. F. Jones preached
John, 8:46—“Which of you
sin? And if I say the truth,
lieve me?” In the previous

from the text in
convinceth me of
why do ye not be-

discourse of this
the preacher spoke of the complacency
of Jesus resulting from a consciousness of
power and perfect equality with the Father.

series,

iu tue

present discourse he referred to his com

placency arising from a consciousness of
fect rectitude and parity.
In all ttiese

perdiscourses the preacher assumed as granted the
Divinity of Christ. Consciousness of rectitude
is a source of power and permanent peace.
Power alone does not give peace. William
Pitt, the head statesman of his age, was miserable and died of a broken heart at the age of

forty-seven. Shelley was talented and wretched;
Byron, exalted to heaven in intellectual power,
was

miserable beyond expression.

The most
exalted lives have often been the most unhappy and restless, for they have lacked the consciousness of rectitude and purity. But when
we turn to the history of Jesus, we find a life
of calm repose and perfect peace. That peace
was both mental and spiritual, peace of mind
and of soul. We mourn over past errors and
mistakes, and the consciousness of these makes
us distrustful and anxious for the future. Jesus
had no such experience.
He never made a
mistake. His life work was perfect and glorious.
He was never perplexed or at a loss what
to do or say. His gospel was a gospel of love,
but there was no weak sentimentalism in it;
and he was just and keen in his discrimination
and perception of human character—calm,
His moral
self-possessed, sure.
rectitude
sprang from his perfect purity—a purity without a shadow of stain.
Down to this time his
character has stood unimpeached. Unbelieving
rationalist, pretentious moralist and scoffing
infidel have alike confessed its stainless purity
and transcendent beauty. He bore a pure heart
and an unsullied conscience, and these will
ever be the source of peace.
The followers of
Jesus caenot expect in this world perfect and
unvarying peace ot mind, for they are subject
to human infirmity; but they may
hope for
perfect peace of conscience, for the blood of
Christ can cleanse from all sin and the Divine
Spirit can give us a consciousness of acceptanco
with God through Jesus, and in that consciousness wo can have perfect peace.
ALLEN MTSSION.

Vesterday afternoon Rev. J. McWhinuie
preached to a large audience, taking lor his
theme the barren fig tree.
His sermon, which
was very
interesting, was followed by remarks
by Rav. W. H. Fenn on the same subject. The
gospel

temperance meeting was largely attended in the evening, and addresses were
made by Rev. Mr. Merrill, Geo. W. Chase,
and others.
Several signed the total abstinence pledge.
The public are invited to the
union temperance
meeting this evening.
Methodist District Conference at Gorham,— Wednesday
afternoon —The Woman’
Foreign Missionary Society held an enthusiastic meeting at 2 o’clock.
Fine addresses were
delivered by Mrs. C. H. Zimmerman and Mrs.
Geo. E. Taylor.
An
formed by the ladies of

auxiliary society was
Gorham, numbering
twenty-oue persons. At 3^ o’clock Mrs. G. E.
Baylor, Mrs. Stevens and Mrs. Perry made
ou -‘Woman’s Christian Temperance Work.” A committee of the ladies of
Gorham was chosen to form a local organiza
At 7i p. m., a good sized audience astion.

stirring speeches

sembled in the M. E. church

to

listen to

lectby Mrs. C. H,
a

“Children of Silence”
Zimmerman. The fair lecturer’s style was very
captivating and the tbeme of the hour exceedure oa

ingly interesting—showing gome of
ods used in educating deaf mutes.

the methThi3 con-

ference has been one of the most successful
held in the di strict.
C. B.
New

Music.—From the publisher, C. I£.
have received a song and chorus by

we

Walter

liittridge, entitled “The Old Log
also the new piece of music entitled
“Portland Cadets Grand March.” It is composed by Harry L. Maxcy and is dedicated to
Major John Anderson, founder of the Cadets.
This is becoming very popular and Chandler

House”;

plays

it.

Death

of

Chase, who

William

Chase.—William

injured last Wednesday,
injuries yesterday morning at
was

from his
past nine o’clock.

Remarks of Alderman Fax—Historic and
Otherwise.

etc.

great addition
It is o3 feet
The block was designed by C. H. Kimball, architect, of this city,
and is of the Corinthian and Gothic
styles of
architecture combined. The front is of white
and blue marble alternate, with iron columns.
The gable bears the initials of the
proprietor,
“O. H. S.”
The first story is used for three
in
which
the
stores,
proprietor of the block is
interested. The first store is used for a large
tailoring store, the second for ready made
clothing and the third as a general furnishing
goods store. The glass is heavy French plate
and has the monogram of the proprietor cut in
each pane by C. H. Farley of this city. The
finish of the block is hard wood, and the doors
all black walnut.
The counters in the stores
are of eherrv and chestnut and are of
very
pretty design. The floors are of black walnut
and ash.
The second floor is divided off into six law

now

1’ersoual,
Robie and Treasurer Conant

Block, etc.,

Mr. 0. H. Staples of Biddeford has
placed a
picture of his new marble front block in Hale’s
window. This block is one of the
finest, if not
the finest, business blocks in the state.
It is

Hawes,

Ailan mail
Steamer Movements.—The
steamer Sarmatian, Cap?. Aird sailed for Liverpool at 4 o’clock Saturday afternoon with 12
cabin and 14 steerage passengers and a full

AN ALDERMANIC SPEECH.

Biddeford—

Front in

Fine Deering Street

New City Government.
afternoon the Kepublican members

elect of the new city government met in caucus
at the room of the Common Council, to nominate subordinate city officers. The caucus was
held as usual with closed doors, and the mem-

BUILDING*.

Police Motes.—Three railroad employes
arrested on Center street, Saturday night
for pushing passers-by into the street from the
were

The

Men’s Christian Association-Corner
Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.
Knights of Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3
Young

t

a

mother,
asked George if he had paid the
and
said
he
and
the
mother
George
had,
mortgage,
said she wished his father could have known it in his
life time, and said that his father left a dying request
for him to either deliver up the mortgage ot pay for
the oak timber he had foi the brig;that the defendant
replied that be could not give it up for he had de~
stroyed both the note and the mortgage.
It appears from the
testimony that from the time
the defendant took up the mortgage in 1868 until after the death of his father in ’67, and his mother in
1873, he did not attempt to collect the interest and
never made known to the father that he had taken
up the mortgage.
The defendant does not deny that the ship-timber
was delivered to him, but he does
deny that the consideration of the sale was any agreement on his part
to take up the Gallison mortgage. He says in 1873
his father and he jointly purchased some timber of
the Winslows for the price of $850; that they were
equally interested in the transaction; that he, defendant, paid $250 down, in gold, out of his own
pocket, and they gave three notes of $200 each, payable in one, two and three years; that the two notes
which matured earliest were paid out of the proceeds of tho sale of the Winslow timber, but before
the third note became due, the Winslows wishing to
realize money upon the note, and the defendant and
his father not being ready to advance it prior to the
maturity of the note, it was sold to Henry Gallison;
that subsequently the defendant, by labor and materials, paid his half of that note, and it was endorsed
upon the note as paid by his hand, leaving the father’s half due and unpaid, and it was that tho Gallison mortgage was given to secure.
Defendant says
nothing was ever received by him aB remuneration
for the $125 gold which he paid for his father on the
Winslow timber down to the winter of *63, when he
built the brig; that he then asked his father to give
him this oak timber in payment of the $125 and interest, and his father did so. As to the Gallison
mortgage defendant says that in *66 his father, then
blind and feeble, spoke to him about his embarrassed
condition and feared it would turn him out of doors ;
that he, out of sympothy and pity, told him he
need’nt worry about it, that he would take care of it.
The defendant produced two of the Winslow notes,
both dated in 1853, one payable one year from February, 1854, and the other one year from February,
1855, hut the note upon which he claimed the endorsement was made, was not produced. The plaintiff claimed that according to the defendant’s statement the notes produced were the two last notes
that fell due, therefore the testimony of the defendant about the endorsement could not be correct.
In regard to the mutilation of the note defendant
says when he came to pay it he had lost some of the
gympathy for his father and felt irritated to think he
had agreed to pay it, and upon getting hold of the
note “the impulse flashed into my mind I would destroy the note no matter whether I ever got anything for it or not,” and immediately tore the name
off and into four pieces; that Gallison told him he
ought not to do it, and thereupon ho parsed the
pieces over to Miss Gallison to repair, which she testified she did the next day.
There was a large amount of testimony iDtroduced
on both sides tending to corroborate the story of one
side or the other, and of course was very conflicting.
The jury after being out three hours returned a verdict for the plaintiff for $301.47.
Defendant's counsel files motion for a now trial and
exceptions to the ruling of the presiding judge in refusing to allow him to comment upon the fact that
the plaintiff challenged one of the jurors irom the
panel before proceeding to trial.
Mattocks & Fox tor plaintiff.
Yinton for defendant.
Daniel R. Bush vs. Isabella Murray and Michael
Murray. This is an action under the statute of 1872
to recover damages alleged to have been sustained
by tne plaintiff by reason of the defendants selling
his wife intoxicating liquor, whereby she became
drunk and destroyed furniture, clothing, etc., to a
large amount. On trial.
Clifford for plaintiff.
Howard & Cleaves for defendants.

month.
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday

evening.

NEW*

defendant, wishing

died
half-

sidewalk.
Marshal Parker arrested

In response to the vote of thanks voted by the
Board of Aldermen to Henry Fox, Esq,, Chairman, he made the following remarks:
Mr Mayor: It has occurred to me that a few
ante- mortem sketches of this illustrious body, and
of its doings for the past year might not be inappro-

priate

at this time.

We do not propose to treat of each member septhe want of time, (but this
been customary, I believe,

arately, not however f >r
is immaterial.) It has
in legislative sketches to

go somewhat into detail, but
the pubpropose nothing of the kind. For
lic cannot be interested in knowing whether we are
retired statesmen, or not, whether we go to cburch,
or stay at home, or whether
we were originally
Straight Whigs or Hunker Democrats
The present Board of Aldermen consists of seven
members, and In this respect resembles all of its
“illustrious predecessors;” and the very tact that
there can be but seven of them at any one time out
of all the “qualified electors” of this city must, I
think, not only prove the importance of the office,
but also prove that those who framed the city charter
“builded” deeper than they knew—in limiting the
number to seven.
It is of course impossible to tell from this standpoint why that number should have been selected
whether because of the seven plagues ot Egypt or,
because of the seven days of the week; but
latter reason is too weak—which as a matter of fact
would be a fortnight.
it could not have
originated from the number or the Pleiades—for certainly “no man clothed in his right mind” could
we

Surely

have imagined there was the slightest similarity
Board of Aldermen and any of the
heavenly bodies.
But it matters little what the reason was. The
fact still remains. Suffice it then to say, in the (language of the little maid) “We are seven”. Having
thus disposed of this question, the next one in order
is why are we here? We reply because elected. Then
why elected? Because we received more votes than
the other fellows who stood. Why? Because they
stood better than they run. For, paradoxical as it
may seem, candidates for office must run well when
they stand, and stand well when they run. The
first part of our official existence was spent in striving to solve the problem whether five was more than
three. But failing to get a satisfactory
solution, We
called to our aid those learned in the law, and solicited the opinion of a Heed that was neither bruised
nor broken; a Reed not easily “shaken
by the wind
But alas his opinion was not conclusive to all. Then
the courtly Knight was appealed to, but very quickly
appealed from when his opinion was received. Ana
now we patiently wait for the
coming of the upper
ever

between the

court.
In the meantime the city agency was closed and
since we could elicit no stimulating
draught from
t hat fountain, we had either to resort to illicit drinks
or confine ourselves to cold water.
Now there is
something decidedly poetic about quenching one’s
thirst from “the moss-covered bucket that hung in
in the well;” and although many people dam water
and do lots of things with it, yet none will deny that
water has been of infinite value to commerce. We
know that many a gallant bark has floated proudly upon its surface.
But Aldermanic barks don’t float so proudly on
water as some imagine, and so forsooth our barks
found a watery bier and went down
waterloggedsomething never dreampt of in ary underwriter’s
His Honor, the Mayor, had evidently
loreseen “to what base uses we might come at last,”
and, in order to prepare us for the change, had, in
the kindness of his heart, previously offered us a
“S^ett,” but when men had been at work for

philosophy.

“Weeks” they required a tonic, and anything short
ot that would not go down.
But “a change came over the spirit of our dream.”
The spell was broken, Gas lights had been furnished
for “ways that were dark,” and few, if any, of our
feilow-citizens had reason to complain that they were
groping in darkness. Still there was something more
required. A “Balm in Gilead.” A sign! And it
came.
No, not it. For one would not suffice lor the
insatiate archer. They came as the winds some
“whpn fiiroata

rpnrloH

*»

and nritl,

than.

confusion. Never was known “such an uproar wild”
welcomed to life those fearful signs. Insanity began to increase. Wrong signs were everywhere;
right signs nowhere. The wrong signs were on the
right streets, and for those streets which were left
nothing but wrong signs remained.
Everything
was wrong side out.
Homes were well nigh made
desolate. Ward lines were destroyed
Constituencies became mixed, lndeen, our friends from
Wards One and Two were somewhat like the “Two
Finnegans.” They could not tell whether there was
two of them from one or one from two.
But finally it was made right by the alderman from
Five. He would have attended to it earlier but his
time was occupied in striving to ascertain the com
parative cost of lighting the city with gas or gasoline. The result of his labors has never been made
public, but it is generally understood be has decided
in favor of gasoline, provided the citizens will furnish and light it at their own expense.
About this time it was found that the city was very
much in the condition of the young man who when
asked which he considered the worst, worms or sparas

rows, replied very innocently that he never had had
sparrows. The worms were making sad havoc with
the trees and an importation of sparrows was deemed
advisable. Hence one of our number was duly authorized to procure a quantity of them. He
however, upon going into the market a very wide
dift'erence between the price in New York and that
named in Biblical times, but nothing daunted he
completed the purchase, the birds came but came
late, and it is an unsettled questiou whether late
birds are as good to catch worms as
early ones. The
weight of evidence ana principal authorities have always been on the side of the latter.
But decisions
are sometimes overruled, and it is not at all
improbable that the birds may protest against the powers
that be and have a diet of worms here in Portland.
But we shall not get the final decision until nature
takes another spring and turns over a new leaf.
Other matters have engrossed our attention from
time to time, but I cannot iu the limited space allotted me enumerate them here. We have had
many
experiences both instructive and interesting, which
none of us will ever
forget—paiticularly our five days
in
this
room
a
short time since.
experience
It is exceedingly gratifying to know that our relations with the council have been pleasant and harmonious. We have had some differences but none which
were not easily settled.
They soon ascertained what
many of us could have told them, for we had found it
out by bitter experience, that the council is simply a
concurrent board. Some doubts were expressed as
to whether they had ever heard of Washington from
their.evident disinclination to pay any respect to his
memory. I am rather incliued to the belief that as
Washington had simply been President of the United
States, and never president ot the council, they felt a
delicacy in doing anything in commemoration of him.
Oh Washington—“Why did you die” ere yet you had
reached this high round iD the ladder of fame.
But there is a limit to everything human—this is
the inevitable law. Aldermanic bodies are no exception to the rule;
they cannot escape from the statute
of limitation. Our little brief year of official existence will soon be gone.
The positions we have held
in the muuicipal firmament will soon become so obliterated that it is
very doubtful if any telescopic
vision, however strong its focal power, will ever be
able to discover in the realms of space any vestige of
this dignified and respectable body—sad commentary
on human greatness.
Think ot it, grave and reverend seignors! “Picture it, think of it,” each aiderman.
Where are your streets sidewalks and bridges,
your public grounds, your bells and clocks, your
drains and sewers, your lamps and lamp
posts. Gone,
gone,Othello’s occupation’s gone. For aldermen die,
aldermen are buried—and aldermen turn to dust.
Soon will this board be remembered with the things
that are past, and it is not at all probable that we
shall never meet agrin in this room bearing the
same official relation to each o*her
Ere yet that relation be severed, ere yet we separate, ere yet the last farewell be spoken, let me ex-

found,

vered, that the friendly ties that have bound us together may long continue
And I desire, Mr. Mayor, not only for myself, but

in behalf of my associates to thank you for the many
courtesies we have received at your hands. Politically some of us have differed with you, but we have
never allowed those differences to usurp the place of
friendship, They have never driven from our hearts
the high esteem we have for you as a gentleman and
as a faithful and conscientious magistrate.
And as
you retire from the position you now All, I bid you
bear with you our kindest wishes for your future
success

and happiness.

And to you, Mr. Clerk, whose genial presence has
cheered us, and whose experience has so often aided
us in our labors,whose “orders were alwavs in
order,”
and whose “reports” have never sent forth an uncertain sound, to you we are much indebted, and as
we gaze upon thy goodly form—FalstaAiam as it is
we can only say, may thy shadow never be less.
Our thanks are also due to Mr. Stephen K Dyer
for the prompt and faithful manner in which he has
discharged the duties of City Messenger.
Thus have I spoken for and to the living, and now
speak we for the dead. It is meet that iu this presence and at this time we should offer a tribute of respect to that aged and faithful public servant whose
venerable form we miss here to-night. He was with
us when Arst we met. but now he has gone.
He has
from earth to Heaven.
passed from time to
May we so live that when the summons comes to join
The innumerable caravan
We go not like the quarry slave
Scourged to bis dungeon, but sustained and soothed
By an unfaltering trail approach our graves
Like those that draw the drapery of their couch
Abont them and lie down to pleasnt ndreams.

eternity,

The

Museum.—The Museum, begins this
week under favoring auspices.
The management have been fortunate in eecuring the services of a leading man of whom any theatre
in the country might be proud. Mr. Wheelock
taste of his quality during his brief
engagement a few weeks since, and the desire
was very general then that he should
stay with
In gratifying the popular wish the Musus.
eum management are entitled to great praise
and deserve hereafter a cordial and continuous
support. With an actor of Mr. Wbee'ock’s
gave

a

us

ability nightly upon the stage, every audience
bids fair to be large.
For two weeks to come also, Miss Sophia
Miles, an actress who has shown great power
in her art and who has won the popular
favor,
appears with Mr. Wheelock. The engagement
opens this evening with Sheridan Knowles’s

play,

“The Wife,” of which the
the cast:

following

13

....

Pierre.Joseph

^artol°...Wm
g.enardo..
£,etro.
V?9n?°.A.

£fT'°,.F.
Floribel. Charlotte

Neville

Business Changes.—The following business
changes are reported as recently taking place
in

was

Maine:

Portland—Emery & Fox, com., dis.
Rufus Dunham, britannia ware, admits Jos.
8. and Frederick Dunham, style Rufus Dun-

hails from Gouldsboro in this state.
There was a slight revival of the lively old
times at Stafford’s block, Saturday night, and
the polico were called into quel! the disturbance. Two men were arrested after much

trouble.

Augusta—Whito & Plummer, gro.,dis.,

Biddeford—Emery
dis.

Brunswick—S. F.
E. Dan forth & Co.

Day, shoe

A Free Will Baptist church was organized at
Mars Hill, Feb. lltb, of 18 members, by a council chosen by the Aroostook Quarterly Meeting,
consisting of Messrs. Preble, Bryaut, and Cirr.
The church has been gathered under the labors of Rev. H. F. Buber.
The Aroostook Quarterly Meeting will hold
its March session at the Union meeting honse
in Fort Fairfield, commencing Friday March
21tb, at 1 o’clock p. m., and holdiug oyer the

Sabbath.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

The ladies of Ellsworth gave a leap year ball
in that place Thursday evening, March fitb,
and it was in every way a grand success.
KNOX COUNTY.

The Camden Village Corporation, by a vote
of HI!) to 89, voted to build a hall under the
special grant of the Legislature.
KENNEBEC

PENOBSCOT

Moore, marble,

now

Geo.

present.
Mr.

Charles Copeland of Holden, owns a
sheep that dropped two lambs, each one weigh26
pounds.
ing
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
The change to cooler weather is helping out
the ice cutters on the Kennebec.
At Richmond, work was resumed Saturday, the 11th.

His next regular term

will com-

May.

Windham.
The lecture of Mrs. Abba Goold Woolson at
Windham Hill the other evening on the Yosemite Valley, is spoken of by a
correspondent in

the most flattering terms. Mrs. W. held the
closest attention of her audience. Being a native of Windham, her audience were greatly
interested. The proceeds of the lecture were

generously given to the library

of that town.

Please tell the people that
yen saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceed 1100,000,

City

of

xuu

uuuGi

OUV/IL viv.o

uaio

iv_.il/ i/iic

influence and the growing interest.

J^UUU

During

the past week a two flays conference meeting
has been held in the Universalist church. Clergymen have been present from different places,
and the religious interest that has prevailed at
the meetings has been deep, and will, we think,
be lasting.”
in general.

Two new Lodges of Good Templars have
been instituted:
Centennial, No 18, at Guilford, D. R Straw, Jr., Deputy; and Mountain
Home, No. 51, at Hebron, A. P. Cushman,
Deputy. Several will be organized before the
Grand Lodge session.

Attention is called

the collection of

to

oil

paintings now on exhibition at the eooms of F.
O Bailey & Co., 35 aud 37 Exchange street.
Sale commences Tuesday.
"Only a Sweet Little Letter,” is the title of
the latest popular song. It can be obtained of
the publishers, Collins & Buxton, 522 Congress street.

tf

Lyon’s Katharion

prevents the hair from

falling out or turning gray, renews it growth,
and gives strength and vigor. It is delightfully
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It
is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic
ever produced. Used by the elite.
Price only

50 cents.

1,279,843. These figures represent the number of bottles of Adamson’s Botanic Cough
Balsam sold up to the commemement of the
coming year. This is unprecedented, and not
one case of dissatisfaction with it is known
to
exist.
mobl3-eod

Middle Streets.

IN

si.

Our slock must be sold in thirty
to make room for new goods
and will be sold at a great sacri*
flee.

days

Walnut Chamber Suits

at half price.
at half price.

Parlor Suits
Marble Top Tables
Lounges and Sofas

at half

•

of Commissioner*
bama Claims.

Chairs and Tables
Hat Trees, Shaving Stand i,

&c.,

at half price.

....

Don’t Fail to Improve tins Opportunity.
DEANE
NO.

55

BROS.,

EXCHANGE

STREET.

febl6

dtf

SPECIAL RULE.
of any claimant who may desire to present
a claim under the provisions of an act entitled “An
act to extend the time for claimants, under section
eleven of chapter four hundred and tilty-nine of the
laws of the Forty-third Congress, to prove their
claims,” approved March 6th, 1876, and who may be
absent from the United States at the time of the making or of presenting bis petition, such petition may
be presented and verified by the attorney-in-fact of
such claimant, or by any agent specially authorized
thereto, or by any person acting as agent or next
lriend; but in every case of a petition filed without
precedent authority specially given, tbe Court will require subsequent ratification of such petition or claim
by the claimant. Such agency or ratification shall,
in every case, be duly established by proof to the satisfaction of the Court.
mhl3d2t

Walter Baker & Co.

No. 3,

“

3.50

-

COAL. TAEt GOODS,

“

-_4.00

CASH

such as shoe dealers advertise as
RUBBER GOODS, I will sell at

1780

493

Congress

apr28

deowlylp

ast received

:

—

FOR

—

vous system.
Improves the circulation. Warms the
extremities. Increases the general vitality.

BE

ON

BEBBILL'8

ON

WHARF,

W.

S. DANA.

mat

eodlmis

and

Stand of

118 Commercial

Snhr>npV

niflior

rw>r_

do so at his principal office
corner of Sixth and Arch Sts.. Philadelphia, every
can

Monday.
Schenck’s medicines
throughout the country.

aro

sold

by all druggists

jylt___mhldeod3p&w2msn

FRANK H. SKILLINGS
having withdrawn himselt and capital from the
firm of

Flouring Co.,

the business of said Arm will he closed by

Boswell F. Dotcn,
who alone is authorized to sign in liquidation.

FLOURING

Portland, March 9, 1876.

St.,

to lurnish all those In want of
at the

Coal

II. SARGENT.

NICE FITTING

BOOTS

AND SHOES
—

No.

1

AT

New Sheet

SEE

WHITMAN LESLIE.
dti

Depot*
uov3

MARBLEIZED IRON*WARE
—

T.

L.

AT

—

MERRILL’S Hardware
Congress, Cor. of Green

575
feb21

Store,
hit*

CENTENNIAL 76

MOST crnel and rascally use of our firm name
has just been brought to our notice A few

since some person with an evident intent to
injure us in our
name, left one of our business
cards at the residence of a respected citizen, a member of whose family was lying at the point of death.
The above reward is offered for the discovery of the
unfeeling scamp who thus sought to bring us into U1
repute in ibe community.

MOUSE &

BU1SCE,

UNDERTAKEKL

101
jan24

FEOEBAL

STREET.
dlwteod3m

Books.

Music,

k

Folios,

received daily by

K.

HAWES,

Middle Street, Portland.

177

THE

OF

—

PORTLAND

MUTUAL FISHING
Is

C.

STOCK BOOK

now

INSURANCE CO.

applications for stock should be
made during the present month.

open, and all

GEO. W. RICH, Secretary,
Portland, March 1,

1876.

ma2d2w

The largest Stock in the City.
ALSO

—

—

Butter, &c.

Apples,

Pianos, Reed Organs, cheap for cash or installments, Violins, Guitars, Music Boxes, Accordions,
Flutes, Banjos. Piccolos, Harmonicas, Clarinets,

500 Kbit. Prime Michigau Apples.
“
200
Eastern Baldwins.

and Wholesale.
Particular attention given to orders.

50 Tubs Choice Butter.
4COO Lbs. Cheese from
tories.
JOOO Lbs. New Prune*.

jan31

deodly •

GRASS SEED !

—

SMITH

best Maine Fac-

FOR SALE BY

&

—

PH1LBR00K,

No. 13 Market Street.

have

now

hand

on

an

extensive

Clover,
Grass, Hungarian

Gran,

Grass and millet Heed.
which we oiler at the Loweat Cash Prices.
We
also have a large assortment of Vegetable and

CAIX IX AT

FERNA LD’S

Tailoring Emporium
and

seo

the

Centennial Goods

Kendall &

lor Spring,

FERKALD,

237 ITIiddlc Street, Up Stairs.

mal3

d2w

—

MANUFACTURERS OF

Just Published—The first number of a capital
Monthly Magazine, or sort of Reference ScrapBeiDg the monthly record of every important
event in any part of the world, together wiih a
selection of the choicest miscellany of the month,
carefully indexed, and edited by Frank Moore,
of the “Rebellion Record
Beautifully printed, with an elegant steel portrait
of the late millionaire, Wm. B. Astor.
Tbe most attractive, interesting and readable
monthly magazine ever issued. Sola by all book and
news dealers, and sent free by
mad, on receipt of
price, 50 cents, by
W.
G.
CAHLETON & CO., Publishers,
mal3deodlm
Madison Square, New York.

dU

—

com-

arranged, with modern conveniences; situated near
Price $500.
Congress Street, and has lb rooms
Also Brick Houses in Pine Street Row, to the right
will
the
rents
be
made
persons,
satisfactory. Also
two Houses in Tolman Place, $250 each per annum.
For further narticulars inquire of B. SHAW, No. 217
Commercial Street, Agent for J. B. Brown.
ma8
dlwis*

Side Lace Boots I
A full assortment in French Kid, neat and pretty.
Also in French Morocco for Walking Boots. Measures taken and nice fitting Boots made to order tor
men or women.

Ad. O. PALMER..
ja28dtf

Name Stamp* for marking Linen, Rubber
and metal Dating Stamps,Ribbon Mtaipps,
Meal Presses, Door Plates, .Mouse Number*. Hteel
Htamps, Hiencils, Burning
Biands, Baggage and Hotel Checks, Ac.

get them where they are advertised.
We keep only FIRS l’ QUALITY WOODS

FEDERAL

gents wanted.

HO!

new

ST.,

mE.

Send for circular.

feblStf

If you want Coal Tar Rubbers yon

HEN’S Rl'BRERN, nil also, 30 CENT!*
“
“
•*
«•
S3
WOMEN’S
•*
••
«•
«
30
MISSES’
and other Ruobcr Goods in proportion,

HERE~

LOOK

small, well selected stock of fashionable

A

BOOTS, SHOES
be engaged on reasonable torms by inquiring at
No. 14ft Commercial Htreet of HT. JOHN
BROH. Will accommodate 25 persons,
mehl
d2w
m
~n
X XJ.XJ

a

-n

a

quired. Apply
WM. H.

ORNAMENTAL STONE EDGINGS

to

JERRI*, Cahoon Block.
feb28<l-w*

XXXJXiXX X JLJX^

Oxygen Treatment.
GENUINE cure for Catarrh, Asthma, Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Lung and all Chronic Diseases is still ottered to all who are attiicted, at 385
Coagren Street, Portland Me., Room 4.
Cuhoou Block, where a largo number of testimonials can be seen.
Consultation and trial dose free.
ial2tfis&wtfl0

entire

undersigned, having purchased
business of “The Portland
Cement
1IHE
Drain
will continue the busiPipe Company”

Boys’

Custom Clothing 1
NIRS. F.' C, CHASE

of manufacturing and furnishing the above !
uamed articles, which be is determined shall be the i
best in their line. Works at Junctiou of Western Promenade and Danfbrth St.
would inform her old customers and friends that she
Orders received through Post Office, or bv KEN- i has reopened the store Corner Portland and
DALL & WHITNEY, <J. M. & II. T. PLUMMER,
ITIechMnic Ntrccm, where she is prepared to
and C. A. B. MORSE & CO.
cut and make Boys* Clotliing in the latest styles.
JT. W. STOCKffEEL.
mh11eod2w
Trimmings constantly on hand. Old Maxim—‘‘First
mcbldtf
come first served.”

ness

BARK EMMA V.

Hand Sewed Boots.
We have

will not be responsible for any
by the crew of tbe British

undersigned
debts contracted
THE
Bark Emma V.

,

HUBERT BERNIER,
Captain and Agent forOwners of Bark Emma V.
Portland, March 11, 1876.
ma!3d3t

Annual meeting of the Portland Turnverein
for the choice of officers and the transaction of
the usual business will be held at their Hall, on
FRIDAY EVENING, March 17th, at 8 o’olock. A
full attendance is requestod.
Per order
mal3d5t
OSCAR R. WISH, See’y.
#

TWELVE CARD PHOTOGRAPHS FOR $1.00

just received

a

Dissolution of

Copartnership.

LEAVITT

*

deodtf

f'ebl9

House and Stable to Let,
ol six rooms, Sebago water with every
modern convenience. Stable has Sebago water, cemented cellar, stalls deep, wide, light and well

HOUSE

On

new

street from Brackett to Clark.
pass very near. Apply at.

SC

117 C

fflHE Copartnership

in settlement of all accounts.
Portland, February 23, 1876.

mal3d3t*

mmercial

St.

huiuh

IN Ac

The best and cheapest Snow fit Paris Patent
Hoofing Paint lor Sbingle. Tin and Iron
also for cheap outside work, sold by the gallon
or applied by
Roofs,

J.

N.

McCOY

&

co.,

IS Spring SI., Portland,
ROOFERS AND PAINTERS

jy24dtl

Window Shades,
Nice
At price* that
defy competition.
broad Hold Band Shndc with Allure.,
for 75 cent., Palme.. Band, for 30 cento.
All bind, of .hade, con.iaatly on band
and made to order.

PIKE,

B
mat6d2w*

33 Exchange SI., Portland.

TTorse
C. T.

Sftoelng

McINTIRE

!

Sk. CO.,

having purchased the Btand, stock and fixtures of the
PBESF.UPSI'OT SHOEING SHOP,
38

Preble

Street,

formerly occupied by McKUSICK & KENNARD
are prepared to execute all work in their line in the
feb29d2w*

manner.

to Loan.

to suit partie» on Beal Estate
«. K UAVIH,
Mortgage Broker.

,Ac,

mattdlw*

extra.

Pilate

best

Nloucy

Gallery,

Fireproof Roofing Paint.

teb2isdtf

For Sale.
HR. WILLIAM ARTHUR, 175 tons old meascarries
150 M. long lumber, and 220
urement,
tons coal. Apply to
DAVID uKEAZER,

Photograph

years of age

seren

Spring Street Horse Cars

Ko. 70 Brackett St.

—

middle Sure!, Near the Post Office,
you can get
14 Card Photograph* for 91.00. 14 Card
size Tin-types for 91-00. Children under

of the
Mewed Work

DAVIS,

AT

ISO

line

No. 1 Elm Street.

feb29d3w

existing under the name ot
X UAK.llOiV, PA nr: & to., was dissolved March 1, 1876.
A. E. Cnase is alone authorized to sign the firm

Davis9

Celebrated Newark Hand
for Bents’ Wear, New and Nobby.

ventilaied.

RUBBERS,

Portland, February 28, 1876.

mrvr\

Pipe, A

HIGHLAND STONE VASES,

AND

for the retail trade, centrally located, will he sold
at a Bargain if applied tor at once, as the present
owner has other business in view.
Only 91000 re-

—

Drain

PALMEB.

M. S.

elldtf

FOR A SLEIGH RIDE

can

can

and shall continue to sell

The large and commodious Sleigh

Book.

Cement

to be Let.

Rubber Hand Stamps,

PORTLAND.

Reeord T“FE Year

ME-

PORTLAND RUBBER TYPE CO.,

NO. 232

A NEW MAGAZINE.

Whitney,

,eb2SPOBTLANI>’

FOB 1870.

Nobifstyles

Boarding House

Stock ot

Number 115 Centro Street, recently
WEPrime Herd*Grans, Red Top Clover. NEWpleted,
clean and new, and conveniently
Alsike
Orchard
Blue

!

name

dim

A

days

aec!3dtl

H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
mal3
dtd
Advertiser copy.

peeblkdavis.1' } LEAVITT & DAVIS, THE
jal5eodtf
I <£118.—At Wholesale and Retail cheaper
than can be bought at any other factory in
Maine. Parties wishing to purchase can save money,
if they will come to my Factory iu Gorham, opposite

FIFTY D0LLAH8 REYVAED.

—

establish the same.
Per order

Street.

Fore Street.

We would respectfully invite a share of
patronage and pledge our personal efforts and care
to exeente all orders in a manner entirely satisfactory
to our customers.
M. N. RICH.
F. G. RICH.
malliadlw
Portland, March 1, 1876.

THE

all instruments for Brass and String
great variety; extra \ iolin Strings, Retail

Portland Turnverein.

janG_

Exchange, Cor,

No. 1

H. RICH, will remain at the Old
Stand, where he will be pleased to see all his old
customers and a host of new ones.
jan3dtf

—

Elm

M. N. & I. G. RICH,
For tho purpose of carrying on the Printing business
in all its branches at their former old Stand

S.—H

MUSIC 2

CO.

mhl0eod3w

of

name

good

and
Cornets^
Bands, in

the

Paris

a

under the firm

LOWEST MARKET RATES.

ORDERED,

A. 8.

would respectfully
THEthatundersigned
they have this day formed copartnership

>

COAL ! !

RICH & JUDKINS,

of Portland.

Also all tie

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

public

w8wll

IN

tf

WHARF.

between 10 and 12 A. M. at

prepared

Me

announce

St.,

Nlorage and Wharfage at Reasonable
Rate. Deposit, ol Rock, Earth, A.he.,
Ac Received. Apply at

am

Street, Portland,

no25

—

5 feet Front, 232 feet Deep, containing
18,700 feet.

OFFICE OF

Middle

!• U. GAI BEKT, Proprietor.

Property

Commercial

I

237

LEASED
—

P.

Clerk’s Office, i
March 11. 1876. j
of
the
pursuance
foregoing order I hereby give
notice that on Monday, the third day of April
next, at seven and a halt o’clock P. M.. at the
Aldermen’s Room in City BulldiDg, the Mayor and
Aldermen will hear all parties interested in the assessments above referred to, and will thereafterwards

Exercise and Nalcsroom,

GEO. WOODS A CO.’S ORGANS.
All orders by mail promptly attended to. Please
dec 14
call or send for Catalogue.
dly

TO

—

GENTLEMEN

IN TEN MINUTES ONCE A DAY.

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity for

Valuable

FOB

AND

Doubles the strength in three months.
Does not
Refreshes and invigorates.
fatigue nor exhaust.
Removes dyspepsia and indigestion. Tones the ner-

BRASS AND STRING BAND.

IE3.

City

LADIES

—

All parties in want of Coal will do well to call before purchasing elsewhere.

City of Portland.

dtf

on

Gnitars,
Flutes,
Accordions,
Banjos. Harmonicas. Clarionets,
Cornets and all
Instruments
Hirings and fllnsic

COMMERCE.

I

Store,

HEALTH LIFT !

a

Having bought out the Stock

ALDERMEN,

superior quality

FALHOUTH HOTEL,.

UNDER
ocl4

Violins,

COAL !

March 10, 1870. f
That the Plans of Numbers as reported by the City Civil Engineer for the numbering nt Alder,Brackett, Elm, India, Myrtle, Preble
and Smith Streets be and the same are hereby accepted, and that the City Clerk give notice by publication
in the dailv papersof thisCiiy.to all parties
interested,
that the Ordinance in relation to numbering Streets
will be strictly enforced, this order to take effect on
and after April 1,1876.
Read and passed.
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
Attest,
A true copy:
Attest,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

•

Hall’s Rubber

ALL FOBMS KNOWN TO

Stores in

...

$3.00
2.25
2.35
45
1.25
25
30

Large Collection of lie LatestPopnlar Music. 1 THOROOBGH "GYMNASTIC SYSTEM
Also constantly
hand

Broma,

our

....

we also nave a

522 CONGRESS IT., PORTLAND, ME.,
Have

•

ol RUBBER GOODS at

Collins & Buxton,

or

COCOA.

Men’s Overs
Men’s Arctics
Misses’ Overs
Ladies’ Overs

St.

JMUJSIC

OFFICE

SPECIALTV

following prices:
Men’s Hip Boots
Men’s Heavy Bools
Boys’ Heavy Boots

ON DELIVERY.

Charles Custis & Co.,

Cocoa, Chocolate and

are

Real

of

Sale

THURSDAY, March 2d, at 12 o’clock M.,
pursuant to a license from the Probate Court
of Cumberland County, I shall sell at public auction
if not disposed of sooner at private sale, house and
lot, No. 5 Oxford Street, in the city of Portland; the
same being all the real estate belonging to HanDah
T. Adams, late of Portland, deceased.
PERCIVAL BONNEY, Adm’r. c. t. a.
F. O. BAILKY & LO., Auctioneer*
Portland, Jan. 31, 1876.
S37“The above sale was postponed till THURSDAY, March 16th, at same time and place.
ma3
deodtd

$2.50 each.

2,

No.

MANUFACTURERS OF

MAYOR AND

dtf

Estate.

PRICES.

HEAD

IN BOARD OF

March I3lh
Exhibition
Monday,
F. 0. BAILET & CO., Auctioneers.

Administrator's

Made to Order!

•

City

Paintings

APPROPRIATELY FRAMED.
On

OF

Sar*Send for Centennial Book to
Boston and New York.

Oil

Fine

n

shi

case

BREAKFAST

shall sell about

we

dtf

Flower Heeds.

sonally or by letter,

Salesroom 35 and 37 Exchange St,

TERMS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That it shall bo tbe duty of the
Court of Commissioners for the Alabama Claims to
receive, examine, and pass upon all claims that may
be admissible under the provisions of chapter four
hundred and fifty-nine of the laws of the Forty-third
Congress which may be presented and flied within
three months alter this act shall take eflect: Provided, That it shall appear by the claimant's petition, and be proved to the satisfaction of the Court,
that, by reason of his absence from the United States,
or his ignorance of the time limited for the
filing of a
petition by such claimant, or by reason of fraud, accident, or mistake, the claim of such claimant has
not been previously presented to said Court within
the time limited by said act; and such claim, in cases
where the claimant shall be absent from tfce Uniced
States at the time of presenting the petition, may be
presented and verified in such manner as the Court
shall by rule have provided.
Approved, March 6, 1876.

ESTABLISHED IN

—

malO

1

AN ACT to extend the time for claimants, under section eleven of chapter four hundred and fiftv-nine
oi me laws oi ine rorty-tnira congress, to prove
their claims.

1780

AT

—

St. Cor. Brown.

Congress

dec29

THE

Dr. Schenck’d Standard Remedies.
The standard remedies for all diseases of the lungs
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, Schenck’s SeaWeed Tonic, and Schenck’s Mandrake Pills.
and, if taken before the lungs are destroyed, a speedy
cure effected.
To these three medicines Dr. J. H. Schenck, ot
Philadelphia, owes his unrivalled success in the treatment of pulmonary diseases.
The Pulmonic Syrup ripens the morbid matter in
the lungs; nature throws it off by an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is ripe a slight
cough will throw it off, the patient has rest and the
lungs begin to heal.
To enable the Pulmonic Syrup to do this Scheuck’s
Mandrake Pills and Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic must
he freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver.
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills act on the liver, removing
all obstructions, relax the gall bladder, the bile starts
freely, and the liver is soon relieved.
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic is a gentle stimulant
and alterative; the alkali of which it is composed
mixes with the food and prevents souring. It assists
the digestion by toning up the stomach to a healthy
condition, so that the food and the Pulmonic Syrup
will make good blood; then the lungs heal, and the
patient will surely get well if care is taken to prevent
fresh cold.

Commencing on Tuesday, March 14th, at
11 A. M., and continuing at 11 A. M.
and 3 P. M., each day,

OWEN & MOORE,

No. 1.

March 7, 1876. J
attention of Claimants and their Attorneys
is called to the following Act of Congress, and
Special Rule of this Court.
JOHN DAVIS, Clerk.

DOUSE

Paintings

BY

oflered.

of Ala-

Washington, d. C.,

price.

at half price.
at half price.

Modern Oil

The above is a reduction of from 25 to 50
per cent,
from our regular prices, and presents one of
the best
opportunities to Hosiery buyers we have over

OFFICIAL.

In

0. w. all**.

ON

City Clerk’s Offije, I
March 11, 1876. I
pursuance of the loregoing order, I hereby give
notice that on MONDAY, the third day of April
next, at seven and a half o’clock P. M„ at the
Aldeimen’s Room, in City Building, the Board of
Mayor and Aldermen will hear all parties interested in the Asesasments above referred to, and will
thereafter establish the same.
Per order
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
mal3
dtd

In Ihc Court

.13 and IT Exchange St.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited.
oc3dt

City of Portland.

NEW

uxcnange

Hair .room*
r. o. bailey.

all sizes for Ladies, Misses
and Children at 87c per
pair.

side corner May Street.
Congress Street, north side, corner Congress Place.
Portland Street, corner Brattle Street.
Brattle Street, east side.
Fore Street. Eastern Promenade, east side.
Washington Street, east side.
Read and passed.
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
Attest,

the UNITED STATES.

*»*»

filing and running

saws and other mill machinery.
J- p- MORRISON,
West Cumberland, Me.

Hosiery in

Spring Street, south

LONDON, PARIS and VIENNA, and nt
LOCAL EXHIBITIONS in nil pnrts of

aw.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

FANCY GOODS.

HIGHEST MEDALS rcceired at INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITIONS
iu

BROS.,

who

man

young

_

Portland.

Portland Streets.
Smith Street, west side, between Cumbei land and
Oxford Streets
Plum Street, east side.
Adams Street, south side.
Pearl Street, east side, near Laurel Street.
Lincoln, No. 22.
Cross Street, east side, near Middle Street,
Franklin Street, west side, betweeu Fore and

MODERN

DEANE

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

a

Woolen Hosiery.

IN

-A.T

as

mal3d2w*

Emery Street, east side, between Spruce and
Spring Streets.
Green Street, west side, between Cumberland and

FURNITURE.

FURNITURE

Wanted.
SITUATION

flier, by
A thoroughly uuderstands
all kinds of circular

Board of Mayor and
Aldermen, I
March 6, 1874J,
)
That the City Clerk give notice
by
in
the
daily papers printed in this !
publication
City as required bv law, to all parties interested in *
Sidewalks constructed during the past year, that
thi9 board at some time and place to be llxed in said
Having decided to sacrifice on several lots of Winnotice, will hear all parties interested in the assesster Hosiery which we wish to closeout, we shall
ments made for their proportion of the cost of same
ofler them at prices which cannot fail to induce our
and will thereafterwards proceed to establish the
customers to buv. even if they do not need them beassessments on said Sidewalks as follows, viz:
fore next fall. Wo ofler
On Thomas Street, east side, from Pine to Spring
Streets
Pine Street, south side, betweeu
Emery and One tot for Children at 2 pairs for 25cThomas Streets.
One Lot at 20c per pair.
Danforth
between
and
May Street, cast side,
One Lot at 25c per pair.
Spring Street.
from
Green
to
Cumberland Street, south side,
High One
Large Lot or Full Finished All Wool
Streets.

aprlfideodawly

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received oy Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall, and D. Wentworth, 553 Congress, corner of Oak street.

.AUCTION SA)>K>

If

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Our Fairfield correspondent “Seth” writes:
“Fairfield items of public interest have been
missing from yonr colums for some time, and
this because there has been nothing to note.
The dull times which everywhere prevail, affect a lumbering town like this very materially. But while business has been dull there has
been a deep religious awakening throughout
our village.
Meetings have been held in the
Methodish church every evening and nearly
every afternoon for two months, and the result
is that many have come into the enjoyment of

PARIS

pleasant evening was enjoyed.
Mr. D, O. Moulton, teacher of the
high
school, is teacliiug a private school numbering
the first of

COUNTY.

The friends of Rev. Mr. Rich and wife of
Brewer, gave them a very plea.-ant surprise ou
Thursday evening, March 0th. Some sixty entered and took possession of the parsonage,
and before retiring, presented them with substantial tokens of generous hearts and kind regards. The evening was highly enjoyed by all

now

perance.
The donation for Rev. J. M.
Woodbury on
Thursday evening, amounted to 819, and a

mence

COUNTY.

The Mail sys that Albion is a model town—
it is not only free from debt and has no unsettled claims, but it bolds state bonds to the
amount of $2000.

manufactur-

Ferrjr Tillage.
Mrs. Hicock of Boston, will lecture at Union
Hall, Monday evening, March 13tb, on tem-

59 scholars.

NEWS.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

C. H. White & Co.

&

1

ADVERTISEMENTS. NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ORDERED,

STATE

ham & Sons.

ers,

on Congress street Saturday night, who
exhorting in an unbecoming manner. Ho

All who wish to consult. T»r.

aopuie Miles
F. Wheelock
Leonardo.. si,,,™
Ferraido..G. B. Waldron
Antonio.
M. B. Snyder
Lorenzo....H D. Gale
Count Flono.H. L. Bascomb
Calder
T Uimer
.B. W. Reed
K Adams
stephano.G. W. Elwell
P. Barton

Julieu bt.

indi-

vidual

surely

this

half crazy

a

NEW

Real tii'vie and
nov2iseod6m

To JLet.

A

SUIT of rooms without board.
47 Danfoith Street.
e

Apply at No
iuy24diitl

about five-sixteenths of an inch space must
be between the tops of the combs or frames
and the feeder, so that the bees can get under and take the feed.
This is the best way I ever saw to feed
bees. They eat readily from this feeder, and
one can see through the glass when it is empty, and fill again from time to time as it is

POETRY.
Flower-Sweet.
SHAKESPEARE.

The forward violet thus did I chide:
Sweet thief, whence didst thou steal

smells,

consumed.
thy sweet that

If not from my love’s breath? The purple pride
Which on thy soft cheek for complexion dwells,
In my love's veins thou hast too grossly died.

J. B. Latta, Grandview, Louisa Co.. Iowa,
briefly gives one instance from his experience in handling steers, illustrating the
advantage and profit resulting from the presence of good blood in beeves, and the higher
price commanped in the market, as compared
with scrubs. Some four or five years ago he
purchased a lot of sixteen steers to round up
Of these, foura lot he was ready to ship.
teen were good, fair native steers, three years
old and past, and two were three-quarter-bred
Durham, two years old, or one year younger
than the natives. None ef them were cornfed, and they were taken direct from the farmer’s pasture where they were grazing,
placed upon the cars and shipped to the ChiThe three-vear-old native
cago market.
steers were sold for $48.50 per head, and the
two-year-old grades brought $75 per head.
These figures are suggestive. Had these
fourteen native steers been grades like the
othe others, they would have brought $371
more money, without allowing for the difference in age.
When we come to consider the
difference in age, however, and make the proportionate allowance which the selling price
indicates for the earlier maturity of the grade
steers, we find these native steers brought
($597) almost six hundred dollars less than
they would have brought had they been good
very

The lily I condemned for thy hand,
And buds of marjoram had stolen thy hair;
The roses fearfully on thorns did staud;

One blasting shame, another white despair;
A third, nor red nor white, had stolen of both.
And to his robbery had annexed thy breath;
But for his theft, in pride of all his growth
A vengeful canker ate him np to death.
More flowers I noted, yet I none could see
But swe6t or color it had stolen trom thee.

THE FAEM AND HOUSEHOLD.

Specialties for Farmers.
As farmers iu the early settlement of the
country were not able to give their exclusive
attention to farming, they of course seldom
or never devoted themselves to a single
branch of husbandry. The scattered population. the poverty of the settlers, the absence
of large towns and markets, the wild and unsubdued condition of the country, rendered it
necessary that every family should practice
ausolute self-reliance and depend almost entirely upon themselves for a supply of their
wants. Tbu3 the farmer of the last century
not only raised the ordinary crops for man
and beast, but his own bread—fattened and
slaughtered his beef, pork and mutton, and
frequently manufactured the needed supply
of sugar and molasses; while in the winter’s
respite from the labor of the field he served
as lumberman, carpenter, shoemaker
and
manufacturer of tools and agricultural implements—and from the crops of wool and flax
the busy housewife spun and wove and made
the garments of the family and the snowy
furnishings of bed and hoard. Even down to
the present generation, in some favored
localities the boast has been transmitted and
fulfilled that the physical necessities of the
family have all been supplied from tho products of the farm, saving such articles as must
necessarily be imported from other countries.
The necessity for this diversified industry
has passed away with the eutire change in
the farm surroundings, and yet the cul tivator of the soil is sometimes at a loss to know
whether it is better for him to cling to the
practices of his father, or to concentiate his
skill and labor on a single department of
agriculture. No general rule can he given
for universal adoption, and no man is wise
enough

to

decide

lor

grades.

It would seem from tbis that general farmwho have no thought of going into the

ers

fancy or blooded-stock business, could afford
to pay a good round figure tor a thorough-

bred bull, even if the number of steers raised
by them is very small. There is nothing
strange, in the light of figures like these, that
farmers raising native steers complain of hard

times.—National Live Stock Journal.

Bed Pepper and Poultry.
I dc not know it other persons who raise

poultry and pet birds

much dependent
as I am on red pepper; but I have found so
much benefit from its use in my poultry-yards
au'i

name

ittaiiI,! Vi a

----—

--—

nAnn

ton in

English

are

the

Oil-cake meal is

Boston Brown Bread.

Three cups rye Graham, three cups Indian
meal, one cup flour, one cup molasses, one
quart of cold water, a large spoonful of baking
powder sifted into the dry meal, plenty of
salt, mix thoroughly, and boil for at least
fA... Unrn

nnll

in

and set on a plate in a pot of boiling water; when the water is reuewed it
must be boiling. Many persons think rye
flour is the same as rye Graham, but the
former will not make Boston brown breat at
all. I use a coffee cup for a measure, and unless the recipe is carefully lollowed the bread
will not be a success; if it is I will guarantee
the dish will be of the very finest.
Another way is to take one bowl of unbolted rye meal, two bowls of Indian meal,
one-half coffee cup of molasses, with one teaspoonful of soda stirred into it; mix to the
consistency oi sponge cake, with sweet milk
(or water will do); boil it three hours in a
etcd

.1a

—J

tight,

tin pudding-mould.—If, Y. Times.

The London Chemist and Druggist says:
“We had the following recipe from a native
Indian, aDd we believe it to yield a fine
product. The powders must be fresh and of
the best quality;
Coriander, fresh seed,

roasted but not burnt, and finely powdered,
two pounds; turmeric, fresh root, roasted
but not burnt and finely powdered, threefourths of a pound; fenugreek, fresh seed,
roasted but not burnt and finely powdered,
eight ounces; mustard seed, roasted but not
burnt, and finely powdered, eight ounces;
cummin seed, roasted but not burnt, and

finely powdered, three-fourths of a pound.
To this add cayenne pepper according to
taste.”

HOTELS.

United States Hotel,
PORTLAND, ME.
Hotel

the

has been enthely
addition of 24

durlug
past year
remodeled and enlarged by the
THIS
also

new

new

rooms,

dining

room,

rooms and billiard hall, giving
accommodating 300 guests, making

reading

it a capacity
it now, with
exception, the largest Hotel in the city. It has
been newly painteo and frescoed, refurnished, (many
of the rooms with black walnut iurniture) and newly
and is in all respects a new hotel, clean
carpeted,
ana bright, and will be kept in all respects as a first
class hotel. Most centrally located in tbe business
part of the city, it oilers superior advantages to commercial men and pleasure parties.
Its table will at all times be supplied with the
choicest that the market afiords,
TinOTOV WOLCOTT, Proprietor.
one

auglO

eodtf

PHILADELPHIA,
On 42(1 Street, Columbia Avenue* Viola
Avenue and Elm Avenue*
Directly opposite Main Exhibition Building,
CENTENNIAL

GROUNDS.

This elegant fire-proof structure was
.built by Richard J. Dobbins expressly to
accommodate Centennial visitors at reasonable prices. It has 325 100ms, all completely furnished. The cuisine will be first-class
in every respect. Large rooms can be engaged for use of commissioners, etc. A fine store in
the building to let. Address,
P. S. BOOTH BY, Manager.
eodtf
Ieb26

swamps and

HOTEL,

WESTMINSTER

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
Corner Irving Place and 16h Street, New
York.
One Block from Union Square and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
ohurcbes. Elevator and all modern improvements.
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars and

material command a market that would be
certain and remunerative.
Other promising specialties might be sug.
gested, but we only allude to a single add!
tional one—the raising of pig-pork for family
use.
By selecting choice breeds and fatten
Ing them upon suitable food, and carefully
packing the pork, and if desired, preparing
also the bacon, sausages and lard, eighl
months pigs may bring back a return as lurg<
as that received from hogs of twice the ag<

stages.
sep27d&wly40

Pine
Hard Wood,
Oak.

_

correspondent of the Maine Farmer say
a cheap and convenient bee feeder can b
made ef an old style ‘hero’ fruit jar. Remov
the zinc cover and punch it full of holes—sa j
one-fourth inch apart each way, and half a s
large as the head of a pin.
Fill the jar with
honey or any other liqui 1
feed, and put on this perforated cover an 1
screw it on last, then turn the jar bottom up >
over a hole through the
top of the hive, itr
mediately over the cluster of bees, and the j
will take the feed as they need it in the wir
ter, provided of course that they do not occu
_

py too cold quarters.
If the old ‘hero’ can not be had, get th *
‘hero’ improved and knock the glass out c p1
A hole may be cut through th 2
the cover.
top of the hive or through the houcy-boan |
just large enough to take the top of the jj ;
in a9 far as the screw-ring, which makfs
convenient shoulder for it to rest upon; an d

MDLLE. BOUTELLE,
daughter ot the seventh Son,
Clairvoyant and Fortune Teller,
describes your future wife or husband, looks after
absent friends, ost or stolen goods, gives advice on
law and business, gives names, &c. Office,
504 1-2 Con greet* Street, (up oue flight)]
nearly opposite City Hotel. Hours from 9 a. m. to
m.

Satisfaction

50 cents, Gents $1.00.

guaranteed.

Do

not

ring,

Terms, Ladies
but walk in.

dtf_

feb7

OX1GEN TREATMENT.

TWOTWITHSTANDING

ll

@

17

@

19

Factory.

@
13*@

14
14
14

Dairy. 12}@
Coal—(Retail).
Cumberland 8 50 @ 9
N. Y.

the

many

MR- & MRS. DR. WELCH, Chiropodists,
itlC FEDEBAL STREET,
Corner of Temple, Portland,
JBuuiou Ointment by mail
feb2l

_d3w*

jnaru rmo

'fy&o

CHANGE OF

HEREAFTER

@

ing.

28

131 Castor. 1 35
112
14* Neatsfoot..

,,,..

Manila

15* Elaine.

Paints.

Bolt

@ 16*
Rope.
Drugs and Dyes.
Alcohol ^ gl 2 40 @ 2 50
25 @
50
Arrow Root.
8
6 @
Bi-carb Soda
Borax.
@ 18
Camphor.... 30 @ 35
Cream tartar
@ 45
Indigo.1 25 @ 1 50
Logwood ex. 14 @ 17
Madder. 12 @ 15
@20
Naptha
g\
Opium.
@ 6 50
Rhubarb....
75 @ 1 00
Sal Soda....
3
@
Saltpetre.... 10 @ 17
5 @
Sulphur.
5*
11 @ 12
Vitrol.
Ducfc.
No. 1.
No. 3.
No. 10.
8oz.
10 ozs.

38
34
22
23
18

@
@
@
@
@
Dyewood*.
Barwood
@
5 @
Brazilwood.
6 @
Camwood...
Fustic.
2J@
Logwood,
2 @
Campeachy..
St.

Domingo.

Shore.

2*
2*

^

bbl. 4 25
25
16

No. 1.

Mackerel,^ bbl.

@ 5 00
@ 30
@ 23

Bay No. 1.18 00 @21 00
Bay No. 2.14 00 @16 00
Large 3. ..11 00 @12 50
Shore No.l 24 00 @26 50
No. 2....16 00 @18 00
No. 3.... 8 50 @ 9 50
Medium... 8 50 @ 9 50
Clam Bait... 4 00 @ 5 00
Flour.
4 25 @ 4 75
Superfine
Ex-Spring.,. 5 75 @ 6 25
xx Spring... 6 50 @ 7 00
Pat’t Spring
wheats— 8 00 @10 00
Mich’n Winter best.... 7 75 @ 8 00
Low grade
7 CO

St.Louis winter fair.... 7 00
Win’rgood 8 00
best. 8 50
Fruit*

@

7 25

@7
@
@

50
8 25
9 50

Almonds,

Shell. 21 @ 22
Shelled.... 40 @ 55
Peanuts. 2 00 @ 3 00
C.Cron. 30 @ 33
9
Currants....
8£@
7 @
8
Dates.
12
17
Figs.
@
Prunes-....
8 @ 14
Baisius,
Layer,new 2 90 @ 3 00
L. M. new. 3 15 @ 3 30
New Val.
Soft

jpib....

Buuucatjuu wiuio

Rochelle Yel.

Eng.Ven.red

10 @
Red Lead....
Plaster.
White,F ton
@ 3
Blue.
@ 2
Grou’d.in bis 8 00 @ 9
Calcined,bis. 2 75 @ 3
Produce.

00
75
00
00
12
10
13
18
20

8 @
12 @
15 @
Turkeys. 18 @
Eggs,Fdoz. 20 @ |22
38 @
45
Potatoes....
Onions, bbl.. 1 50 @ 1 70
Cranb’s F bl.
none
9
Round hogs..
8 @

Mutton.
Chickens....

11|@

12

Lemons $bx 4 50 @ 5 CO
Oranges f9bx
@ 3 50

7*@

••

and permanently cures every form
Catarrh, from a simple head cold to the ulcerative
stage, together with all its sympathetic diseases,

of

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE

No. 1.

Npicea.

Cassia, pure.
Cloves.

@

@

38
55

@

Mace. 1 65
1 25

@
@

Ginger.
Nutmegs....
Pepper..

short time the very worst forms of Neracross the
vous Headache, Neuralgia, Tightness
Temples, Ringing Noises in the Head, and Wakeful-

Relieves in

@

@

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
Cleanses the nasal passages in a single application
with the admirable Inhaler, which accompanies each
package free of charge, and is more serviceable than
any other form ot inhaler.

42
60
20
1 70
1 30
25

10J
106

10$
9g
9*

70

10

Nos.12,16
Refining...

@

104

7|@

Teas.
Souchong. 25
Oolong. 35
do
choice 55
Japan. 45
do choice 70

8J
45
50
80
70
1 00

@
@
@
@

@

Tin.
23 @ 24
Straits.
Grain.
English. 22 @ 23
Char. I. C... 9 25 @ 9 50
Corn,
High Mixed 66 @ 68 Char. I. X. ..1175 @12 00
do bag lots
@ 70 Terne. 9 50 @10 50
Meal.
@ 68 Coke. 9 00 @10 0C
17 @
18
Rye.
@ 1 25 Antimony...
75 @
85 Zinc.
10J@ 11
Barley..
Oats.
50 @
55
Tobacco.
Fine Feed.
@30 00 Fives and Tens,
Shorts.25 00 @26 00
Bestbr’nds 74 @ 80
Medium... 60 @ 70
Gunpowder.
3
50
4
00
Common
55 @
60
@
Blasting....
Sporting.... 5 50 @ 6 50 Half lbs. 50 @ 55
Nat’l
Leal...
90
110
Hay.
@
Pre8’d,^ton,12 00 @15 00 Navy lbs.... 55 @ 62
Varnish.
Loose.14 00 @17 00
Straw.
9 00 @10 00 Damar.125 @ 175
Coach. 2 25 @ 3 80
Iron*
Common....
2f@ 3 Furniture... 1 25 @ 2 50
3 @
Refined.
Wool.
'S\
7 Fl’ce wash’d.
40 @ 42
6A@
Norway.
Cast Steel...
18 @
22 do nnwash’d
30 @
33
German St’l. 12 @ 14 Pull’d,Super 45 @ 50
Lamb Skins. 75 @ 80
Dry Goods IVhoIeaale market*
Corrected weekly by Locke, Twitckell & Co.
Brawn cottons.

predictions

that the benefits derived from the Oxygen
Treatment would be only temporary, I am happj
to say that in my case the cure is radical. I cannot
than Hint to it
say more for that mode ot treatment
I owe my life. 1 advise all Sufterers to try it before
it may be to late. By so doing, most of them wil
Fave months of time and hundreds of dollars,
MRS. B. M, JACKSON.
maOdlw

jweuium.

width, price
Standard36in 9 @ 91
..36..
Heavy.
8@ 9‘
Medium.36..
7 @ 8j
Fine....36... 7@ 9
Shirtings..28.. 6@ 71
Flannels heavy 25 @ 32
medium 14 @ 25
Rleached Cottons.
Good. ..36in 10 @ 13
91
Medium.36..
9 @
7 @
9
Light....36.
13
17
@
Sheetings.9-8.
..5-4., 12$@ 18

Sheetings

..10-4..

3035

Miscellaneous.
Denims good.. 16 @ 20
medium. 12 @ 16
Corset Jeans—
Bleach’d and
slate.

0 (a)
9 @

io;

Prints best....
*4
medium
44

Thus becomes a powerful purifying agent in overcoming the poisonous action of the rotten matter that
has, during sleep, dropped into the throat and mmwith the contents of the stomach, to be absorbed
system.

local and constitutional remedy. It strengthens
the system by internal use, while endeavoring to
throw oft the disease, and soothes and heals the inflamed nasal surfaces by direct application.
a

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
great

and reliable

Coatings
44
44

3-d. 1 00
3-4 1 50
Doesk’sbl’ 3-4.100
Jeans Kent’y. 16
Repellants..,.. 80
Satinets. 30

@1
@4

5^Use SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER after
exposure to cold, wet weather.
iuar7W&Slm
jan26

AGENCY A

PRINT-

ERS’ WAREHOUSE,
106

@4
@ 37$
@115
@ 70
Blankets.
|
Camp 7ft.110 @1 20
Colored
pr. .2 75 @3 75
White 10-4....300 @6 50
iCotton Batting.
501b bales 1 lb
rolls. 10 @ 15
Warp ITarn...
@ 22$
Twine.
@ 25

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ot
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

30

C. J. WHEELER,

No. 5 Washington Building,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

LOCKE,

Newspaper Advertising Agents,
34

PA,.X ROW, NEW YORK.

50
60
70

D. R. Locke, o Locke &
J. H. Bates, late of
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

16
10

GEOROE P. KOWELL A CO.,

12
11

tDtERTIgING AGENTS

27<

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

Portland Daily Press Stock List
Corrected by Woodbuey & Moulton, Bankers and
Brokers, 67 Exchange St.
Par Value. Offered Asked
Descriptions

Gold,. .114§... 114$

Government 6’s. 1£81. ..122$... .123
Government 5-20’s, 1865,.117$....118
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865,. 118$.... 119$
Government5-20’b, July, 18(57,.1202. ...121$
Government 5-20’s, July, 1868,.122$... 123

GoveramentlO-40's,...118$

119
State ot Maine Bonds,.107$..,. 108
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,..,.101 ....102
Portland City Bonds aid R. R. 99 ....100
100
99
Bath City Bonds,..
99 ....100
Bangor City Bonds,20years,..
Calais City Bonds,.
100 .... 101$
Cumberland National Bank,... 40.. 58$.... 59$
Canal National Bank,...£100.145
146
First National Bank,.....100.136 ....137
Casco National Bank,.100...... 136 ....137
Merck ants’ National Bank,.. 75.100
101
National Traders’ Bank,.{.100.136
137
Portland Company,. 70 ... 80
75
Portland Gas Company,....... 50. 73
.,

Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
»'ype, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

S. M. PETTENGILL A CO.’S
AGENC*

St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York,
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the United States and British Provinces.
No. 10 State

..

...
...

AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers ol
all cities and towns of the United States. Canada
nd British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

...

OceanInsuranceCompany,... 100.104 ,...10C
A. & K. It. R. Bonds,. ... 88.,.. 90
Maine Central R. R. Stock,... .100. 40
Maine Central R. R. Bonds, 7’s.91
Leeds & F’rm’gton R. R. Bonds,100....... 87
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,. 100. 88

.,.
...

•...

50
93
89
89

Portland & Ogdensburg R.R. Bonds. gola.85

BOOK,
Dictionary of
MUSICAL,
INFORMATION.
Price $ 1.25. By John W. Moore.
A

NEW

MTJSIC

Information—about [2,000] prominent Musicians,
musical Instruments, musical Events,Musical Terms,
musical Theory, music Books, and everything else
that

one

wishes to know about

music, all concisely

and clearly stated. Valuable book ot reterence. The
possessor of this [and perhaps of Ritter’s History oJ
Music, 2 Vols., each $1 501 is perfectly posted and in-

quiry-proof

in musical

subjects.

Easter Carols, [New] Howard, ‘20 ct*.

Art o! Singing. standard book in Vocal
Bassinis’
Culture Used

Abridged $3.

everywhere.

Price, Complete, S4;

moore’s Encyclopedia of music, 86.

Anthem Book book oi easy Anthems forif
Perlaii’s
Cboiis, and l'ourjee’s f liorii. Choir
an

[gtt.OO]
equally good book of difficult Anthems for the

samo

purpose.

What

a

ings!

gem is
30c-

,riving Waters, for Praise

meet.

Wbat a prize is Sliimug River, ftTr Sunday
Schools! 35c.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
BOSTON.

for

Price, Twenty-live Cents.

Newspaper
Advertising.

NINETY-NINTH EDITION.
Containing a complete list of all (ho towns in the
United States, the Territories and the Dominion of
Canada, having a population greater than 5,000 according to the last census, together with the names ot
the newspapers having the largest local circulation in
each of the places named. Also a catalogue of newspapers which are recommended to advertisers as
giving greatest value in proportion to prices charg’d.
Also, all newspapers in the United States and Canada printing over 5,000 copies each Issue. Also, all the
Religious, Agricultural, Scientific and Mechanical,
Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, Commercial. Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sporting, Musical,
Fashion, and other special class journals; very complete lists. Together with a complete list of over
300 German papers printed in tli* United States.
Also, an essay upon advertising; many tables cl
rates, showing the cost of advertising in various
newspapers, and everything wjjich a beginner in advertising would like to know.
Address GEO. I*. BOWELL & CO.,
41 Park Row, Slew York.
se7
dl3im
leads to fortune?**™
$10. to $500.
72
entitled. IHeu nud 1
of
page Book,
Wall Street,

explaining everything.

SENT FREE,

CYRUS STURDIVANT,
Gen’l Agent,

Cony II on Me, G. A. A: H. Cony. Proprie
tors.

BANGOR.
Franklin House,—Harlow
lin <k Baris, Proprietors.

diems

Bankers and Brokers, 7'i Broadway, New
York.
JT. E. Dit.ou Or Co.
incISeodcVwly.
C. II. Ditson 3fc Co.
Successor* to Lee&Walkci
711
Broadway,
Vaults Cleaned.
Now York.
Philadelphia.
mar8W&S&w2w
Jal2
i ALL ORDERS promptly attended to
by caliin
xi. at or addressing
R. GIBSON
JOB I'lMUIX; neatly executed n
588 Congress Street
this Office.
janl
;!U

St.,

ITIc

Laugh

Hotel, U.

1TI.

Plummer, Proprietor

Auburn and Lewiston at 5.10

m.

Parker House. School Si. H. D. Parker &

5.45 p.

Co., Proprietors.

Nt. James Hotel—J. R. Crocker, Proprietor.

Tremont

Gurney

in.

FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS

Offices

Passenger
74 EXCHANGE ST.,
—

Aim

•

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST,

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!
To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati. St. Louis, Omaha,
Haginaw, Ht. Paul, Halt l^ahe City,
Denver, Han Francisco,
and all points in the

Northwest, West and ^Southwest.
J. C. FUENIVAL, Agt.
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
53^"PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains

will, until further notice, run alternately

as

follows:

Leaving

WHARF, Portland,

FRANKLIN

M., and INDIA
WI1ARF. BOSTON, daily nt 5 P. 1TI.
(Sundays excepted).
Daily,

7 o’clock

nt

P.

leaving Portland

at 1.50 p.

Proprietor.

night.

LINE.

ALLAN^

MontrcaS Ocean
UNDER CONTRACT

CALAIS.
W.

Hotel,

D.

Simpson,

FOR

Co.

Steamship
CONVEYANCE OF

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool,

to

Intermediate passage. 40
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
Sight Dratts on England for small amounts, apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
Nov.
nov24dtf
23,1875.
Portland,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
and

John, Digby,

St*

LEWISTON.

TRIPS

PER

HIACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop,
NAPLES'
Elm House, Nathan Church & Sons, Pro-

prietors.

NOBRIDGEWOCK.
Daniorth House, D.Danforth. Proprleio
NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C 8. Bailey A Co. P

prietors.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.
PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor

tors.

WEEK !

On and after Monday, December 20th, the Steamer New Bruuswick, Capt. D. S. Hall, will leave
J
^Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,
Monday at 6.00 p. m., for
Eastport and St. John.
will
leave
St.
John and Eastport every
Returning

&c.

3.40 P. NI .—Passenger train from Portland for
Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations.
GOING EAST.
8.00 A. NfPassenger train from Upper Bartlett

rfhiwi-lfry****every

in Portland at

Thursday.

Until further notice the Steamer Chase Will leave
for 9t. *Julm direct every Tliuimlay at 1 p. m.
Connections made at Eastport for Kobbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,

1.15 P. ME.—Passenger tiain from Fabyan’s in
connection with through train from Johnson, Vt.,
arriving in Portland at 5.45 p. m.
HTAGE CONNECTIONS.
At White Rock for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake for Standish Corner.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and
Fieedom,
At Brownfield for Denmark and Brldgton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.

Amherst, Pictou, Frederickton, Charlottetown and
Summerside, P. E. I.
(^“Freight received
o’clock, p.m.

on

mar24

Portland daily at 9.20

m.

HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland. Dec. 21, 1875.
oct25dtf
J.

days of sailing until

4

A. R. STUBBS, Agent.
dtf

FOE

HAEPSWELL,

and after October 8th, 1875,
Steamer Henrietta, Capt. Q.
LOWELL, will leave Harpiwell Mondays and Saturdays at
8 a. m., touching at Chebeague, Little Chebeague and Loug Island. Returning, will leave
Commercial Wharf; at 3 p. m. touching at the above
landings. Will touch at Cousens’ Island each way.
For particulars inquire of Captain on board or
STEPHEN RICKER, A gent, 131 Commercial St.
dtf
my8
On

RAILROAD.

Ac

AND

Commencing march 6,1876.

PHILLIPS.
Barden House, Samuel Farmer, Proprietor.

PORTLAND.

As

Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adam

Proprietor.

a

Political Journal

Albion House,117 Fedrrsl^l.J.G Perry

Proprietor.

American House, India St. E. Gray, Proprietor.
Cut Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
J- K. Martin, Proprietor.
Preble House, Congress St. Gibson ACo..

Proprietors.

Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plum
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
C. S. Hotel, J unction of Congress and Federal Sts. Timothy Wolcott,
Proprietor.
Commercial House—L. O. Sanborn & Co.,

St.

Proprietors.

HCRNCANE ISLAND.
Calderwood House.— E. A. Caldrrtrood,

Proprietor.

the Pbess will be devoted as in the past to a descrlamlnating support of the Republican Party. During
the pending important campaign, the Pbess wl,
give special attention to the publication of politic!
news.

As an advertising medium, the Pbess stands Art!
among the journals of Maine.

SKOWHEGAN.
Turner House, W. G. Heselton, Proprietor.

WILTON.
Wilton House,H N. Green.

Proprietor

Reduction of Price to

—

Mail

PHILADELPHIA.

Passenger Trains will leave Portland for
Boston at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. m., arriving
at Boston at 10.50 a. m., 1.45, 7.55 p. m.

to

the Pbess more valuable and desirable.
The Pbess has a larger editorial corps than any
paper In Maine, and has unexcelled facilities for colecting news in all parts of the state. The bnsiness,
agricultural and manufacturing interest of Maine
will receive the continued attention of the Pbess.
The growing importance of Portland as a distributing center tor Maine, and its last increasing wholesale trade, make a daily paper at this point of special
Importance to every merchant and busineee man iu
the state.
make

Gale, Proprie-

PORTLAND

SPRING ARRANGEMENT,

by making all its departments more complete and
sparing no effort or expense at their command

PITTSFIELD.

Lancy Home—Fletcher

l

4 vaA

BEST NEWSPAPER IN MAINE,

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, II. L. Thayer, Proprietor.

Windsor and Halifax*
WINTER ARRANGEMENT,

TWO

Pro-

DeWitl House,H. B. Wing, Proprietor

Return Tiolrets

Calais

prietor.

London-

granted at reduced rates.
The Steamship
S ARM ATI AN, Capt. Aird,
Will leave this port for Liverpool on
SATURDAY, March 11th, 1876,
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the
Steamship Moravian*
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations). 670 to $80

Eastport,

ELLSWORTH.

III It A HI.
Hit. Cutler House,—Hiram Basaen, Pro
prietor.

THE

For several years the Portland Daily Press
has been the largest and fullest daily paper published
in Maine; and its Publishers announce their determination to make their paper beyond question the

City notel.-N. H. Higgins & Sons, Props,
FOXCROFT.
Foxeroft Exchange, P. HI* Jeffords,

Canadian and United States Mails.

TRAINS WILL RUN AH FOLLOWS:

leave

etor.

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor.

at

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER. Superintendent,
Portland. June 21,1875.
jne!7dtf

^“Freight trains

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P.Chamberlain,Propri-

Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D. H. Yonng,
No. 266 Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
dec27-75
J. B. COYLE, Jr., Gen’l Agt.

m.

stations, arriving

BRUNSWICK, HIE.
Dining Rooms, W. R. Field,
Proprietor.

P- * K.

CORNISH.
Cornish House, HI. H. Davis, Proprietor

tion.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding §50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate ot
one passenger for every $500 additional value.

and intermediate
11.15 a. m.

House, Tremont St.-Chapin,
Co. Proprietors.

Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Eoston late

Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

&c.,

A-

International

$1.00.

FARE

Subscribers.

Clyde's Iron Line of Steamers,
between

Providence

Running

Dd Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to and from
Portland and all other points in
Maine, with Philadelphia and beyond. Through
rates are given to Philadelphia and all points reached
by the Penn. Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R.’s
and to all the principal cities in the South ana Southwest. No Wharfage. No commission for forwarding.
Full information given by D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J, B. COYLE, Jr.,
Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO., Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue. Philadelphia.
janll ly

8.15 p. m.
For ILowell at 6.15,9.00 a. m., 3,10, p. m.
For Manchester and Concord and Upper
Railroad (via New Market Junction) at 6.15 a.
m., and 3.10 p. m.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
For CSreat Falls at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10, p.m.
For Rochester, Farmington and Alton
Bay at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
For Scarborough Beach, Bine Point, Old
Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddeford and
Kennebnnk at 6.15, 9.00. a. m., 3.10. 5.30 p. m.
Morning Trains will leare Kennebnnk
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes for refreshmonts at first-class dining rooms.
Parlor Cars on 3.10 P. M. tr^n from Portland
and 8.30 A. M. train from Boston.
J. T. FURBER, Gen’l Sup
S. H. S TEVENS, Gen’l Ag’t, Portland.
au5dt

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

Portland

Daily Press
■Despite the tact that the Publishers are obliged o
pay the postage, the Daily Press is oflered fee
17.00 per annum in advance; $3.50 for six months;
$1.75 for three months.

CO.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

TO

MEW

YORK.

Job

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
monthly, October 25th, 1875.

Printing

Tie lie State Press

Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Watervill
Belfast and Dexter at f!2.35 a. m., 1.40 p. m.

Skowhegan 1.40 p. m.
Augusta, Haliowell, Gardiner, Brunswick

$7.00 a. m., 1.40. 5.20 p. m.
Rockland $7.00 a. m., 1.40 p. m.
Bath $7.00 a. m., 1.40, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston $7.00 a. m., 1.35,5.15 p.
1.40 p.

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

m.

m.

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at (
M., and leave Pier 38 East River, New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted uj

The 112.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes close connection with E. & N, A. Railway foi St. John and
Halifax.
fPullman Sleeping Car attached.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
{Mixed.
oc25dtf
Portland, October 25,1875.

P.

with fine accommodations for passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route foi
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from Ne\t

ruruuuu a jtiouuesttr it. n,

Trains, commencing
Jiov. 8, 1875.

$. R. NILES,
ADVERTISING

AUGUSTA.
State St. Harrison flak

Augusta House,
er, Proprietor.

BATH.

Arrangement of

.,.

...

Proprietor*.

Trains will arrive as follows:
Mail train from Gorham and Intermediate Stations
at 8.30 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 2.45 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 2.50 and

Farmington

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

ADVERTISING

night.

1876.

AUBURN
IIonCourt. Si. W. N. Ar A. Ifoung,

Elm

Hath

■NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT

A

Embracing the leading Hotel* tn the State, at wbioh.
the Daily Fress may always be found.

will

Tlie Superior Sea Going Steamers,

Returning, leave Boston at 8.30 a. m., 12,30
3.30 p. in., arriving at Portland at 1.15, 5.

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fiiurnished.
HORACE DODD.

BATES

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

LEWISTON,

BOSTON STEAMERS.

T. C. EVANS,
ADVERTISING

same

nov27dtt

Boston & Maine

AGENCIES.

75
00
00

..

@

aDd when every

Each package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube. Price $1.00.
For sale by Druggists everywhere.
WEEKS &
POTTER, Boston, General Agents.

121

Brown.
lOj
Sateens—
Blch’d &bi*n 11 @ 12
Medium.
@ 9 Wicking. 25 @
Cambric.
5 @
6
Frockings.
45 @
Delaines cotton
All wool 3-4
44
7-8... 55 @
and wool.... 18 @ 20
44
All wool.... 32 @ 40
78 ex. 63 @
Crash.
Spot wool.
2732;
Ginghams good 10 @ 11 Heavy. 12$@
8 @ 10
Medium. 6$@
Medium.
Brills.
Tcking good. 18 @ 221
16 Brown h’vy 30 10 @
Medium. 12
Medium 30 9 @
Light. 9*@ 12
26

medicine,

other remedy is tried and found wanting, this, by its
immediate beneficial effect, passes at once into favor,
which it retains forever afterwards.

ADVERTISING AGENCY,

5$

Portland

OF

m.

Express train

WEST.
GOING
8.15 A. M.—Passenger train from Portland for a
stations, running through without change to St.
Johnsbury, Danville. Hardwick. Morrisville, Hyde
Park aud Johnson, Vermont. Connects with B.
C. & M. R. R. for Lancaster, Whitefield. Littleton,
Well’s River, Montpelier, Burlington, St. Albans,

a

I Jeering,

will leave Machiasport every Monat Si DO o’clock, touching at
landings (except Bucksport) arriving in

above named

iston.
Mail train for Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail
train for Quebec, Montreal and the West at 1.50

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE

Is

steamer

Tbc

Captain

day morning

On and alter Monday, Nov. 15th, 1875
trains will run as follows:
Express train 7.00 a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
Mail train or Gorham and inteimediate stations at
7.10 a. m.
Express train at 1,40 p. m for Auburn and Lew-

On aud after WEDNESDAY, 33d, inst.
and until farther notice.

Is

P

SAMPSON, Agent,

HOTELS.

leave
Railroad Wharf, Portland, every
'I bursdav evening, at lo o’clock.
For Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Bucksport, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Southwest Harbor. Alt. Desert, Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.

ap-

DODD’S

common

.firC

CAMPAIGN

53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, B.

uo2dtf

TEIP^PER WEEK.

Returning,

ARRANGEMENT

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE

nto the

—

MT. DESERT AND
MACHIAS.

inflamation and soreness of the mucous
of the nasal passages. It is the most

20

Pink & buff
7
Woolens.
Bv’rs TJ*ns6-4 1 37$@2 25
“Moscow6-4.2 75 @5 00
Cas6imere blk.l 00 @1 75
62 @1 50
fancy.
44

ALTERATION IN TRAINS.

Is also taken internally, where, by its action on the
blood in eliminating from the system the acid poison
always present in Catarrh, it affects the whole constitution.

C.

9i
9$

Grand Trank fi. R. of Canada.

NEW CONNECTIONS.

f'led

E.

FOR THE

—

Agents.
Passage $15.00. Excursion Tickets $25.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to

PENOBSCOT,

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
ever

TO Long Wharf, Boston.

ONE

AND

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, BoBton.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore A Ohio
R. R., C. A. Chipley, Agent, 213 Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

STEAMBOAT.

Allays pain,
membrane

Passage apply to
B, HAMPBON, Agent,

E.

—

m.

CHANGE OF TIME.

soothing, healing, and grateful preparation
plied to these inflamed surfaces.

the rate of

WINTER AND SPRING ARRANGEMENT
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

EASTERN RAILROAD TRAINS
run directly through to points on the Maine Central
Railroad without transfer, and make direct connection in Portland with all Steamboats and Railroads
diverging therefrom.
Pullman Parlor nnd Sleeping Cars are
run on all through trains.
Stops for reireshmen
made at the usual places,
oelldtf
GEO. BACHELDEIt, Supt.

p.

or

Jn23-ly

Removes by a single application the hard, encrusted
matter from the nose, opens up the nasal passages,
allows the sufferer to breathe freely and enjoy for the
first time the pleasure of a full breath.

BANJTUJUJ'S JftiilltAL ItM

@
@

For Freight

a. m.

p.

half

one

PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.

TRAINS FOR PORTLAND LEAVE

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RB,

Eagle Sugar Refinery,
CC
Ex C.
Hav.Bi own

Insurance

sailing vessels.

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

Roslon at 8.30 a. m., 12.30,8.00 p. m., arriving in
Portland at 1.15,5.00 p. m., 12.15 (except Mondays
Lynn at 8.59 a. m., 12.58. 8.27 p. m.
Salem at 9.12 a. m., 1.10, 8.40 p. m.
Portsmouth at 11 a. m., 2.57,10.14 p. m.
Dover at 10.40 a. m„ 4.45 p. m.
Great Falls at 10.22 a. m., 4.19 p. ni.
Keunebnnk at 12.10, 4.03,11.20 p. m.
Hiddeford at 8.00 a. m., 12.30, 4.20, 11.38 p.
Saco at 8.05 a. m., 12.36,4.25, 11.42 p. m.

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and aIcCLELLAN.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. C'ark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
From
From

!

week.

JOHNS HOPKTNS.
WM. LAWRENCE.
From Boston direct every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.

Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

Wharfage.

m.

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE

j

6J

Ntarch.
Pearl.
9 @
Nngar.
Granulated..
@
Coffee A... •
@
Extra C.
@
9 @
O....
Syrups. 60 @

a

ness.

<

Xo

a

Class Steamship
WM. CKANE.
GEORGE APPOLD.

First

Steamship Line.

Gloucester and Roekport at 9

a. m., 3.10 p. m
Dover at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
Wolf boro Rochester and Great Falls at 9
a. m.,3.10 p. m.
Kitlery, Eliot. Nonth Berwick Junction,
North Berwick, Wells and Kennebuuk
at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
Biddeford, Nnco, West Ncarborough, Scarborough and Cape Elizabeth at 9 a. in.,
3.10, 5.20 p. m.

Four lime,

PHILADELPHIA
LeaTO each port every

Washington

STEAMSHIP LINE

AND

THE

Instantly relieves

62
62
62
00

Duty paid. 2 25 @ 2 62
In bond... 1 50 @ 2 00
Gi’nd butter 1 50 @ 2 00
Liv.fine sack
@ 2 25
Needs.
Clover, lb.... 14f@ 15
Red Top bag
@ 4 75
H. Grass.bu. 2 87J@ 3 00
Canary Seed 8 25 @ 9 00
Moap.
ExSt’m RTd
8
@
7
Family.
@

iiccij, bioc^j

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE

7

Salt,
Turks Is. F
hhd.(8 bu.) 2 25 @ 2
Bonaire...., 225 @2
Cadiz,du.pd. 2 25 @ 2
Cadiz in b’nd 1 50 @ 2
T :_1

w uicaiuo

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE

9

Saleratus*
6 @
Salerat’sF tt>

uuwu

Must convince them that it possesses great merit,
while the new and original method of its preparation
when studied with the disease satisfies the miud of
any reasonable person that its method of cure is the
true one.

.26 00 @27 00
Backs
Clear.25 00 @26 00
Mess.23 50 @24 00
14 @ 14*
Hams.
Bice.

Rice, F

iymg

soundly and undisturbed; to know that no poisonous, putrid matter defiles the breath and undermines
the system; to know that the body does not, through
its veins and arteries, carry the poison that is sure to
destroy, is indeed a blessing. To purchase immunity
from such a fate should be the object of all afflicted.
But those who have tried mauy remedies and physicians despair of relief or cure. They become incredulous. With such the long array of testimonial*
from our best citizens, physicians and druggists in
favor of

11

9@

Beef Side....
Yeal.

...

Michigan..

70

@10 50
@10 50
@10 50
@ 12
3@
3*
3 @
3*

Port. Lead..
PureGr’ddo 10 25
Pure Dry do.10 00
10
Am. Zinc....

...

1|@

Scal’dpbx.

Have you risen from your bed alter a short sleep to
find yourself nearly suffocated with Catarrhal matter
in your nose, head, and throat? Have you noticed
what a depressing influence it exercises on the mind,
blunting Its faculties, besides enervating the body as
well? How difficult fo rid the head of this foul matter all can testify who are afflicted with Catarrh.
How difficult to protect the system against its farther
progress towards the lungs and bronchial tubes, all
physicians can testily. It is a terrible disease, and
cries out for relief. To be freed from the danger of

@ 125

2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a. m.,3.10 p. m.
arriving at 6.15 a. m., 1.45. 7.55 p. m„ in ample
time to connect with New York anti Western trains,
Lynn, Nalem, Nnvburypoii and Portsmouth at 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a. m., 3.10 p.

Boston

WINTER

READER,

@ 55
@ 61
@ 66
@ 115
@ 1 75
@ 1 50
@

can

rear

Pork,

Peach Wood
@
5*
Red Wood..
@
2*
Fish.
Cod. per qfcl..
L’ge Shore 5 00 @ 5 25
L’ge Bank 5 00 @ 5 50
Small.... 4 00 @4 50
Pollock. 3 50 @ 4 25
Haddock.... 2 50 @ 2 75
2 75 @ 3 25
Hake..

Herring,

be found at the
she will examas each case deor
will
visit
She
those who
mands. Terma $1.00.
Mrs.
are unable to come to her residence if desired.
ince and remedies,
to
her
in
addition
clairvoy
King,
possesses a remarkable healing power which makes
her very successful.
febl7dtf

RELIABLE

Clairvoyant
of 30 Danforth St., where
A
ine the sick, and advise
prescribe

Provisions.
Mess Beef...11 00 @1150
Ex Mess.. 12 00 @13 00
Plate.14 00 @15 00
Ex Plate.. 16 50 @17 50

3
7
7
3

—

MRS. L. T. B. KING,

ou

^
50

Linseed. 60
Boiled do....
65
93
Lard.
Olive. 1 25

20

@20

@
Cordage.
13 @
Amer’n p1 ib
14 @
Russia.
Manila.
14*@

CLAIRVOYANT.

@20
@ 15
@ 25
Sperm. 2 00 @ 2 10
90
Whale.
85 @
60
Bank.
50 @

Porgie.

TIME.

the Homoeopathic Dispensary in
Caboon Block, Cor. of Congress and Myrtle
Streets, will be open every day (Sunday excepted)
from 4 fo 5 o’clock P. ill. Advice and medicine will be cheerfully given those who apply at the
rooms at the above time.
feb25dlm*
S. E. SYLVESTER, M. D., Sec.

Kerosene....
Port. Ref. P’tr
Devoe Brill11

On and after Monday, Oct 11th, 1875,
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE,
TRAINS WILL LEAVE PORTLAND FOR

&

Norfolk, Baltimore

BOSTON
—

sep20dtf

Homoeopathic Dispensary.

@20 00

snore.

in Boston, 37 Tr mont
Located in Boston since

1810.

Oil.

@25 00
Hoops. 14 ft.
Short do 8 ft.16 00 @17 00
7 ft.12 00 @14 00
Pop’r staves. 16 00 @17 00
@14 00
Spruce.r’gh.
R. O. Staves.
@45 00
Copper.
Bolts..
Cop.
@ 32
Y.M. sheathBronze do...
Y. M. Bolts.

visit Portland at
Continues
the UNITED STATES HOTEL,
second
t,ie
week of each
on
to

feuNiONK00m

Naval Stores.
Tar, «|p bbl..
@3 75
Pitch (C.Tar)
@ 4 00
Pitch..
Wil.
@ 3 75
Rosin. 3 50 @ 6 00
45
@ 50
Turp’tine,gl.

uu

Chiropodist,

Street and 57 Temple Place.

SbiDgles,

@24 00
@24 00

I
l.*«

Spruce ex.30 00 @33 00
do No.l 15 CO @20 00
Pine.35 00 @55 00

@70 00

box shooks 68 00
Hhd. Headings,
Spruce, 35
in.
Soft Pine..

KENISOTTi

\ \
V..\

@15 00
@12 00

Clapboards,

DR.
\

@55 00
@40 00
@35 00

Nos. 1 & 2...45 00
No. 3. 35 00
No 4.25 00
Shipping.. 15 00
Spruce.12 00
Hemlock.... 1000

Me.
Dr. Welch*®
50 cents and stamp.

STEAMERS

STEAMERS.

RAILROAdT

EASTERN

Lumber.

Clear Pine,

RAILROADS.

And nil Difflcnlliei) of the Feet skillfully
treated.

Cedar ex... 3 75 @ 4 50
00
Cedar No.l 2 25 @ 3 00
Pictou. 7 50 @ 8 00
Spruce.... 1 50 @ 1 75
Chestnut.... 7 00 @ 7 50 Laths,spruce
@ 1 75
Franklin.... 9 00 @ 9 50
Pine.
@ 2 25
Matches.
Lehigh & W.
Ash. 8 00 @ 8 50 Star, ^ gros. 2 00 @ 2 10
Coffee.
Molasiiei.
31 @
33 Porto Rico..
45 @ 55
Java, p lb
Rio. 20 @ 23 Cieniuegos... 40 @ 45
36
Muscovado..
33 @
Cooperage.
Hhd. Shooks and Heads, New Orleans 65 @ 75
Mol. City..
@2 45 Barhadoes... 42 @ 45
@215 Sagua. 35 @ 39
Sug.City..
Nails.
Sug. C’try. 1 45 @ 1 50
Pine Sugar
Cask.
@ 3 50

Seventh

10 p.

@

C'heese.
Verm’t,$>lb 13

of

A

\

12

15

Pit Burned,
Maple.

C. B. FEBBIN, Prop.

Broadway. 7lh Aye. and
4‘Jd Street,
NEW YORK CITY,
Three blocks west of Grand Central Depot, near the
Elevated ltailroad, and but twenty minutes from
Wall Street. A new and elegantly furnished HotelKates $4 per day.
all modern improvements.
Liberal terms to families. Free omnibus from Grand
Central Depot.
CHAS. E. LELAND, Proprietor
Of Delev an House, Albany, N. Y., and Clarendon Hotel, Saratoga.
feb21d&wly9

Cheap Bee Feeder.

@

Birch, Maple.

KOSSmORE HOTEL,
Junction

37£

35 @
Charcoal

Bags, good....

UNITED STATES HOTEL,

meadows, lying along the margin of brooks
or rivers, which could little by little be transformed into cranberry gardens, that would
afford a source of constant profit—while others with orchards, or localities suitable for
them, might engage in the manufacture of
vinegar, and of pickles, and by excellence of

Sperm.

room,

sample
of

Corrected for the Press to March 8,1876.
Shoe Steel...
Apples.
54
5@
Green. 3 00 @ 4 50 Spring Steel.
11
8 @
9 @
12 Sheet Iron..
Dri’d West’n
9 @ 12 Common....
do Eastern.
41
44@
Ashes.
H. C.
6*
11 @
in Russia.
Pearl, lb
154@ 16}
Pot.
7J@ 10 Galy. 9f@ 12
Beans.
Lard.
Pea. 1 75 @ 2 00 Kegs
141
lb...
14 @
Mediums.... 1 50 @ 1 75 Tierces *> lb. 14 @ 14}
Yellow Eyes. 175 @ 2 00 Pail. 15 @ 15§
Box Hhooks.
16 @
Caddies.
16}
Pine. GO @ 75
Lead.
Bread.
Sheet & Pipe
94
9@
Pilot Sup.... 9 00 @11 00
8 @
8J
Pig.
do ex 1001b. 7 00 @ 8 00
Leather.
Ship. 5 00 @ 5 50 New York,
Crackers p1
Light. 27 @ 29
100. 35 @ 40 Mid. Weight. 28 @ 30
Bntter.
Heavy. 28 @ 30
Family, lb 30 @ 35 Slaughter... 35 @ 40
Store. 20 @ 25 Am. Calf.... 100 @ 110
Lime.
Candles.
@ 1 30
Mould, p- lb.
@13 Rockland c’sk.

..

© urry Powder.

door.

A

and as the

equally
horses, cows, sheep and
hogs. It is the richest food known; it gives
a healthy tone to the animal, fattening the
lean ones and maintaining the health and
vigor of the strong. The great value of oilcake for cattle food has long been bnown, yet
it is by no means sufficiently appreciated in
your country nor upon the part of very many
persons who own or feed stock is it clearly or
fully understood.

enough at home, to procure a summer’s groceries, while with the present style of packages, and our rapid transportation, the distant markets are, as it were, brought to one’s

weight.

England,

preciate good beef.
valuable as food for

towns are able to supply
the home demand for strawberries, with the
wild crop of the fields, and as it iB beyond
the reach of care or cultivation, and liable to
be cut off by the frost or drouth, it is at best
an uncertain crop; not to be compared with
the garden strawberry, which is so reliable
and always accessible. The children of the
family, from a patch of land which the farmer will hardly miss, can easily make sales

and

a

best economists in the world they would .not
pay more for oil-cake than they would for
anything else if it were not the most valuable
for feeding purposes, particularly when we
consider the extent to which they feed for
fattening. Experienced English feeders all
say that their best beef is that from cattle fed
on oil-cake meal, and it is universally known
that the English know how to make and ap-

perience.
Very few country

waste

The plant in itself

Oil-cake for Feed.

purposes, aside from the usual market sales.
When systematically conducted, like any
other branch of business, and not engaged
in merely for saving the waste of the farm,
the keeping of poultry will be found a desirable specialty for any farmer.
Bee-keeping may be recommended to persons who are well informed by study or experience in this department, and determined
to persevere until they are successful—provided they are not debarred by unfavorable
situations or surroundings. Every year brings
success in bee-raising and honey-making, to
numbers of men, and even women and children ; demonstrating very clearly that failure
generally results from ignorance or inex-

own

tu

An English writer to the Millwright asks:
Why is it that so much of the linseed oil-cake
produced in your country, especially in the
West and North, is exported to England? It
must be that its value for food tor cattle and
stock of all kinds is not known or is not appreciated by stock feeders in your count! y.
American oil-cake commands $50 to $60 per

poultry-raising—so little, however, that
but little profit is derived from it. If a good
variety was selected, thoroughly bred, and
well cared for, considerable profit could be
obtained from eggs and fowls for breeding

tarmers

auuoD

week they were quite well.
The
same remedy is invaluable for mocking birds.
Woonsocket Patriot.

to

Many

of “bird’s pepper.”

loss than

sirable for every town to secure some men
who would make a specialty of growing seeds.
Seed corn and grain of first quality, are always in demand; and would be more sought
for, if there was always a supply—some farmers in Tennessee, according to a recent
statement, are paying sixteen dollars a bushel
for choice seed wheat. We think that many
farmers would do well for themselves and others, if they should devote a portion of their
lands to the raising of seeds for a near or
distant market.
Almost every farmer gives some attention

own

uc

is a beautiful object; it grows about two feet
high, and in Autumn its bright little scarlet
berries look liko coral beads peeping from
under the dark, green foliage.
Indeed, one
plant in a pot forms a very pretty ornament
for a flower stand. The seeds possess a stimulating and reviving property, and I find that
two or three given to newly-hatched chickens,
especially if they are weakly, has a most happy effect. If a hen looks feeble after moulting, six of these berries or pods, given daily
in some corn meal and sweet milk, improve
her wonderfully. Last Summer two of my
canaries began to droop.Every day I gavethem
each one seed of the “bird’s pepper,” and in

his

if

uub

fresh—but of the capsicum that
grows
gardens. I have tried all the
different varieties, and the most pungent and
efficacious is the small kind known by the

up and reasonable profits would follow. From
such small beginnings, may proceed horticultural and agricultural associations and exhibitions—the fame and fortune of distinguished stock-breeders and fruit-growers and
even the increased valuation and prosperity
of a town.
It is well known that farmers rely very
largely upon seed-stores or upon distant producers, for their seeds, and frequently they
are subjected to much expense in procuring a
supply, or to positive loss on account of its
worthlessncs. A remedy for this evil may be
found, by farmers raising some particular
seed best adapted to their soil, and exchanging for other varieties; or, when a single person devotes his whole farm to the growing of
tqe seeds for an entire district or town. Good
seed even for field crops, is usually scarce,and
often commands a high price; and where the
first ripened crop is gathered for a succession
of years, it is worth almost double price—and
Anr

uiaj

in our

pleasure, or profit, or both, as the most
pressing need may decide.
If in every neighborhood, each man would
select either some breed of animals, or field
crop, or variety of fruit, or garden product,
and give it his special care and attention; the
result would be that competition would bs
excited, skill and energy would produce valuable results, a general demand would spring

frl

luat u

remarkably

for
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are as

call the attention of others to its good properties. I do not speak of the article that is
sold in the drug stores—and sometimes not

neighbor; every
one must settle the question for himself and
must base his decision upon the quality of
his soil, its adaptation to particular crops, the
most convenient supply of fertilizers, the distance from market, and the facilities for
transportation; as well as his own skill and
capacity for labor. We are not the advocates
of general, or special husbandry; under cer.
tain conditions we recommend the one, and
with a change of circumstances we prefer the
other. We however believe that it may be
well for every farmer outside of his general
round, to give particular attention to some
well chosen specialty. This may be selected

nvilli fliia

Difference Blood Mokes in Steers.

The

MEDICAL

Portland Wlioletnle Price* Current.

Stations,

tor Lowell and
with
Boston, and at Worcester (Union
Boston & Albany Railroad for Springfield,Albany
Hartford, New Haven and New York, arriving at
New Vork about 5.00 a. m. A sleeping car is
reserved at Worcester for this train.
tl.^O p. ni. train for Kerham.
Tickets sold and baggage checked to all importan
mediate

at Nashnn

Depot)

points.

Express Train leaves Worcester at4.35 P.
HI., connecting with Express trains leaving
Albany at 10 A. M., and New Vork at 10.00
A. M. arriving in Portland at 11.15 P. M.
jr^Tickets can be found at BARNES BROS., No.
23 Exchange Street, and at the Depot.
J. M. LUNT, Sunt.

my?___dtf
Florida and the South
-VIA-

Atlantic Coast Line of Kailways.
Leave New York 3 and 9 P. M., all rail via Washington, Richmond, Wilmington, Charleston, or Columbia, Augusta, Savannah, Jacksonville, etc.: 8.40
and 9.30 A. M. (Limited Express) via Bay Line from
Baltimore and Portsmouth, via.
Wilmington, thence
as above; and 3.00 P. M.
Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday via Old Dominion Steamship to Portsmouth, Va., and as above.
Parlor Cars by day; Sleeping Cars at
night over
the entire line.
Baggage cheeked through.
Information and tickets apply to J. H. WHITE,
ARc,1M^Ticral Office, 229 Broad Twav, N
Y., 222 Washington St., Boston, and Ticket Otlico
Connectmg Lines.
dec3U13m
A. POPE, Genl. Pass. Agent.

OPPIC B

50 cents.

York.

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND
1.50 A. M. for Kochester. Nashua and
Worcester connects at Rochester with down
trains on Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads
at Nashua with Express Train tor Lowe)
and Boston, arriving in Boston at 1.30 P. M.;
connecting at Ayer Junction with Express
Train for Fitchburg and Iloosac Tun.
nel liiue, and arriving at Worcester at 2.10 P
M.. connecting with trains South and West.
11.00 P. HI. Train connects at Kochester
with B. & M. trains for Dover, Boston, &c.
4.00 P. HI. New Vork Express Drawing
Eroom Car to Worcester and Sleeping car from
Worcester to New Vork via Springfield all
rail connecting at Orand Trunk Junction
(Portland) with Trains from Montreal and way
stations, Lewiston and Auburn, and at Westbrook Junction with trains of Maine Central R. R. from Bangor, Rockland, and all inter-

enlarged |and greatly improved the past
now one of the largest, fullest and besi;
weekly paper in Maine. Terms $2.00 per year ii
advance; six months for $1.00; three months for
has been

year, and is

1

Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
taken at the lowest rates.
|3r*Freighta
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steameis as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 25
Exchange Street.ocldtf

STONINGTON
FOR NEW
AHEAD

LINE

1SF* Special rates to campaign clubs.

Posters,

Hand Hills, Bill

Heads,

YORK,

OF ALL

O T U E B 8.
A local agent is wanted in every b»n,

This is

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with tho entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
alwayN in advance of all other line*. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St..and W. D. Little,& Co.’s,49J Exchange St.
D. S. BAJBCOCK,
L. W. F1LKINS,
President,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.

#

Cards, Tags, &c., printed

£ 8SF*Srecimcn copies sent free.

at short

Address.

dtf

ocll ’73

MAIL LINE TO

Halifax, Nova Scotia,
With connection* to Prince Edward !*•
land, Cape Breton and St Johns, N.F.

PORTLAND PUBLISHING DO.

notice.

making connections with the Intercolonial Railway.
for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and
steamers for Prince Edward lslaud; also at New
Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape
Breion, and at Halifax with Bteamers for St. Johns,
N. F.
S3P“RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUES-

DAYS, at 4.00 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day cf sailing.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct28dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

4

*

